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THE DEVELOPMENT OF pELF-CONCEPTC
A HUMANIST APPRCIACR TT ,EDucAnog

Arthur Combs,

University of Florida at Gainesville

I A.

Ever since 1900, every list of-objectives fortAmerican education
has been,full of humanist* goals; education ought to be tor self.
understanding, for positive attitudes, for self - fulfillment,, for cit-
izenship, for responsibility, for mental and emotional well-being,
Jar creativity, for preparation for change. Every list velum had
has always included these kinds of humanistic objectives. And yet
currently we are behaving as though these objectives hardly exieted
as we go madly down the road of behavibral objectives and performance-
based criteria,Isith a complete dibregard for the effects of these
approaches on the humanistic values we proclaim.

We are applying industrial techniques right and left with'Poa
concern for what tappens to ;the, teachers or to the students in the'

process. And we ought to know better,-tool When industry applied .

these techniques to thd problems of production, the worker's felt de= .

humanized, and what they did'Oas to gettogether to fora unions and
beat the system: I would like to submit that our problem in educa"
tion today is'not a lack of efficiency but a lack of humanity. I

would like to suggest that.ye can get ;along in our society much ,bet-
ter with a poor reader than we can with a bitot. -We're dping a great
deal ip our public schools about reading but very little about bigot-
ry. I would like to submit that we need to be concerned about the
holistic objectives which we have mouthed so'otten but put into ef-
'fect so seldom in Our educational syitem.

Now when I speak of humanistic objectives, I mean three kinds
of things. .I mean firt!t. of all processes such as intelligent behai-
ior, creativity, adaptability, responsibility, t,:he self-concept,
identification, and self-actualization. I'm referring also to the

,whole field of affective aspects,'the kinds of things that have to
do with whether or not anything that you learn will make aqrdiffer-
ence. And thirdly, of coUrge, I'm referring to the whole area of
human feelings and attitudes, the things that really make us human,
thgt have to do with what peolile feel and think and believe'and un-
derstind about themselves and others. .

For 30 years now we've known something about the
What do we kno4 about it? In the first place we know

system of beli fs. It's what a person believes about
also know that he self-concept is something which is
son is not born with it, but learns it from the kinds

t

self-concept.
that it's a
himself: We
learne4,s. per-
of experiences
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he has with the world -in gulch he's living. Another .thing we know
'about the self-concept is that it is ghly stable; once it has come
into being, once it has become'estahlis d, it's a very difficult
thing to change.

Self-Concept and Learning

We knca; alas that the self-concept affects every aspect of human
behavior; -foreximple, we know that the 'self-Concept is, intimately
related to the problem of learning. The basiC printiple of learning
and perceptual thought is this: that any inf5rmatian wiP. have an ef-
fect,upon the person's behavior only in the degree to which he has
discbvered the personal meaning of that'informatica for him. Let mel
illustrate thi( principle. Letts suppose that I'm riding along., ta,

c

work in the morning in mycar and I turn on the radio ',and Ihear the
lftest hog market quotations. I don't have any hogs and. this infor-
mation sifts through my consciousness, g008-irC40fie ear and out the'

, qtr as-we say, has no meaning. to ire. A little later I hear there's
been a serious accidept-this 'morning at the corner cif University Ave.
nVe. and 13th Street,. and Mrs, Ethel Brown has been seriously injured
and taken to the hospital. Well; this is a little more close to me,
you know,*,it happefted to a person and I'm a peieOb. So this informa-
tion has ore meaning.to me and I say to myself, *You know, that's a
terrible tiling, another accident, something's got to be done about it,"
and .I slow down for a block or two. Now let's suppose that Mrs. Ethel
Brown is not a total stranger to. me; she's the wif of one of my grad-
uate studepte% 'I've never met the lady but I kno, 105 her husband is;
and I hear this same pied() of information and I say to myself, "Hey;
that'sEd'Brown's wife, that's a terrible thing/" I \think about* its
all the way to the office, when I get there I mention to sacra-
tary, and I say, "Call the hospital., see how she's getting along."
I talk to the other people on the staff, I say, ,"Hey, did you hear
what happened to Ed Brown's wife? How's' he fixed financially, what'
about his kids?" Let's 'go one step further. Let's suppose_that_Mrs._
Ethel Brown(is the married name of my daughter; what thee' This same
piece of information now has a tremendous effect on my behaiior.

In education we'Te done very well at giving people information.
. ,

But where,we are sick todaY is in helping people to discover t
meaning of the information, which we provide them. A good exam le
is the- dropout. The dropout is not a dropout because-we-didn't tell
him. ,He's a dropout beCaUse.he never discovered the meaning of what
we told him, and aa A. consequence he left the system because it.seeMed
to him to be irrelevant.

Self-Concept and Emotion or'Affect

We know ale6-that the self-concept is deeply related to the prob-

lem of emotion, to the question of huMan feelings and attitudes. EMo-
tion has to do with the degree toWhich a person is involvedAin any
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situation. Let me give you an illustration. Let's take the young
- woman who has a lover in Vietnam. He's been there ,a long time, been

there for several years, and then she gets word that he's coming home
in six months, and that's good. Then heis.coming home next month...
next week...now he's on his way...he's back in the country.. . it's time
to go to the airport...here comes his plane...Ali!, there he is! Look
at you. Each of us ill. feeling something about'this young woman's
problem, and as the event comes closer to *self and to,yourself,
-you feel more deeply about it. That's what we mean by emotion; emo-
tion is only the degree to which any event; any idea,'is related to
the self. The Closer a thing is to the self, themore motion we
feel. And so the Self-concept must always be /weaved in any kind
of learning situation, because it has to 'do Witlk the involvement of
the person with the subject matter.

Sometimes. you hear people say,."Do you want to have education
for intellect or education for adjustment?" as though we could sep-
'ante these, two, as though ve.had to make a choice between amirt pey-
choties or.well-;adjusted dopes. What we have to recognise is that
the'affective aspects of education have everything to do with learn-
ing. In the final analysis we're either going to ha#e affective edu-
cation or none at all because if it doesn't effect the person's self
and his feelings, it is not going to register in his behavior.

Self-Concept and Intelligence

We know also that the selfvconcept is related to intelligence.
By intelligent behayior we mean the:degree to which a person can be-
have effectively. That means that intelligence is affected by self-'
concept, because it makes a lot of differefice whether you believe that
you can or you can't. If you believe that you can, you will try; if
you don't believe that yOu can, you will-not try,,and that will effect
your intelligent behavior. So intelligence, too, is a function of the
self - concept.

We know that with respect to the simple problem of'reading, for
example, you almost never finda chilei,bronght to the reading clinic
these days who has something wrong with his eyes. We catch that pretty ,
early, routinely. The child who comes to the reading clinic is likely
to be all child who believes he can't read, and, because he believes he
can't read, he doesn't try; because he doesn't try he doesn't get any
practice, and when he doesn't get any practice he doesn't do it very
well. And then his teacher asks him to read and he doesn't read very
well, and she says to him, ")r goodness, Jimmy, you don't read very
well." And.that just proves what' already thought in the first
place! Then what we do into send home a failing grade sohie par.. , -

ents can get-in the act, too, and they also tell him what a bad read-
er he is. This child is-living in i world where everything is con--
firming his belief about himself,_.,

.

U. now know also that this circular effect is of tremendo
0
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significance in our entire society, as we -have thousands and thousands
of petiole who believe they can only do "X" much, and because they be-
lieve they can only do "X" much, that's all tbb much they do. And the
rest of the people see them only doing "X" much, and we say, "Oh well,
thittran X-much person.' This is the problem of thousands of deprixed
peoplein our society. This is.the problem of the Chicano in the south-
west, this is the problem of the black in the south where I live, this.
is the problem of ainority.groups everywhere in our society.

Self-Concept and Mental Health

We know also that the self-concept is related to a person's men-
tal health. We know that the distinction between being adjusted and
being maladjusted is basically a question of whether you see yourself
in positive or negative ways. We know that a person who sees himself
in essentially positive ways, who sees himself as being liked and wanted
and acceptable and able and dignified and worthy, this kind of person
tends to be well-adjusted and effective. People who are maladjusted
and ineffective see themselves as unliked, and unwanted, and unaccepta-
ble, and unable, and undignified, and unworthy, you name it. We know
that a positive view Of self gives a person a great internal feeling
of security that makes it possible for him to deal effeCtively with
the world in which he's living. It gives him a great feeling Of basic
strength from which he can move to new things. It's like having a
stout sEip: When you're sure about your ship, you can go sailing far
from shore, but when you're not so sure about your e}& then you have
to stay close to harbor and you must play it very sailwand your musn't ,

take any chances. it's like that with a person's self-concept. A
person who has a positive view of himself sees himself in ways that
make it possible for him to make greater use of the world in Which he's
living, to be more creative, to be more intelligent, to be lore respon-
sible, to be more daring, to be lets defensiie.

You compare that line of thinkingrwith the fact that th4;re are
thousands of people who believe that failure is good for kids. Usually

, this is some self-made/man who boats his chest avid says, "Look at me!
what a tough time I had growing up; I made it, so my kids ought to have
it t ih, too." This man is a walking' demonstration of'the f4 pt that
fai is not good for people. He bacale a self-madtaan precisely
be use he didn't fail. Had he .failed, he wouldn't be a self-made mans

One of the things we know about failure psychologically is that
it is destructive to human personality, and failure pefchologically is
like disease physiologically. A disease physiologically-is a failure,
of the physical organism. Now we do not say about physical failures,
physical diseases, let's give this kin all the diseases we -can as loon
as possible. We say insteaa,,let's keep htm from getting a disease
just as long as we possibly can, or let's give hip the disease in such
an attenuated' form that we'll give him a success experience mitht.
That's whatmc do with aninoculation ortil6nisatidh. We give him

the disease in such a weakened form that we know hg'11 have a success
0,
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experience with
.

it and then later on when the real thing comes along

he is able to deal with that more effectively.

Self-Concept and Effective Helpers

. We alsorknow that the self-concept is related to professional

competence. At the University of Florida for the last 14 years we

have been doing research on the helping professions. -We've done re-

search on teachers of all varieties, on counselors, on nurses and on

Episcopal priests, and we find out that the good helpers are always
people who see themselves-in essentially positive ways, and the poor
ones are people who see themselves in negative -ways.

% A Law of Learning

Wein-low, too, that the self - concept is something a person brings

with him wherever he goes. When he comes to our classrooms, he doesn't

park it at the door, he brings/it right on inside with hil, and what-

ever is happening in that clasaroom is affecting his self - concept as

well as the content which he may be learning. And it ma be that.the
self-concept, what he's, learning about himself, is much more important
than what he's learning about the content.

Now with all we know about the self-concept, we de still trying

to behave as thoUgh it didn't exist. Some years ago I had an experi-

ence/talldng about learning to a college of agriculture, and a profes-

sor of agronomy said, "Well, that's all very well for you, Dr. Combs,

' -to be concerned about the self-concept, but I don't have time to be

concerned about those things; I have to teach agronomy." And I said

o to higt,"You've done a lot o4 research on how things grow, and you
know thatO.n order to get proper growth of a plant you have to have
a certain friability of the soil and you have to have a certain acid

content, have to have certain organic matter and you have to have con-

tain conditions of drainage, have to have certain conditions of ph

values, certain kinds of microorganisms, certain kinds of trace ele-.

manta and so on; you have found all that in your research. Now you

wouldn't say to'a farmer, 'We know all that but don't bother about it,

Just throw the seed on the ground and see what happens.'" 'The self-

concept affects learning. This is a law of learning which we've found

iR our research. For a person to deny its use and deny its importance

when he is trying to help somebody learn if like saying "I know my car

needs a carburetor but I'm going to drivemine Nithout one." None of

us canoverlook this question of self-condept, not in view of what we

now know about its tremendous significance. We have to deal with it.

You cannot set aside a learning bdbause it is inconyenient.

What can we do?

1.0 0



Deciding l's ImportantWiaa

I the first thing we have to do is to decide it's impor-
tant, ause none of us'ever does anything unless ies-important.
Let me 11 you a little story related to this point. A-beautiful
young woman in the outskirts of Atlanta who was teaching first grade
had a beantiful head of blonde hair which she was accustomed to wear-
ing down to the'middle of her back in a pony tail. She wore her hair.
that way the first three days of school and,then on Thursday she de-
cided to do it all up in a bun an top of her head, and one of the lit-
tle boys in her first -grade class came and looked in the ddor and he, -
didn't recognise hie teacher. And so he was lost. School started,
and there he was out in the corridor crying when the pupervisor came
along and said to him, "What's the trouble?" and'he said, "I can't
find my teacher." So the egipervisor said, "Well, what's her name?"
Well, he didn't know,.so she said, "What room are you in?" He didn't
know that either, so she said, "Well, come on, let's see if we can

her." They went down the hall, opening one door after, another

door
ach-

ing. She turned e .:

til finally they came to the room where this young
and saw the supervisor and the little boy in

r
way and she said, "Why, Joey, it's so good to see:you! We've been won-

where you were; come on in; we've missed you so," and the little
boy pulled out of the supervisor'S hands and threw himself into the
teacher's arms. Sh gave him a hug, patted him on the fanny, and he
ran on down to his eat.

/
'

'

,

When the sups sor finished telling me this story, she /aid,
'

"Art', I said a r for that teacher, she knew what was important;
phe thought littl boys were important." We started to play a game
with this. We said, well, supposelshe hadn't thought little boys were
important, suppose she thought superlisors were important. In that
case she would have said, "Why, goo morning, Miss Jenkins, it's so
good to see you, we've been hoping 'You would come and see us, haven't
WA boys and girls?" Or she might have thought the lesson was important
and in that case she would ,have said, "Joey, where have you been, you're
already two pages behind, come in here and get to work." Or she might
have thought that the discipline was important and in that case she
would have said, "Joey, you know very well When you're late, you must
go down to the office and get a pe t. Now run right on down there*.
and get it." But she didn!t. She hayed in terms of what she be.
lieved was'important, and so do each of us. As the old Indian said,
what you do speaks so loudly I cannot hear what you say`. ,

.
,

, /
So the Ark thing we have to do if we're going to be concerned,

about the'self-concept is to decide it's important. In ovriesearch
on good and poor helpers, of the real differences wit find is that
the good helpers are concerned with the people problemar'ind the
poor helpers Are cerned with the things questions. The,good'helpers
are always rned with what's happening to people and their feelings
and attitude , and he poor helpers are always concerned about the ma
chinery; the yules, the regulations.

11 - 6
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Identifying and Paying Offpn Good Humanistic Practice

One of the problems we,have,in creatiag'sChools that are con.
cerned wi people,-hawever, is that humanistic objectives are gen-
eral o.4-ctives. 'Because they're general:objectives, they're gen-
e ignored. The humanistic things are what everybody is supposed
to doing. , But what we really &owe the things we're going to be
measured on. We tend to do the things that somebody is going to
praise us for. bo we evaluate the coachon how many games he won,
and we evaluate the science teacher on Eat many people went to the
science fair, and the teacher of first grad on how well the kids can

'reed, and the'English teacher on how many'kids can write
nobod3l is asking any queetions about how the teacher is affecting the
person's feelings aboUt himself. Paying attention to self-conceiit
means that we're going to have,to start identifying teachers who' do a
great job of helping kids to.feel better about themselves, just as we
now identify the people,whoteach science very

,

t 4-/0264iding.Tme To flan' r

We
.

also ed to giv teachers time to think about how to deal
uestions.>RecentIy I've cote across two school systems

ly fascinate me. One ofthem_ie in Maine where the super.
tendent haspald.thecotomunity_on the idea that the kids 'should

come taloa only ;four days a week. ',The fifth day is spent by `the -

four days. A similar thing J.), going on in Albuquerque, New

Mexico, where thesehool closes down at noon on Thursday of every
week and they have a half a day in that school to think about how to
improve the learning experience of children.

0

The Side Effects of Practice
,

We also Weed'to recognise that anytime we do anything in the ed,-
ucational probess, it has inevitable effects on the teacher and on the
student'. In the pharmaceutical industry, they spend millions of dol-
lars trying to figure out,the side effedts of things; because if you've
got a new cure foi a headache and it calses people to go band, that's
not 'very good. In education we rarely do that, wee rarely figure out
what are the side effects of what we are doing. 'A good example of this
is the whole behavioral objectives approtch which tends to concentrate
everybody's.attention'on.picaynne aspects of behavior. I teach a coursef
on human,growth and development. Nowi suppose that in human grakth and
developmept there are probably thirty basic principles, that people ought.

to'know. The.only trouble is I've got forty-rive lectires and I've only

got thirty principles so what I can do is leCture on the details. Yoe
see, there are a million details. I can talk about them till the WW1

came home, and the students irill hear me talking about the details, and

they will write dawn ill the details very carefully, and overlook the

principles. I can also test them on the details and that spreads them

12
- 7-
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out very nicely tr3Se good old normal curve so I can give them
grades. And: a t &AI teching? ,-I am teaching students that
it's the details that are important.

Ae another example, take the whole question of grades. Gra&
my opinion is crest the worst things that ever happened to

American education because of what it doesto people's concepts and
21,43.ings about themselves. Webelieve that grades are so terribly
important as a maivator, 'when everybody knows that they really don't
aotii-ate anybody except the day before the grades come out and the

ktion, and everybody knows th no two teachers evaluate in the same
day_efter. We all think that t;e7lre so terribly important for eval-,

In--

. way. Some teachers evaluate on. how much growth did this kid make,
other,;,, evaluate on how mach did he do, others eve irate on
which'side of the tracks did he come from, others on whether he was
a good boy, and then after we know all that, we piously behave as
though the grades meant eoaething very important and stable and we
tail to understand what Va to people and what effect it has on
their self-concepts.

v.=p

We have a nerrir6gram in the education of elementary teachers
at the Universitj)of Florida, and one of the things we have done is
to el4minate grades entirely. When we did this, it changed the tenor
of the:whole program, as the students began to work in quite differ-
ent ways when they no longer had to work for grades. I think also of

. what my eon,- a'young architect, said one time when he as in architeo-
tural school. He said to me, "Dad, how can you put up with this grad
ingieystem if you're arch a hot-shot educator?" He tplks to me like

sometimes- -it's a dray of putting me in my place. ,I said, 'Well,

what's the trouble?" He said, "Grading on a curve makes it to my
vantage to destrOy my friends." indthen he said, *That's a hell of

, a thing to-,teach young people." You know, I hadn't - thought of it that
way, bat it!s-true. A system of dog-eat-dog which makes it to my ad,.
vintage to destroy or impede the progress of my friends is teaching
something I am not sure we need in our society.

We know that there are. three things that. competition does. One

is that competition is valuable as a motivation only for those people
who think they Can win; everybody else sits back and watches Alen beat

VISAr brains out. The second, thing we know about Competition-is that

when people are forced to do not feel they have a chance

of winming,,the effect is not tivating, is discouraging and dis-

illusidningApe third thing we know thatwhen competition becomes
too important, anTmeirs becomes justiilled to achieve the end. When
it's too important to win the basketball game,the team uses iteel-
bows, and when it's too important to win to get their wing0, Ile Air.
Force ;cadets break into the offices and steal the examinations. So

we deed to be aware of the side pffects of the things weo in educe,-
tion so we don't make the-mistake of losing on'the bananas- what we .

Made on the oranges.',

Another example isilthe whole business of grade levels. Just

13
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inaginethe experience of-a child who is reading-at the third-grade
level in the sixth grade who, every day of his life, hawr'after hour,
day after day;'week after week, month after Month, is getting a fail-
ure experience because you. and I haven t.been able _to figure out how
to deal withkigre-yeardld child who happens to be reading. at the
third-grade level. We are teaching him something about himself be-
cause of the,may in which we Ve organised.,'

414

Taking a Positive View

. Of course, itts not enough to try to avoid doing things which
make people feel bad about themselves; we also hive to do something
positive to build up the self-concept of the children we work with.
Now here I run into trouble, one of the things we know from
our research on effective helpers s that there Ms/literally no such
thing as a right method of counsel g or teachifg or Episcopal priest-
ing or nursing. Effective helping his to docnot so much with what you
are doing as with the message that is conveyed by what you're doing.

One thing we found thit clearly distinguishes between good help-
ers and poor helpers is what the helper believes about the persons he
is working with. And one major factor is whether you believe people
are able or unable. Itmmies a lot of differende which you believe.
If you don't believe that people are able, you cihtt let them,,you
don't dart let them. Let's take that principle and use it to show
why'you can't tell the difference between good helpers and poor help-
ers on the basis ofnethods. Here are two teachers and they both be-
lieve the children are able. One of them who believes they are able
'makes them work real hard, and the message that gets through to the
kids is, "Ha thinks I can.' lere's another teacher who also believes
the kids are able and she says, "That's an interesting idea, why don't
you take off the rest of theafternoon and work on it by yourself?"
And the message that gets through is "She thinks I can." Here are

two vastly different methods but the important thing is not the method
but the message that is conve That is Nrhat we have (to be concerned
about. . ,

Teaching for Positive Self - Conceit

What else can teachers do? IA very interesting experiment was
done in Orlando where they were interested in seeing what could be
done with the self - concept of children, especially in some of the de-

prived areas of the city. They got the teachers involved in looking
at the self-concept and thinking aboutit and studying about it, and
then they began a program of trying to get the teachers to take a look

at themselps. One thing they did was to give the teacher a tape re-
'corder wiOthe instructions to turn it on for an hour any time they
wanted to in the classroom and then takImit home and chart their own

behavior, chart the things they said during the day. What they found

was that some teachers were rumling 11-to-one neakive comments to

/-
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positive comments. Just helping the teachers to become aware.tof that
made a difference., After i.While teachers began to see if they could
change that ratio to get more positive than negative =lents. Some

of them changed i0,over as far as 4-to-one, the other way around.
And when they diekthat, all kinds of interesting things happened in
that School. For one thing, most of thediecipline problems evapor-
ated. The teachers changed, too; there was less sick leave, they
dressed better, they even_SboOk bands with.greater vigor as they be-
gan to more effectively with the probleme that were going on in
their c rooms.

Let me tell you a story about another school where I was asked'
to work. It was in a rural area where the teachers hadn't'been back
to school in a long time, and I thought, what can I do with these peo-
ple, surely lecturing at they isn'tIoing to 40 them any, good. So I
went out and sat in the library every Wednesday atUOMnoon with these
teachers and we talked at children, and as they talked about the
kids I kept saying, you know I;gonder how she feels about that I won-
der how he feels about that, wonder how it seeas from his point of
view, till after a while the teachers beganqioing that too, they be-
gan asking that question.

Seeing Haw Otherei'See
.

Now when you begin to ask how things 1Pok to the person you're
working with, your behavior changes. Let's take an example. I re-
member one little girl we got a lot of information about, and in the
process of this ',.;13 began to understand that she felt that people didn't
like her very well, that.shg wasn't very attractive, that she didn't

,-,
. have the right clothes to wear, and that shewasn't very successful in
school. When these teachers began to understand that little girl and
how she saw herself, automatically they found things to do. !or ex
ample, Sally comes walking in the door of the school and one of the
teachers sees her coming. Then, instead of her pass by
as would ordinarily happen, she walks up to r and says, *Sally, how
are you, Honey you look so nice today!" and waists down the hall with

f

her armkarou4 her, Sally's whole world changes for the next 48
hours. Anot :r r remembered that she had a couple ofdresses

-,..--7

that had been left here at her house last year by her nieces and
they're just about Silly's size, so she arranged for Sally to come
to do some wOr forsher and gave her'the dresses. In the-home eco-
nomics department they were talking about hairdos, and they needed
somebody to denon4rate on, so they. demonstrated on Sally. Because
people saw her differently .1r understood how she felt about herself, .

they found their own 14278 of giving this childso6 positive experi-
ences about herself..

Where We Look Makes All the Difference

Let me give you one other example of how differently you behave

A 15
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when you begin to see how things look to the person you're working
with and tar be concerned about the person's self-concept. I lserned
this when I was director of clinical training at Syracuse ye ,,ago.

We had a psychological clinic and. when somebody case in wit a firob-
lem, we'd hold a case conference and decide what needed to done.
Then we'd tell the mother whit she needed to do. We found t that
didn't work very wv11. 4

Later on wi discovered-that the best thing-we could-do
a mother was to help her to undeNtandter own child. Let
trate this. Here's a parent or teacher who is concerned a. child

and what he's doing. He's doing terrible things. Now think
thatls the important thing, that something's got to abo t what
he's,doing, what kind of behavior does that call for ou re /
going to have to control it. You're going to have reward or pun-
ish it or somehow to manage the behavior so it stops, and o course
that doesn't help the child's self-concept any. He fee
pretty bad about himself, endow you're going to land him. That's
not going to help him much. tRow let's suppose that you rstand
this child in a different way, suppose you lee how he ees himself
in his world, and suppose you understand that he fee about himself
'that nobody likes him. I can remember doing that Ili mothers in our
"clinic. We would say, "Yoh know, Mrs. Jones, it's interesting
thing when we were working with Jimmy back there the playroom, 119.

said 'several times that he thought'pepple didn't him very well."
How if ilou'feel that the important thing is that child feels
that people don't like himveryme/1, that calls for an entirely dif-
ferent approach to dealing with-him, doesn't it You have to help the
child see himself as being more effective.

I remember something a teacher in OA used to do. She set
a cake timer on her desk, set for every 20 s, and every 20 min-

.

-utes it would go "ding," like-that. The kid didn't pay any atten-
tion, but it was a signal to the teacher, and she lipuId simplyflick 1
her eyes over the class in the next few secoilds and ask herself, "Who
hasn't had it yet?" During the next 20.minUtes she would find a way
ofgiving some chip a positive experience 'by

minutes,
at him across

the classroom patting' her hand on his shoulder saying "That's great,
Jimmy," spending a little time with him something that gave him the
feeling that he was recognized and under and liked. As simple
as that.

What L!ve been saying here is that we know tat the effective
behavior of healthy people, intelligent people, well - adjusted people,
learning people, effective profestsional people, is a consequence of
a positive view of self. Now if you know that, what.you have to do
to produce that positive self-colcept is not soeifficult._ You haie
to ask yourself these kinds of questions: How can d child feel liked
unless somebody likes him? Hai can a child feel he's acceptable un-

less somebody accepts him? Aril how can a child fool he's a person of.

dignity and integrity unless -somebody treats him so? And how can a
child feel able unless, somewhere, he has some success? The answers
that you and I find talthdse questions Will tell us what we need to
do to help improk the self-concepts of dbildren.

16



THE CHALLENGE CP WATERGATE TO.AHERICAN SCHOOLS:
FOSTERING THE MORAL DEVELOPMET OF CHILEREX

0
Thiess Lickona

Project Change
State University of New York at Cortland '

I
I had a psychology professor in gradtate school who used to say

that most education provides answers to questions that people don't
have. I don't think that indictment holds for 'this morning's session(
because you're not atcaptive audience and you presumably wouldn't be
here if you didn't have questions about morality and education. Nev-

ertheless, Ild to begin by identifying What I think are four bar
io questions to ask uhen approadhing the issue of moral education in
the schools.

The first question is simply, Is there a need? Is there anything
teworry sibo0;, any reason 'time should be concerned abomt.moral de-
velopment in society? The second question is, Should teachers inter-
vene? Even if there is a real need, is it the job of the schools tc
teach morality? Question nuiber 3 is, What is *morel derelopment*?\---
Can you do anything about the problem or decide idle r to

toward
get in-

rog4tesvolved without first knowing what constitutes p morel

maturity? Finally, question 4-: If you think that fostering moral de-

-yelopment in the schools is necessary and legitimate., how do you go
about it? How can you do it in a way that is ednoat*ISIlY Affective

:and ethica3ly defensible in a pluralistic society?
0

Is There. a Need?

Let's consider the first question: Is there a need? Someone
asked Uri* Bronfentwanner yesterday, after his speech an his visit to

-4China, whether he saw any social progress in this ccantry. Re replied

that the times are still very_difficult and it's easy to get discour-
aged, but that he finds there is a. major difference how in the mixes*
he gets when he talks to different groups in the commoniti. Be said it
used to be that when he wenj on about the ;Tobias* othe socriety_'and

hawAtts-going to hell in a hend=besket, people would say, "I dont
understend'what you're saying, what's the proem, everything seems
-O.K. to me." Be said now almost nobody says that, almost everybody
agrees there's a. problem., though people still differ gristly about

bort° solve it.

What are the dimensions of the problem? First of all, there's

the issue of social injustice. We've had reporte'that 10 million
American children are undernourished, some severely SO. The estimates
differ by a million or so, but we know that maw millions of Aserican

- 12-
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.children are Trangx7 and do not get enough :food to keep thee health.
We know that 2 out of 3 poor children in the ocantry hang not seen .

a dentist. If you're sitting in school with a rotting tooth, there's
not much you're going to learn. We know that more than 50% of poor

who have disabling handicaps get no medical treatment. We

that infant mortality among black children in the ghettos of
troit is as high as it is among children in the poorest sections
f India.. We know that the federal government for many years paid

for James Eastland $150,000 a, year not to grow crops on his Mis-

sissippi plantation while the sharecroppers who were thereby deprived
of work got welfare support of $35.00 a month for a facially of four.

We blow that the problem of social injustice has global proportions.
Rich nations consume most of the world's resources. More than half

of humanity remains illiterate and hungry across the globe.

Crime continues to_rise. It is increasing not, only vertically

tut horizontally as yell. Not long *pi there was a rash of robberies
in the schools of New York City, whets armed man case into the class-
moms of small children, 1st - graders, held up the teacher' and threat-

ened to shoot the children or the teacher if she didn't turn over her
jewels and purse. It used to be that thugs and villains were ashamed
to do their dastardly deeds before little children; no longer.

Ws know that child abuse has reached drastic proportions #n this
country. Bronfenbrenner, when he Spoke here two years ago, reported
a study by' Professor Gil at Brandeis that surveyed all kinds of child
abuse -- beatings, poisonings, locking kids up in the closet for days,

holding their finger over a flaw on a gas stove, cutting then wit
't knives--all wounds deliberately inflicted. The number of cases in a

single year:was estimated to be between 2i million and 4 million.

Those are soim of the dimensions of the problem. You could also
point te the-lciiFof integrity in the society, the tmwillingnesi or
insbility'df persons to act on moral principles. To illustrate that

point, I'd like to reed you two sets of statements. Try to identify

as you listen the source of each set.'Here's the first:

I carried out ey orders.

Where would we have been if everyone had thought things

opt in those days?

With us an order was an order.

The success of this man proved to me that I should
subordinate myself to him.

Now the second set:

I was there to follow orders, not to think.

I believed he had theanthOrity to do it. ",

18 _ _
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I was not the one to stand up at a meeting and say
that this shoaled be stopped, in all honesty because

of fear of group pressure that mouldensue, of not
being a team player.

iv
Toushave rid idea of my loyalty to this man.

lilts hasardWould anyone a guess as to the some of these
two sets of statements?--Could the first ones be from membereof the

O

Preen Berets? That's alood 'guess. Is. the second group from the pro.
ceedings of the Watergate hearings? THet's correct. How about the
first set? That's right- -the first statements came from Adolph Richman
at his trial for the crimes heAsemitted in'Nesi Germany. Its pretty
hard, isn't it, to distinguish the two sets.

During the Watergate hearings,. William Sloan Coffin wrote a col-
umn in The New York Times about Jeb Magruder. Coffin knew Jeb as a
friend when,both were at Williams College in the 19501s, and even had

:i

him as a student in his es class. During that time at Williams,
Coffin says worried t'Jeb NagrIger. He used to Bey to him,
"You're a nice guy, Jeb, have lats& charm but little inner
strength, and if you don't 041158 to stand for something you're apt to
fall for anything. Coffin concludes his oolumn by pointing out that
to do evil deeds youdon't have to be an evil person, only a nice guy
who is not yet a good man. Adolf Richman was probably kind to his
children.'

So, we kndw that the people in government haven!t stood up very
well, but what about the man in the street? Stanley Milgran studied,
the moral behavior of the man in the street in an experiment that you
RAT be familiar with. ,Ha ran an ad in the New Haven newspaper that
said he would pay $5 to anyone who would volunteer for an experiment
on learning. He got volunteers from all walks of life-ind from all ,,

age levels. When they reported to the laboratory, they' pulled strawe---
from)" hat, ostensibly to determine their role in the experiment. It
was in fact rigged so that the people-coning in off the streets would
get to be the "teachers" and somebody from Milgraals laboratory staff
would get .to be the "learner.°

The learner was then taken into the next room and strapped into
a chair and electrodes attached to his wrists. The experimenter told
the teacher, the naive suWect, that the learner was to try to memo-
rise paired associates, two words that went together, like "blue" and
"girl." If the learner side a mistake, the teacher, seated in a dif-
ferent room, was to give him an electrical shook. On a panel before
the teacher, the_shock levels ranged from 15 to 450 vol steps df
15, volts. ihe voltage levels were also,labeled: from saw shock"
tOstrong shock" up to "severe shock" and finally "EMI The learner,
whose responses were in fact pretaped, first complained about his die.
comfort, then lamed with pain, then pleaded to be released, then
protested that he had a heart condition and couldn't stand it any

longer, and finally fell sileft.
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How did the to rsrespond? In igiet cases, they showed real
conflict about obeying the experimenterfiAnstiUctions. Milgram re-
ports' that subjects we, beerved to tweat'i tremble, stutter, bite
their lips, and Oda fingernails into; flesh. Three had

'convulsive fits of r.

Mgrs. asked psyy trists and psychologists to predict what
percentage of people obey to the end,and-give 450 volts of ,
shock. °The'experts predicted that fewer than; 2% would give the high-
est intensity of shock, and that the 2% who *Meld go all the way
would be crazy or somehow. disturbed. Does *Ohne know intact what
perclitage of people oteyed,to the last? Suety per cent of Mil-
'gram esubjects gave the full 450 volts. That sobering outcome sup-
ports Jonathan.Kozol's assertion that the problem with the schools
is not that they aren't working, but that they are working all too
well. They are producing moral conformists who' submit to au,t

thority, even commands to inflict harsh physical pain on innocent
victims.

Okay, you might evi, people can't stimiuliioder pressure, they
have weak spines and they buckle when the going,kets tough, but what
about the compulsion of the average person? : it he help some-
body out when the person was in need? Recall 1 depressing
catalogue of newspaper report, on just this Tie- on Let me read ,

you fed

Kitty Genovese is-set upon bra maniac as she
home from -work at =3:00 4636 Thirty-eight of her
neighbors in Kew Gardena come to theirl when
she cries out in terror; none comesto he assistance
even though her stalker takes.over half ari 'hour to
murder her. No one even sor as calls he polio..
She dies.

Andrew Mormille is stabbed in the stomach he rides
the A train home to Manhattan. even othe/riders
watch the 17-year-old boy as he eeds to Oath; none
Coles assistance even though itta re have

left the car. He dies.

An 18- year -old switchboard operator, alone in.Ther
office in the Bronx, is raped and beaten. Est:aping
emmentarily, she runs naked and bleeding to the street,
screaming for help. A, crowd of 40 passersby gathers

and watches as, in broad daylight, the rapist tries
to drag her back upstairs; no one interferes.

Eleanor Bradley tripe and breaks her leg while ihop-
ping on Fifth Avenue. Dazed and shocked, she calls
for help, but the hurrying stream of executives pd
shoppers simply parts and flows past.

20 15
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Carmen Colon, age 10, is kidnappedby-a
while on a'shopping errand for her mothere She tem-
porarily escapes from her assailant along a busy ex-
pressway near Rochester, New work. Half-clad and
obviously distraught, she appeals for help to more
than a hundred motorists, all of who' pass her by.
She is murdered. ry

That's some indication of how the man in the street hiss behaved is
the face of a fellow human being in need of help. What about people
who supposedly make a profession out of being Good Samaritans? Haw
do' they perform when confronted with't similar situation? To find
out two psychologists asked Princeton seminarians to write a sermon
on the Good Samaritan parable which they were to deliver to an audi-
ence of faculty and peers. While walking across campus to the led*
ture hall, each/seminarian cane across a person slumped in an alley-
way. This person, in reality an'ector, coughed and groaned in,dis-
tress. What did the seminarians do? Twenty -four of the 40 simply
passed by. 'The experimenters noted: "Seminary students going to
give their tall on the parable of the Good Samaritan literally
stepped over the victim as they hurried on their *ay."

A

Should the Schools Get Involved?

We can agree, then, that there's a problem. But where do we
go from there? Does it mean that schools should get into the act?
Should you as teachers get involved?

I'd like to answer that question by pointing out that you are
already involved. De, is and dey,out, you act as moral educators
with your children. You continually evaluate their behavior; you
monitor their social relations in the classroom, and you do this as
part of a larger social context called the s 1 that also has rules
and makes evaluations of behavior. Lawrence hlberg tells a story
about his 2nd -grade son. One day he came from sqbool and eaid,
"Dad, I don't want to be one of the bad boys in school:" Kohlberg .

asked him, Nell, who are the bed boys?" His son said, "The bald 100,713
are the ones who don't pot their books back where they belong.", Kohl-
berg comments that the teacher probably would have been surprised to
-know that relativiely minor classroom management concerns defined for
her children iharshe and the schodl,Wixonght were basic'mpral values.

,.

We could all 044mAmemoire examples of the moral lessons that
schools teach children. Most children" go-to schools where 'they must
oompete with their fellow student, where they rarely if ever engage
in learning that requires polSerationi. where, helping another individ-
ual is usually defined as cheating.- Most kids go to schools where
the rules are laid down by authority, where the students never have
a chance to participate th making, revising, or enforcing rules,

where they are expected to obey the adults in charge without question.
And then'when they graduate from schCol they are expected think for
themselves.

7
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What Isslibral Development? .

Lails assume, then, that there is no way to avoid moral adage-
1 tion in the schools. It's parte the hidden curriculum. But should
teachers go at it directly, .full steam ahead? That brings us to the
next question: What is moral maturity or moral development? If you're

I

going to educate for moral development,,then obviously you need some
idea of what moral development is.

i T6 illustrate one way of defining moral development, I'm going
4-0 give you a moral dilemma that Lawrence Kohlberg has medip'well-known
t through his research in this area. A moral dilemma is a hard quo.-

) way to find out how someone really
tion; you can debate it, there's no culturally oonditioned response

.0
to it, and that is why it's a good
thinks. //

In Europe a woman was near death from a special kind
of cancer.. Doctors told her husband, Heins, that
there was one drug that might saveher. It was a
form of radius that the town druggisthad recently
discovered. But he was charging $2,000 for a small
dose of the radium. Heins, despite his best efforts,
could raise only $1,000. He plemeed with the drug-
gist to tell it to him cheaper and let him*pay the'
rest later, bat the druggist ,said, "No, I disoovered
the drug and I'm going to make money from it." So
4i.n desperation Heins broke into the store and stole
the drug.

I

In 1958 Kohlberg presented these and other moral dilemmas to 75 boys
ranging in age from 10-16. In 'interviewing these subjs.:Ai over the

next 16 years,- he found that there ewers sequential stages in the way
they analysed moral issues, a changing pattern in the way they reap.,
soned, for suple, about what Heins should ,or shouldn't have done.

,

The. sit' stages which Kohlberg identified are indicated in the
staircase diagram (Figure 1). I'd like you, taking the Heins dilemma,
to try to construct examples of the different stages, especially of
the first three stages. Mo04 children, under the right environmental
conditions, can develop at least acme Stage, reasoning by the time
they are in 0th grade; you can take that as a developmental goal for

morel in the elementary school. .

At Stage 1, bight makes right. In the child's view the people
in powerparents teachers and other adult authorities-:determine

what's right and :ghetto wrong. The moral motive at Stage 1 isto
stay out of trouble, either by doing what you're told.orby making
sure you don't get caught 'when you do' step out of line. What would

be an example of a Stage 1 reason why Heins should not steal the
drug? Ha might get caught and have to go to jail. Nosy tarn it r.

round: what's a Stage 1 reason for Stealing the drug? Be might get

intro ,e if ha doesn't steal it; his wifels.brother might find out
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that Reins let her die and come and beat him up. Do yen see the dis=

Unction between thescontent of the answer and the reasoning behind
it? ContiA can vary, while the reasoning remains the same.

What is a Stage 2 reason for stealing the -drug? He loves his

wife. I'd have to ask you what you mean by love; why is that a good,
reason for Heins to try to save his wife's Wei Because she books
and cleans for himthat's a Stage 2 reason and is in fact 'hit some
juvenile delinquents have said when given this dilemma. Stage 2,
its focus on self - ,interest, might seem like a regression to you. But
it's really a step forward beeamse,at Stage 2 children are beginning
to realise that morality doesn't come in .cans; it has something to do

..440 with human needs. When that awareness begins to emerge, it 'a natural
for the child to think first about his own needs. Bran at Stage 2,

though, there is a limited kind of a concrete reciprocity --

yak do something for me and I'll do someth14-for you. If Heins saves
his wife now, maybe she'll help him out if he's ever in a similar boat,
or maybe he's obligated to steal the drug for her because of all that
she's done for him in the past.

Kohlberg calls Stages 1 and 2 "preconventional" moral reasoning
because morality is not yet governed by conventional norlis or social
expectations; rather it is governed primarily by what the individual

thinks will be the concrete consequences for himself.

Stage 3'is a big leap forward. It takes the individual from con-

cern about his or her own needs to a much broader concern about the
needs and expectations of other people. The State 3 person wants to

be nice, to please others. Kohlberg calls this orientation "Charlie

Brown" morality to indicate both its virtues and its limitations.

Can you give as a Stage-3 reason why Heins shiluld steal the drug?

His friends woad criticise him if he didn't. What would people think

of him if he let his wife die? 'Alen you reach a Stage 3 concern about
the welfare of others, you also develop a concern for their opinion of
you--you value their esteem. What if Heinz's wife hadn't been so good

to him? Stage 2 might say, well, then don't Help her. Stage 3,'how.

ever, would say she needs the help, never mind what's gone before, put

yourself in her Shoes. The golden rule. To, find out whether your

children understand this Stage 3 principle, ask then sometime what the
golden rule tells you'to do if someone just comes up on the streetand
punches you in the arm. Most 10-year-olds, still predominantly Stage

2, will say, "Hitbim,back. Do unto others as they do unto you." An
unusually mature 10-year-old said to Piaget, "You shouldn't hit back.

There's no end to revenge." 'That's Stage .3.

I've given you just a bare-bones description of the stages. Peo-

ple gO to Harvard for a year to study haw to identify someone's stage

of moral reasoning, and Kohlberg and his associates are continually re-

defining the stages on the basis of their ongoing research and ,new (let

Telopments'in the them,. o put a little more meat on the skeleton;

let as share with you a yt ry or two about my own son, Mark, who van

c
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"be"? years old tceuirrost. ,W4 Were 'walking .across campus one day about.
6 months ago4.and I mentioned that I was going to give a talk that

grow up to know what's right and what's wrodg.- He said&eWell, I

afternoon to a of, men, the Cortland Rotary, &boat how children

have aomsthin to say about that." "OkAy," I said, 'what do.you think
is right for children to do?"

Mark replied, "Children .should be good to their parents, and par-
inteshould be good to their children=thaes the way they get along.4

, ..

, "That's very interesting," I said, "tell me, Why do you think
children shouldn't,disObertheir parents?".

Noll," said, they disobey /their parents, ien parents
won't do nice Chinas ea:* 4

So I said, "Suppose one, day Hem and I weren't very nice to yon-..
asked, if you could hive aAesw Richie Rich comic book, and we just

sad no without an", goodsreaoon. Then later in the we
we going to company, we asked you to do us a f vac*
uu4ng the rug. Do youthink you should do it for us?

Mark said without hesitation, Nell, no,--because you weren't
nice4t4 me. 'Sorry, Dad; bat that's just the it Works, you see."
A solid.Stage,2.

Let as relate another ocnveisation which illustrates that chilr
dren, like most adults, are in different developmental stages at they
"same time: I asked Mark the question about what you shoold do if
someone Woes up and punches you in the arm. He said, "Well, I can
tell you a right answer and a wrong answer. The right answer is you

,ahoultaok him- please not to punch you again."

"WhaMe the Mrodg:anSwerl" I asked.

"You should hit him back."

Probing further, I asked, "Why do you think hitting back is wrong?"

"It's really right and wrong," Mark said. "It's right becilise
than he will know how it feels,.and it's wrong because you could get
in troUblewithjour-parents." 'Y

I'll leave it to'you to sort ont.the different stages of thinking
that are represented there. -

This morning I decided to do a little longitudinal research.' I
wondered how Mark would respond, a half's, year later, to the moral

question of what to do when his parents ask hie to vacuum the rug aft-
er they have unreasoulbIrefUsed a request for's, new comic book. I
began by asking what it.mean to be good. Be said, "Being good Means
being kind to others"--ah, I ought, the dawn of Stage 3. Then. he

- 20 -
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added "...when they're kind to you." I then raised the dilemma about
whether to vacuum the rug. Be paused for a while, then said, "I think
I should vacuum the rug. It would be a good way of earning the new
comic book.".-

,,

That's turning the situation into a Stage 2 deal, of course, se.
I said,, "No, we wouldn't pay you any allowance, this isirdfavor meire
asking." .

-
,...--

After pausing again, he said, Nell, I'd still'do it."

"Even though," I reminded, "we weren't nice to you and wouldn't
get you the comic When you asked?"

"I would still do it;" he said, "I just like d4ng favorsfor
people." .

NNy do you like doing favors foi people?" I asked.

"Because then they don't have to do all the work themielves."
.,

"Why -is thattimportant?"
.

Nell," Mark said "if they can do only perfect the job, how
can they get it done if they don't have helpr.,

,

.,m.o
. That seems to me to .be the beginning t' e 3 concern for
the needs of the other pirson, apart fromI0hat's in itltor you. I ,

hasten to testify as a parent that crossing the bridge from reasoning
tb consistent behavioral praptice is a big-deveiopmental step in it-
self which by no means automatically follows the achievement of the

oni5:

reasoning. Mark at agel may oapable of some Stage 3 reasoning,
but his behavio is often not en at the level of Stage 2 reciprocity.
Closing the gap betwe6Oreas and action, becomes a major issue

when you consider applying Kohlberg's theory practical life situa-
tions like the classroom, where behavior re matters.

What lies Wond Stage 3? At Stage 4, concern for others is ex",

pandid to,a, wider scale. You begin to have a concept of society and ,

your role within a larger social system; you want to do your duty, to
set a goOd example, to insist'that other people do, too. Thistle still
a morality shaped by external expectations, however. Not until Stages
5, and 6 can you stand outside the social framework and say_that some
things are morally wrong in the systewsome lawsor institutions need
Changing in orde, better respect tilt rights of in§ivtdlaals. You

may even believ tagi'6, as Martin Luther King did, that- justice
requires ybu to a law like segregation that degrades human per-
sonality, in order to arouse the conscience of the oommunity. At Stag-

es 5 and 6- -which Kohlberg calls the posteonventional level -- universal
moral principles define right and wrong. That's what we told the Nazis
at the efld of WbrldWar.II: that they had-an obligation to universal

moral laws respecting human life and dignity, net simply to the-laws

of the German state.

26 21
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- What Does the Research Shoe

What does the research show regarding Kohlberes stages of moral
reasoning? It appears to indicate, first of ail, that the stages are
universalalthough there are those who 14nk that all the evidence
isn't in. Kohlberg claimer that his cross - cultural research in coun.

trtes like Taiwan, England, Turkey, Mexico', and the United States re-
vale that what people value may be relative to culture, but how they
reason about what they value goes through the Same sequence of stages
everywhere. The research does show dlearlo, that some people move
faster through the stage sequence and some go farther. Only 25% of
adults in Western societies, for example, reach postconventional rea.

Is moral stage development affected by social class? The evi-
dencspis that children from middle or upper socioeconomic environments
advance through the stages more quickly than their peers at lower socio-
economic levels. Are there sex differences? Girls get to Stage 3 fast-
er before, bays, but then boys typically catch up and move on to Stage 4
before, Ilvls and are more likely, to make it in adulthood to postoonven-
tional maltality--though this last difference disappmulr if level of ed-
ucation is the same. Does moral stage relate to moral behavior? Kohl-
berg is careful to point out that,' the same moral behavior --e.g. ,

someone a favor.-can spring frou'different stages of morel reasninge .

Aespite that complicating factor, it has ate:item possible to predict
moral behavior in particular situations from knowledge of a person's
stage of moral ravening. Conventional-level students, for example,
are more likely to cheat when left undetected then pastconventional
students. Persons at Stage 5 and 6 were more likely to 'quit Migrants
shock-the-learner experiment than persons' at lower stages and were also
more likely to intervene to help.a person in distress in another study
where such intervention ran the risk of angering the experimenter. In
the latter study; theistbject had to decide whether taid a person who
said he had Just had a bad trip on drugs and pleaded for help, or to
continue to participate in the experiment as planned. Only 11% of the
Stage 2 college students-helped the distressed individual; at Stage 3,
27% .helped, and at Stage4, 38%. AtiStage 5, the figure rose to 68%,
and at Stage 6.fdily 100% of the subiectsbroke off froarthe experiment
to help the person in- need.

What kind of enviropaent facilitates movement through the stages
and what kind of envircedmiht hinders itt -Children who grow up in a'
socially sterile orphanage, Kohlberg reporter, are often still at Stages
I ind 2 even in late adolescence. Ey contrast, children who grow up on

thi"Israeli kibbutz, where intense peer -group interaction, group deci-
sion -makes t and intermeshing work responsibilities mike for a. rich
social endiOnment, typically reach Stage 4 or 5'in adolescence.

- .

.

How-40o You or Moral De lopnent?

What do the contrasting effects of the orphanage and the kibbutz

imply for thedhool? Hell* classrooms support developMent through

27 -22-
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the moral stages? One way is to structure situations which, like the
kibbutz, provide lots of opportunity for rge-taking--for experiencing
the contrastingviewpoints and fatlings_Of others: Moral development
can be considered a process of getting r and better at dealing
simultaneously and fairly with a ety conflicting perspectives

on what is right in a particular si nation.

You are no doubt familiar with rcitlly available materials
for stimulating group discussion de edto share feelings and clar-
ity values.' I &nil: like to emphasize a prepackaged approach because
it tends to compartmentalize moral education as something you. do on
Thuridgy afternoon when you get out the DUSO kit. The real moral cur -

riculum is the total life of the classrbom, all the ,human interactions

that occur there. Teachers who appreciate that, however, can use some

%
of the publighod'techniques to advantage.

I

One material that I've used with to get disbussions going
with children is a series of s filmstrips developed by Kohlberg
and Bob Selman for Guidance Associates (Pleasantville, N.Y.). The film-
strips de",1 good job of bringing moral conflict down to the scale of
the child's world. Sqme prpsent real-life scenarios: should Holly
climb a tree to, rescue a stranded kitten, for a little boy, Or should
shelkeep her newly made promise to her father not to climb any more
trees? 4Some filmstrips depict fantasy situations; my favorite among
these is'abont Cheetah, a member of the Cat People. The Cat People
are endowed weab special powers,-which they use to fight crime: pi
ordinary'life,Cheetah is Sam Wilson. In the filmstrip, Cheetah 'is

Shown swearing an oath before the Cat People never to revealhis se-
cret identity--*not to my wife; not to my son, not to anyone. They
shall know me only as. Sam Wilson -- husband, father, schoolteacher, and

le,being.* This is the most important rule of the Cat Pio-,

le, it leader explains, because if the cidpinals know who they are,

. the eople will not be effective in fighting crime.
,

e ,dgkSam tells his 9-year-old coin, Marcus, to 'meet himmlater
that ening' the bank, where Sam says he will withdri'money to .

buy new cat. is_before Marcub,'and notices a light on in

the u tairs tank window. "Gk4;,* he says, at.the drums begin to,
roll, "This looks like a job for Cheetah!" Cheetah captures the
crooks, strings them up in a net, and quickly changes back\into Sam
Wilson. Seconds later, the police atrive on the scene and escort the

'thieves out the front of the bank. At this moment young Marcus also
arrives to see the criminals being apprehended and notices what ap-
pears to be another robber escaping out the rear bank window. He

moves closer; "Dad, it's you! What were you doi4g in the bank, Dad?
Tell me, are you one of the bank robbers? Tell me, Dad, please tell

me!" Sam looks down and says softly; "I can't tell you, son,I just

can't tell you." The narrator's voice then comesAft: "Will Sam Wilson
break.the most important rule of the Cat People and reveal his secret

identity, or will be remain silent and let his son think that he is a.

/bank robber?' What should he do?"

8 - 23 -
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The object is, to get children to say why they think Sam should
or shouldn't tel;:to their reasons and listen to the reasons
of others. It tikes, practice to get the knack of asking good probe
questions that -draw out the children's underlying reasoning and keep

-the discussion focused on the relevant moral issues. A normal first
response with both kidsjand adults is to want to slip out of the di-
lemmer.by proposing a siolhtion that avoids the bard decision. "He
should just tell Marcus to trust him," is a common way of wiggling off
the horns of the Cheetah dilemma. You can take time to explore differ,-
ent solutions this nature and then bring the children back to the
conflict: "Semite

canto
trust him, and Marcus tries very hard

to do that, but he 't get it out of his pind, he has bad dreams
and he still wonders, what was his Dad doing in the bank, could he be
one of the robbers?" You can point out that juries often convict peo-
ple on the basis of what witnesses say they saw; how can you expect a.
yiating.boy to forget the sight of his father hurrying out the ack of
the bank at the-scene of the robbery?

With-one thirdngrade class that turned out to be unanimously in
favor of

)s

eping his oath; I role-played to dramatize
feeling and to get the kids to think t other ways

faVahl Me
abet he be
of looking at the problem. "Cheetah promised never to 11," they skid.
"That's an interesting reason," I said,, "tell me, do you think it, is
ever right to break a promise? Dicilmy of you ever break a.promdiet"
Most admitteaCto having done so, and.ve got into a good discussion of
Abe reasons for breaking promises and making them in the first place.
We moved on to other issues, such as whether C6fietah had a responsi-
bility to keep fighting crime, and after 45 minutes the kids were still
going strong.

f

There arlots ofsformAts other than whole-class dipsaussion that
you earl use--role-playing, team debate, small 'buss grave." One forC
matcalled "Take a Stand "--was devised by a 6th grader in collabora-
tion with the school psychologist. Five lira are chalked or taped on
the floor and labeled, respectively, "Abeol tely right,' "Somewhat.
'Hight," rUndibided," "Somewhat smug," and beolutely wrong:"-
children are then read a story; for example:,

A boya pusher came op to his friend and said
*Do you want a joint?" He replied, "No way!" and
ran to get a policeman. The cop butted the pusher
for sailing drugs:

At the signal Wye!" the children go and stand on the line that shows
what they think About the main Charactees actionwith the understan&
ing that they haveto explain why they moved where they did. They are
fist tochange lines, but only if they atati their reasons. for doing so.

0

Let me emphasize again, however,,,that games and contrived discus-
sions are notenough. To foster a consistently high. quality of commun-
ication, you need to create a positive moral climate in the Classroom
an atmosphere of mutual respect and pupport that pervades the curriculum
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and the whole human environment. A tall order, you're thinking. Haw
can it be done?

Cooperative Learning

Several teachers I know create a positive moral climate by making
cooperative learning a natural part of tlys darto-day life of their
classroom. At its best, cooperative learning is what Piaget calls co-
operation: doing operations together in a fray that forces children to
decanter from their own viewpoint and accommodate to the viewpoint and
actions of their co-workers. Here is how a teacher of a combined 2nd
and 3rd-grade, Ann Caren of West RillrElementary School in Ithaca, New
York, describes t kind of learning in her classroom:

One activity which involved every child in the clads at
some point was.the Fireplace Project. We decided together
that we to build a fireplace on the school play-

or cooking lunch Outside- and for doing other ac-
Otivities which need heat (such as maple sugaring and
making dyes from natural materials). After deciding on
a size for the fireplace, the children collected rocks
from a nearby woods. They mixed the cementrecruiting
the principal to help with thiscemented the rocks in
place, and-finished the job with a grate that one group
had purchased from a local store. Some children used the
fireplace to dye yarn, while another group began to plan
a cook-out luich for the class. The outdoor lunch in-
volved planning what we would have, figuring out the cost,
getting volunteers for jobs, buying and preparing'the
food, building the fire, and serving and cleaning up.

Cooking is available in my otusaroom whenever children
express the interest, and I have found it an especially
good way to involve'them in sharing real responsibility.

A month-long activity, entirely initiated and sustained
by the children, NW the Dinosaur Project. One boy
brought a bag of plastic dinosaurt to school and decided
to set up a scene. Other boys soon contributed their
dinosaurs. Questions arose: where did dinosaurs live?
After looking this up in boolo4 the children setup one
ice-age environment and one woodland and field environ-
ment with a large body of water. For materials they used
twigs, rocks, grasses, and sand gathered from the school
grounds. The children made charts illustrating different
ages, and did many dinosaur drawings and paintings. End-
less discussions took place about which dinosaurs were the
oldest and where the various types lived.

This teacher has also found a class newspaper to be an excellent

way to foster cooperative effort and group cohesion. Inirlition, sh
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recommends stockingthe.environlent with materialsblocks, Lincoln
logs, lego, animals,- plants, clay, scrap' materials, and :Plenty of
paper and pencils -tthat naturally Stimulate children to work together
on activities that, are meaningful to them. Craft activities are es-
pecially good; one boy l3arned low to mierame andtaught_otheechil-
dren bow to do

.
it 0it for three straight days.

John Caren, -Annq husband and a. teacher of a 5th and 6th-grade
in Henry St. John Sihool, describes a learning activity he carried
out whichAllustrates haw the teacher can take the initiative. ,

4

This prOject involved creative writing and was called
*Interesting Faces of'Ithaca." Eight children and a
teacher set out for downtown Ithaca -- equipped with a

polaradcamera. Each child took a turn photographing
sorrone on-the streets of the city. The pictures varied:
some were distant ahota-of people going about their daily
routine; others were close -ups of individuals that the

-children stopped and asked to pose for them. After tak-
ing-their pictures, the cbildren.riturnci to school to
write about them. The pictures and stories were then
laminated and:made into a book which was available for
all of the class to read.

The-Class Meeting
- -

Both of these teachers also-rely heavily on dais meetings to
foster a. strong sense of colmidnity among their phildren--perhaps then

most important ingredient ift a. good moral climate. A time is set
aside -- typically 20 minutes at :.the end of the morning and again at
the end of the afternoon-4Eiii children share what _they have worked

on, plan a project, discuss an experience they have had together or
personal experiences from home, or exalhange views about how to solve
a prohleuthat has arisen. Every teacher I know 4O has worked at'
developing this kind:of regular communication' imank his or her'Ohlir.'
dren ports marked improvement in-the general tone and:human
time ps in the classroom. The class meeting also provides the.c6-,
lesi and the caring that are the basis for dealing with any crisis
that arise. A teacher at i,recent conference on moral education
told story about a n!stetaught a coMbined 2nd- and -3rd grade

and r the first time aLclass meeting an integral part of berday.
A atang,Class-bpirit developed and behavior problems were far fewer

than during the previous year. 14m one days toward the end of the,

a year, a project that several children 'had worked on in the' back

of,t classroom was found badly damaged. The teacher stopped the ac-

tivity of the class and called a. meeting. "We have goOd time togeth-
er and we hai0 problems together," she said. "Something very:serious
has happenede cannot continue our work until we find out who is
responsible for.what happened and'the.damage is somehow repaired.

This is a chance to show if we really care about each other."

There was awkward silence, Then one student apoki up: "Come

--Iihoever did it; tellitos okay, wetIl,forgive you!" A Chorus'of
. .
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similar appeals went up from the dhildrdn.' Finally, two boys slowly
stood up, looking at their feet.

"Yes, Tommy, do you wish to egy,something?"

"Bob did it."

The teacher waited.

."I did it, too:"

'Would you like to say anything else?"

*Yeah. I'm sorry."

The other children leaped to their feet and huggedthe two cal -'
grits in joyous celebration of the confession. There followed an ani-
mated discussion toplan how all could work to restore the damaged
project. The teacher of this class said she was certain this crisis
could not have'been resolved in this way had it not been for the strong

sense of coomunity the children had built up through their .class meet-
ings all year long.

Respect for Persons

You can also define a good moral climate in terms of respect for
persons. Morality realms comes down to this--to respect for the dig-
nity, the worth, the individuality, the rights of every person.- "Bow
do you develop this among children?

One obvious way is to set a good example. This 13.0*mm hardest
to do in the face of conflict with a Child, especially it the student
has acted without-respect for you as a person. I recently came across
two stories, each about an incident in iblOh a student called the teach-
er an obscene name. In' one case, a 2nd,-grade boy called teacher a'
"son-of-a-pitchin vivre." -The teacher marched his down the princi-
pal?s office and demanded that he be expelled, and he was. It's not
hard to figure out what stage of moral development was the rein-
forced for that Obild.

In the second incident, reported in Haim Oinott's excellent little
book leegkergmggbila, a 31-grade boy.was asked by his teacher why-be.Th
persisted in talking but oicturn. "Hone of your businesi, you mother

fucker!" was his reply. The teacher ansiored sternly, "What-you have-
just.said maims me so angry that I fl I cannot talk to yoa." The
boy, obvioasly surprised at not being punished, came up after class
and apoligised fortis behavior.

To punish a child, as Oinott points out, isto arouse resentment
and make him =educable. The essence of discipline is finding effec-
tive alternatives to punishment.-alternatives which leave the child's
dignity intact, teach himilow be has violated another's rights, and

motivate him to do better.
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'Respecting children's rights and dignity= persons may also mean
changing the way you speak to them. When Mirk was 4, years old, he be-
gam issuing regular commands to his mother and me: "Daddy, read as a
story," "Mommy, fix my dinner," get me this, get as that. W. sit his
down for a. moral lecture on the virtmesofaming "pkease," woad_
like..." etc. Then the next day, during the morning hassle of getting
his off to nursery school, I said, 'Mark, get in the bathroom and brush
your teeth and wash year face!" Be took two steps, turned around, and
said very seriously, "Daddy, I don't like getting order, either."
Hoisted by* own petard,wtgotAited a bargain: I wodldn't give him .
orders and he wouldn't tire' us orders. (Tdra can still state the re-
quirements of the situation: *Mark, it's 8:00d your tooth are not
yet brushed.") Piaget says that ad4tai be they vas their an-
thority in a unilateral faihion, often retard a child's growth toward
understanding the mutuality of moral requirements. But he adds that
adults can have an enormous positive influence on the child's moral
development if they will, place themselves an an equal -to -equal footing
and stress Mutual obligation with regard to IV-east some rules.

You can do the same thing in the classroom. A spirit of,fairness
will not only develop the child's understanding of the basis for moral
rules, bat will also him to follow them. As Glasser points
out in his book, SchoolsilfithadOiiilure, children are much more likely
to adhere to rules that they accept as fair and that they have at least
some Bey in formulating or revising. Moreover, when a *Mid consents-
to a rale as fair and agrees to follow it, he is much more likely to
accept responsibility for improving his conduct when a rule violation
is brought to his attention.

Setting a good example for children may sometimes-mean providing
very direct, explicit cues in particular situations.- Sometimes chil-
dren Simply don't kacirho to epeak.or act with respect for each other;
they need the tools, the behavioral skills. A 2nd grade teacher in
Skaneateles, Peggy Marring, recounts what she did, !ten the children in
her ram lapsed into using violence to express their feelings and to
'try to get their way.

We had had a rash of fist fights, pencil JAN:angst
kickings. Awareness of these behaviors didn't
to decrease them; it only increased tattling.

A fira the children said they had tried talking/
things out instead of fighting, tut it didn't ma...

I.brought in aibag of wood scraps frodi the toy' factory.
ilereiteri:cubes, rectangles, wedges, and slivers.' I
doped these on the rug withindveryone's roach and
asked the children to make a model of the classroom
as they saw it. As fascinated as Ives with their
creativity and observations, I tried to' concern myself
primarily with their cooperation 'kills when these

became a problem.

Here is an excerpt from the dialogue that took place between this

teacher and the children

4-
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David: That is the dumbest chalkboard, Martip..
You put it in a stupid place.

Me, to David: You think Martha should put the blocii
01 a different place. Would you 24)

/- to suggest to her where she might put:fit?

Yeah, right there, the chalkboard'i
behind the tablet.

David:

Me, to kartha: If you accept David's suggestion, you
may move your block. If you like it
where you put it, you leave it right

7there.

Me, to David: When you don't use the words "stupid" aAd ,
"duib," people like to listen to you. YOu
had an interesting point to make about the
chalkboard. 7-'4

Martha moved the block, smiled at David, and the next time
David wanted.to say somethihg, he said, *Paul, I suggest'
you look where ,the art table is. It's parallel to the
teacher's desk.* Paul picked up on the *I suggest"; so
did Eddy and Alan' -all three volatile kids. All 18 children
seemed to be stretching to cooperate. Several said, *You
know, Mrs. Manrfng, we've been trying tp cooperate for 18
turns" and It feels pretty good here, every we're_

having a little trouble"

After 30 minutes and zany compliments'from me, the children
parted to play in groups of 2's, 3's, aid one group of4.
They built sassing cities, parks and buildings. I stayed
to keep my finger on a few pulses. Some rejection and a

few tears, but no one gave up.- *

The kind of direct intervention this teacher did can teach children/
the skills they need to enter into the positive social interactions that
foster development through the. moral stages.. How this can also be done
at the secondary leviliis illustrated by the work of Nora Sprinthall
and Lois Erickson at the University of Minnesota. In a high school.
course on "The Psychology of Counseling,"440 example they taught
their students counseling technique: and listening skills which the

istudents used with.each other to discus personally me full issues

in theirlives. In another course on "'The Psychology, Growth for
Women,",female students learned interviewing skills conducted field
interviews of girls and women across the life span., They then discussed
what their data showed about how woken-change in what they value and haw

they -view their roles. Students in thes -es showed significantly

greater advancemn Kohiberg's stages ..... a dents who did not have

-these experiences.

k, So there are was of-do :job if you want to get it done.
The'prADlemildth the schools and society as a whole, is that morality
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haibemon the.back burner. If we've 'got Watergate tb we s dilet be
surprised. .pucation for, aural development -has to tO at le t as im-
portant in the curriculum as education for the intell

Moral-sdnottion in the schools obviously, won't Sable all of our
fisocial problems. But no one knows how much the schools can do to de-

velop moral maturity, for they have barely begun to try. The first
step, of course, is deciding that it is the job of the school to help
develop good people who can build a good and decent society. I hope
that ail of -you will leave today With a commitment to bringing its'

k r
closer to that goal with your children in your classroom.

411
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RECOMMENDED. READINGS IN MORAL DEVELOPMENT AND MORAL EDUCATION

Tack, Clive. Moral Education in schools. Ontario Institute for
'Studies in Education, 252 oor'St. West, Toronto 5, Ontario.

if-- Short useful overview with relevance for all Levels.
Includes description of "a aeries of mini-courses in
values," "some hints on teaching methodology," and "a
theoiy of values for the schools."

Brearly, Molly. The-teaching of young children:- Some applications of
Piaget's learning theory. New York: Schocken Books, 1970.

Finest book I know on dsvelopinea child-centered pre-
school and elementary curriculum. Includes a sensitive
chapter on the development of morality in children. 4>

Beck, C:M., Crittenden, Brian, and Sullivan, Ed (Eds.) Moral
education: Interdisciplinary approaches. Toronto: University
of Toronto.Press, 197.

41a

Proceedings of 1968 Ontario Conterelrnee Moral Education;
contains many excellent papers by leading s olars in the
field, including Lawrence Kohlberg, and change. of

,iews among the participants on a wide range of issues.

Cheslerj, Mark & Fox, Robert. Role playing methodsain the classroom.
cigo: Science Research Associates (259 East Erie Street,
cago, Ill. 0611).

Plenty of practical t- echniques fer using role- playing
in the classrdom.

First Things: Values. Pleabantville, New York: Guidance Associates,

1971. '

-
. I

A series of soun&filistrips, based On Kohlberg's
.developmental approach; presents moral dilemmas 0-
piopriitif for elementary school children.

:First Things:Soo:pa 00ason,ing...Guidance Asiociates0974.

Sound - filmstrips" hat focus-on developing children's

understanding of other persons' viewpoints-; feelings,
oind motivation. Complements First hin s:- V" ues.

Ginatt, Haim. Between parent and child. New ork: AvOn Books, WO.

Wisest book I know on childrearing. Lots of examples
of how to talk with kids how to handle a wide variety

of everyday problems in arm. that respects the. child's
dignity as a perdon and motivates cooperition
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REOGNMENWirREADINGS (cont.)

Ginott, Haim. Teacher and chUd. New York: MacMillan Co., 1972.

Hate,ia handle discipline problems ,and communicate
effectively with childen ih the classroom. Would
highly recommend to any teacher; a wonderfully human
and practical book--helpful for establishing a moral
climate of mutual respect.

Glasser, William. Schools without failure. New York: Harper & Rawi,
1969.

If you want to incorporate a class meet to your(-Q
program, this is the book to reed.

Johnson, David and Johnson, Roger. _Imtn.hLeteroesnd4a1.
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1975.

W Written by two social psychologists, this is one of
. the felbooks that provides specific Suggestions'for

structuring cboperative learning in the classroom.

Journal of, Moral Education.ir,Published by Pemberton, Ltd., 88 Islington
High Street, London N1 8EN ($7.50%r 3 issues a year)

. Lots oft' articles, both tfmcreticid.and practical,- on
moral education here and inNghglandi,at all, different
age levels. Only journal of its kind.

berg, Lawrence and Turiel, Elliot. Moral development and moral
cation. Chapter in G. Lester (Edit' Psychology and educational
etice. Scott Foresman4,1971.

Best'available overview of,different approaches to values
educationt.including the developmental stage approach of
Kohlberg. Discusses what the research on moral development

',shows and applicaticnSfr.o education. tiintial founda-
tion for this area.

Lickona, Thomas.'A st te. for teac
:York: Guidance Associates097 .

ues. Pleasantville, New

Teacher's guide exp g how to stimulate clasi dis-
cussions usinAthe Guiaince Associates dilemma film-
strips; includa section on how to Auestion children
about\ their thinking regarding value conflicts.
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RECOMMENDED READINGS (cont.)

Lickona, Thomas. Moral develooment and behavior: Theory. research,
and 30441. issues.,New York: Holt, Rinehart, do Winston (383

Madison Avenue), 1976 (January).

A good resource if you want to study this area in greater
depth. 20 chapters by well-known authorities in the field
presenthdifferent theoretical approaches to'moral develop-
ment, research findings in areas like honesty, childrearing,
,and situational variation in behavior; and application of

theory and research to soCial issues' such as education, the
effects of television, bystander intervention in emergencies,
politics, and the law. .

Peters, William. kalass divided. New York: Doubleday, 1971.

A highly readable, moving account of teacher Jane Elliot's
well-known "blue eye's, brown eyes" experiment in giving

3rd-graders a chance to understand prejudice'by experiencing,
it first-hand in their classroom. Conveys one teacher's
approach to building empathy and a strong sense of /community.

Piaget, Jean. The moral Judgment of the child. Free Press, 1965.

Originally published in 1932, this early, exceptional-1Y
readable book by.the famous Swiss developmentalist is full
of examples of how 5-12-year-old children reason about right
and wrong, lies, punishment, otedi e, what's fair. Read

the middle section especial dialogues with children

about moral situations. A good developmental foundation.

4trter, Nancy and Taylor, Nancy. How to assess the moral reasoning
of students. Toronto: Ontario Institute for.Studies in Education
(see above for address), 1972.

Kohlberg has revised his system far scoring an individual's
moral stage on the basis of a dilemma interview, but this
little, book remains a useful introduction to assessing moral

reasoning. (The new guide is currently being prepared by

Harvard's Center for Moral Education.) Gives examples of

the 6 stages of moral, reasoning for 5 different moral dilemmas.

Sprinthall, Norm & Erickson, Lois. Learning psychology by doing
psychology: guidance through the curriculum. Personnel and
Guidance Journal, 1974, 2,-396-405.

A very good article for using the vehicle of a semester course
for moral education. Describes psychological and value educa-
tion conducted with two groups of high school students - -com-

bining practical field experience with class discuss:La:1o; f

value issues related to'the practicum. Reports positive re-

search results.
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RECOMMENDED READ910.1 (cont.)

Sullivan, FAmmad. Moral laming: findings!issues, fqd queotioqs.
New York: Pouliot Press, 1975.

Reports in 120 pages several upper elementary school
and hikh school moral education courses carried out in
Ontario schools by faculty from the
for Studies in Education. Many val
practic41.suggestions are included.
role of the student and the oammunit
moral ed4catien curriculum. Applies and evaluates Kohl-

,

terg approach. ,

o stitute

f .5 ond%.,

so deals with the
in-determining a
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CHILD DEVELOPMENT: A BASIS FOR
OPEN CLASSROOM CURRICULUM

et

Patricia F. Carini

The Prospect School

lee

/'
Curriculum is an emotional issue, as is education itself.

Because these issues are rooted in faith and belief, (there is no
science of0aucation), there is ultimately no empirical proof to
demonstra*the superiority of one approach Slier another. I would
like to start with a diagrammatic presentation of four major ap.
proaches to educatiop and curricabus, and thespreceed-to-aAiscus-

, sion of children's development. 4 -

, 4

Approachesto curriculum can be described aCcording'to the
'definition of three parameters:

-the thinking-learning process
-the nature of knowledge
-reality.

The thinking- learning process can be defined as either an internal
process or an external process, and knowledge can be defined ,3 s

relative or absolute. The combinations of these assumptions to-
gether 'with the definition of reality as relatively independent
the person or as relatively dependent on his perception of it yields

the potentialities forcurriculum depicted in-Figure 1.

If, for example,'we view knowledge-at absolute, and if we define
the thinkingrlearning process as internal and personal, we have the

basis for the "Great Books" movement or, in other words, for a clas-
sical curriculum. This is an education in which the eternal in man
,is.united with the eternal realm of ideas, that is, an education that
identifies ideas as reality. If on the other hand, we view knowledge

as absolute and the thinkingLlearning process as external to the per-

son, we have the basis for a curriculum rooted in cultural facts,

that is, in the facts deemed usefUl for maintaining a particular cul-
ture at a particular time. The cultural absolutism of science and
the scientific-technological method as the standard for truth in our
society today, or the religious dogma of generations past, are ex-
ampler cif a "self-evident" knowledge that must be transmitted to the

members of the society as external fact to ensure that the cultural
-,traditions will be maintained. This is an education in which the

culture is equated with reality.

To consider the other side of the issue, if we view knowledge
as always relative to the point of view of the p4rson, other

s.
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APPROACHES TO THE CURRICULUM

Independent Reality

/t.
Piaget-tesed euiriculum;
Montessori method

RelatiTe

Cultural
Indoctrination

KNOWLEDGE Absolute

1

Reality Dependent
on the Personls
Point of View

Internal
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dimensions of curriculum emerge. For example, if 44-also take the
thinking-leaning process to be internal, then we carry the rela-
tivity of knowing to theAcOrime of identillipg as the basis for
curriculum that which increases the personvirinterest in.and re-
lationship to the world, as be mars that world to be from his
point. of _Ws-might-identify both -Froebel-and Rudolf Steiner
as exponents of this view. This is an education, of the person as
a shaper of a reality.

If on the other hand, knowledge is"held to be relative, but;
the thinking-learning process is defined as external, as predeter-
mined sequences of steps or concepts, we identify those structural
sequences or experiences that will leti the child to the discovery
of knowledge about the real world as the ourriculvia. Thus Piaget's
belief in a logic in the person that matches a logic in the universe
leads to the'postulation of steps in the development of a logic that
will apprehend the logic of the laws of the real world, and to an
education that recognizes and provides the categories of experiences
to facilitate that development. Similarly, Montessori postulated
sequences of activities to lead children to certain concepts. This
is an education that takes into account the person's understanding,
but externilizes structured sequences he must go through to bring
him to that understanding.

Sven in so brief AmilLnidWTIate a resume, the metaphysical
%issues at the roots of curricula e and education are evident. The
nature of knowledge and reality, the nature of man, and the relation-
ship of man to the world, society, and God, aree.mong tKose issues.
It is these metaphysical-issues and the statements of faith that
derive from them that make discussions of curriculum and education
so emotional. May I repeat, there is no science of education and
there are no empirical proofs to be brought to bear that will un-
qualifiedly. establish onicurricilum approichas superior to all
others. If Wy basic view of man subordinates him to a given culture
and defines the person's meaning in terms of services performed to
maintain that culture and its traditions, than indoctrination into
those cultural fOrms is efficient form of education. If I as
repelled ty that approach as manipulative because I views= as an
inner being whose meaning is intrinsic to him, than eschew
any form of educAting that does not begin from the Premiss of the
realisation of tie Ina:rid:W. person's meaning.

I would suggItes to you that all of the current controversy
About education &writhes. ftndamental metapkrsical dif-
ferences. ,The. of this conference, and the fact of the impas-
sioned press literature generated bythe open school movement,
points to this., That the movement for open education is frequently
shrill and extreee in stating its purposes is indicative that for a
number oflyars'only one philosophical posit the school: as a

transmitter of the culturehas been represented tion's

schools. Ind as frequently happens when a philosophy is for
granted and articulation of the philosophy's tenets is deemed un-
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necessary or irrelevant, the practice in many schools deteriorated
aver the years to a mindlessness in curriculum that is virtually un-
believable.

As a product of that kind of a viten, I vent through a sequen-
tial curriculum in social studies in elementary school that illus-
trates that nindlessness:.3rdngrade was the pioneers, interesting
to me and made most enjoyable by an imaginative teacher; 4th -grade
vas the history of Minnesota for the first half-year (reasonable
enough as I lived there); and the second half-ear Egypt, Babylonia,
and the Seven Wonders of the World (the reason for this choice is
obscure to me now as.then), taught laboriously by a teacher who man-
agedaged to dim even the spirit of the French orers; 5-th grade again
made some sense -- "Westward HO," the explore on of the world (the pre-
sande of an immense globe suspended from t ceiling of an otherwise
barren classroom contributed to the topic's meaning); in 6th- grade,
for reasons again totally obscure, we returned once again to Egypt,
rendered more lifeless by ;blue of repetition. Nov this sort of
thing is.xidiculous and easy to spoof asHerndon has done in The Way,
Zt Sloozed To Be through his references to the Egyptologists. I
might add that we returned to this topic yet one more time, in ninth
grades,

It is-also true, however, that an emergent movement unites many
strange bed-fellows in the reaction against a dominant and corrupted
philosophical position.: What I have tried to suggest is that there
are at least:three other metaphysical alternatives embodied in edu-
cational practice, and, of course, many variations and shadings with
in and among them. What is common to all of these positions--although
the classicists are not being heard from much these days- -is that al-
though they define the inner, experience and meaning of the person in
different terms, they all do acknowledge that inner experience- -even
if, for purposes of practice, there is sometimes a willingness to ex-
ternalize and abstract learning from that experience (as in orthodox
Montessori schools, and among some teachers derivative'troa the Piaget
position). Thus Dewey speaks of the "community of spirit"-and the,'
"inner connectedness of experience,* Whitehead speaks of "first-hand
knowledge," Froebel of the union of the inner and the outer, and Mon-,
tessori of "the spirit of theihild." What unites these,approaches,
then, and distinguishes them from "traditional education," or cultural
indoctrination; is their ropus on the person's- meaning, on the person
as a phenomenon.

This brings us to our central issue: the development of the per.
son as the basis for curriculum. When I speak of development, I am
postulating change in the persies organization of experience as a
function of age. l am postulating, therefore, that the perton has
a meaning, a point of view that''shapes reality, so that ta same
spice occupied by the same person at different points in his life
changes its meaning for him. Heinz Wrnei., for example, reports a
changing sphere of reality, the sea, for the son of friends:



Lr
r

1

The Scupin boy at the age of eight no longer recog-'.
nizes the sea which he knew at the age of lour. At
that time the sea was determined by different thinge-
of,action. Such small objects_as mussels and little.
stones, butterflies, and the wet sand ready to be
molded into simple formsthese made up the world
the seashore for the four- year -old, whereas the eight -
'year -old conceives this, same region as an arena for

sports and swimning, and no doubt thinks of the tre-
mendous flat surface of the water,as an invitation to
adventure.

(Werner, Comparative FeveholorY
of Mental Development, p. 383)

Another example of how seaming changes, one familiar to all of us,
is the experience of returning to a childhood scene as an adult.

I mud, however, postulating a direction or amd to develop-
sent, some ultimate maturity that vindicates our earlier childish-
ness. I an not, as Piaget does, postulating that development leads
to specific outcomes such as logical processes, which define matur-
ity, and which, by implication, place all earlier organizations of
experience, as imperfect or inferior relative to that later state of

completiodor perfection.----

What I as ing is that if we can e at a description

of the person's nation of experience wi broad age limits,

we can determine any of the following:

-his spontaneous interests and, invol
-his spontaneous modes of thinking
-his spontaneous mode of relation...p to events.

The descalption does not prescri- how we Will be responsive to the

person. That, as I have alre suggested, is a decision that must

be grounded in faith --in e and values. It also does not release

us frog determining the indi ., person's meaning, or as Froebel

would state it, his themes. Rather, this description provides a
framework within which the individual's interest endless:ding can be

articulated. And teaching remains, as should all human relationships,

an art ra r than technology.

,

Bow we go obtaining this description of the person's

organization of expe eta By observing him in his spontaneous

activity within a sett tor a, child, this means as he plays.

Andto-observinghts, ours constructs about his. This is not

as simple as it might saes at first glance.. As adults, we have con-

structed Sour own organization of experience, an organization ,estab-
lished through classifying,events, through constructing causal rela-

tionships, and most through labelling and naming what

we see. Because of t organization we have constructed for our-
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selves, we tend to be cut off from the Child's organization of exper-
ience and therefore fro' the meaning of what he is clang.

One example among multitudes that illustrates this separation
of the adult from the child is- story: about a -skilled and experi-
enced teacher of my acquaintance whovin-harefforts,to'effectively
*open up* her clan -' of 10- and 11-year-olds,*was Seeking for
ways to extend the interests*(whiCh also illustrates one way of
being responsive o a person's interests). In this instance, she
wished to extend he all- encompassing interest of a grdup of N-
and it-year-Old in forts that they had constructed out of pack-
ingboxes, and not, by her account, emerged from in three months.
She reported ..th considerable frustration that her many efforts to
extend this ivity had failed. She had read stories about forts
and castle's, arranged two field tripe to forts and mupeume in the
area, and tried to generate discussions of this apparently compel-
ling interest--to no avail.

Watching this group was a revelation; because as it turned out,
they were not playing forts. Two boys had set up formal school in
two of the boos and referred to themselves as the office managers. i
Five others--and this activity was fascina,thtylg,=were in a proceis of
continually rearranging and transforming e space of four boxes.
Two other boys were indeed beleagured in their box, but more as a
territorY'than as a fort. What the genesis of the situation was I
could not determine, but anything they were attempting was being un-
dermined by two outsiders who were subtly and slyly provoking. But
no forts, and the boys' polite disinterest in the teacher's efforts
at extension was understandable.

When the teacher and I spoke later, She recollected that, in .

fact, the transformer group has emerged enthusiastically from their
boxes when she introduced molding.candles plaster of paris--to the

_total group. That, is, another activity involving shaping and trans-
forming sm extend their interest. I suggested that blocks, sand,
and other building materials would be useful, and that the intricate
tunneling they were engaged in was related to mazes and also prisoner-
of -war escapes. Indeed, as we talked a whole multitude of possibili-
ties came forth, and what had seemed so limited and limiting as an
activity proved itself to be capable of virtually°unliaited expan-
sion.

Even more obstructing to vision th)dbeie thanour mere
adulthood and own past experiences:Us with orts) is 4 preconceived
theoretical framework. Thus, just as theri are Skinnerians kho never
see a child receiving a compltdent or a gift but see him as being re-
inforced, so there are teaCheiv influenced by the formidable weight
of the Piaget position mbo.ne,rer see knhild puddling and splashing
at a water table, but always see a child, learning to conserve cepa,.
city or learning the principle of sinktnetr floating.

Eren,if we can break out'of out categ;ries and immerse ourselves
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in the chit* experience, the condition of the setting may obstruct
observation. Most schools in the past hundred years have provided
precious little to observe, and, therefore, teachers have practically

no experience in obeerving kids, nor any first-hand understanding or
knowledge of children's spontaneous activities iiithin a play setting.

I have had the unusual privilege to do descriptive observation
of school-age children during-the past eight years within Cschool
setting reflective of a'Froebelian,philOsophy. It 14.a setlhing in

which children engage,in a rich variety of activities iiithilkitural
materials. I would like to share with you some 'of th.e.
of children's interests, ways of thinking and- elating at differ-
ent ages as they haveemergedsfrom these observations-. and the cur-
riculum that has evolved from these interests and Modes of thought.
However, it should.,-bei noted once again that given a different style
of responsiveness-to the children's spontaneous interests, a differ-
ent curriculum would have resulted. 'Ii,lor,example teacher respon-
siveness to the spontaneous interest in-object attributescolor,
size, weight, etc.between, the ages of_7-9 mere mote direct and
forceful, there would doubtless be a more pervasive engagement in
logic games and science than is the case in this particular setting.

Within our population of children aged 5-14, we have observed
characteristic organizations and reorganizations of experience in the

following age pattern:

Consolidation' of e'dyntanic-thingittf-raction mode at 5.

A critical shift from that~ de to a:separation of the
self from the ob sot at 6-7.

Construction of an 4ot-world based'essentitIly on
external characteristia-cailme 7-9),,and increasingly
consolidated as an object reality (ages 9-11).

'A critical shift from the reality of objects to a km-
thetical. personal mode at ages 11 -13. r.

To illustrate, 1 will concentrate orr the crisis at 6 and 7 andthe
interests and styles of thinking emergent from it.

The world of the 4- or 5 -year -old child is a world of

nearness to hand, a world bound together by feel in which things

exist only in their immediate meaning for the child.

The child's world is above all a world of action, a
behavioral sphere in which everything is framed in
terms of handiness and unhandinese; of efficacious-

ness and ineffioaciOusness. Katz says that children

approach nearly all objects with the,questions, 'What

can I do mith it?' .'For. what can I use it?' 'Furni-

ture which'cannot be used for gymnastic exercises and



houses in whithno well-kllown acquaintances live.
hardly exist in the chiles consciousness.'

(Werner, Comparative Psychology
of limmtalANnmtloment, pp. 382-83)

From our observation, this world begins to break up some time be-
tween 6 and 8, andthe source of 'the break-up also presages the
emergent interests of the child during the later primary and ele-
mentary years. As the young child plays,,as he forms, constructs,
draws, and names the things of the world, hels in the process of .

separating himself from the object and the objects from him.' As
the thdnge of the world gain stability, they begin to stand apart
from him and his feeling. Standing apart, they become things in
their own right to be explored and examined in a whole variety of
ways. If as a baby the only way the child had to know the world
was through his mouth, that is, by incorporating, then the years
from 1-5 or 6 have articulated the body dramatically - -eye, hand,.
ear, voice. All have emerged in their particularity and peculiar-
ity, and reciprocallyemergent is a world, not only of dynamic and
feeling but of object properties--not fully constituted but emergent.
Here is an explanation given by a 5-year-old to a 3-year -old:

I know why the grownups mow down the dandelions.
They grow bumblebees. I saw one. They were both
yellow.

Here are the same 5- year -old and 3-year-old digging night crawlers:

5-year-old: "See, these .are snakes before they 1

grow up. They're baby snakes." Me: "Not really,
these are wore." 5-year-old: rfes they are, too,
see--this one (holding up a truly enormous night
crawler) is almost bigger enough., It's almost a

-snake now."

Like so many of life's happenings,,the excitement and potential
of this avid exploration is shadowed by fragility and lack of certain-
ty in the child. What is-new is scary, and where he had stood secure-
ly in the center of his previous world, he is now one in many: as
objects can be compared to each other -- bigger, smaller, red, green-.

so, too, can he be compared, and perhaps found wanting. One of my
most consistent observations of 6 and 7's is that their exploratory ,

efforts are inevitably punctuated. with -tears; "help me," "I can't,"

and general negativismoften to the dismay and bewilderment of par-
ents and teachers, remembering the insouciant; confident 5- year -old.

But the'new world is fascinating too, especially if.it is stable,
peopled with consistent and supportive adults. What is interesting
is the stuff of the worlditeelf in all itiparticularity--snowflakes,
moss, stones, ants,,leaves,'ferns, toadstools,, gerbils, worms, beetlesti
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c
snakes, shells, butterflies--api most especially `that stuff of the .

world that the child can shape with this own hand-- clay, sand/ utter,
mud, snow- -to represent the world around him. With the new ability
to compare, there is fascination also with extremes--the very large
and the very' small, the v old and the very new, with -quantity.Ca
million sillion_years4 =Lan eensy_imhlviuxLwiththe_mnitiplicity
of things in general. The transformation of objects, with the con
treats. of change and permanence, are of compelling interest- - popcorn,
mold, cake batter, ice, Oyes, and the seasons themselves. ,Finally;
the uncertain independence achieved by the 7- year -old in his so
ateness from the security of a world that used to encompais hit
through the feelings andomagic that'united him with it,' is eXpres
both in a love of, repetition and the fami1iar6.-"letle read the Li tle
House book again " - -and in a yeirning for the adventures. The' woods
have new possibilities now--hidden forts and special outpostis--aod
the stream is a cliallenge to create dams and "smallyorId" panoramas

,

of gigantic adventures.

In summary, the child in the primary years from roughly 64-83,
'has a spontaneous interest in the object world around him, and that
interest is expressed through a fascination with:

Particulars, and particular attributes, especially of living
things:

. -the colors on the rabbit, the shape of his paw
- the.hutber of peas in the pod
- the.shapes and sounds of the

The extremes of things:

- the tallest tree
- the oldest animal, 'and dinostursiin particular
- the tiniest baby animal
-tidal waves

The transformation of things:

- bread and yeast.
-the inside of the coconut or the pumpkin
- the snake shedding his akin .

Independence and competence:

- cooking °

- exploring

- *email worlds"'

and the'representation of the world in plastic forms (clay, Water,
paint) and in drawing.,

It retains only fo say that his mode of knowing, of ;learning
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-"these relationships, is at this age through his body and through
direct exploration of the concrete event-=hot primarily through.
lords- -and he will characteristically link one event to another
in serial formRand thed, and then"--rather than relating them
causally. This is not, therefore, an age of overviews, of plan=
ring, or-of possibilities. Things happen one after another, and,
continuity and the particular focus of the moment determine the
relationship of things. Thus,,in putting pictured animals together
in groups of like animals, the 6- year -old may place the elk with

the deer "cause they got horns," but place, the moose with themam-
Moth "cause they-have fur" and so dn.

A

Whatis the curriculum which can evolve from the spontaneous
interests of 6-8=year6olds? ,We have already indicated that under -.

standing a child's.interests at a given age does not prescribe a
curriculum, that, id fact, the ldecision of haw we will be respon-
sive to those spontaneous, interests and modes of knowing reflects
a judgment of value. I value the development of a grasp of causal-
ity and of logical predication, I can respond particularly tothe
child's interest in naming and measuring traits by introducing .

equipment.-rulers, measures, etc.--that focus his attention on
those aspects of the event:t,If, on the other hand, I value the
ability to form and to,shapi materials, I can provide large amounts
of transformable material/ And io on. I do not mean to imply a mu-
tual exclusiveness of any of these orientations, but only that empha-
sis -can be given to the child's interests in a variety of ways, and
that these emphaseis will determine the particular shape the curricu-
lum takes.

The other determinant of the curriculum will be the extent to
which particular concepts external to the child (but a pa:rt of the
common parlance, part of the collective representations of the,socie-
ty) are stressed. Because the child's mode of knowing is direct, bod-
ily, and serial, his natural interest in concepts is largely confined
to the original and simple function of the concept to represent what
he sees and thinks - -in drawings, models, blocks,apoken language, clay.
But categorical' concepts elude him. He' can, of course, be taught to
am that all mammals are warm-blooded, or that. verbs are words of' -

action, as isolated facts. But the over-all, inter- related classifi-
catory systems of biology or grammar are not available to primaryt.age
children. It is nonetheless perfectly obvious that one cqn extend a
child's interest in filling containers to get him to identify for the
moment that the water in the tall, narrow container will not overflow
the wide, flat container. sIt is equally true that the child will na,
turally go right on filling and pouring water of his on accord as
long as there are interesting things to pour with, and that he will
make all sorts of obeervations as he does so.

The curriculum,I am going to describe for you reflects the evo-
lution of children's interests in Groups I and II, ages 5-8, at The
Prospect School over a year's tine. This description is derived ,from

teachers' records, specifically their accounts over a 3-month basis
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of the three or four most significant activities on-going within
their setting during that period. ,Thus, for any given group within

the school, the curriculum for a year would be documented throug,h
12-16 such descriptiCes. For the purposes of this paper I hal,'
summarised these descrilutiOns (see Figure .2)4vand have also p

pared a -diagrammatic- sketch of -the evolution-of -one- ictivi leee
Figure 3) to illustrate the. process of curriculum documentation.

partsThis curriculum evolvedin a larschool setting, and
it is that setting that his given particular'eha.pe to 'the children's

spontaneous interests. Given another setting, those same interests
might have Niel: respcnded.to in other ways. The underlying attitude

and value thp.t labtersdnes the character of the setting at The Pros-

pect School* is most nearly reflected in the philosophy of Froebel,
and I will close with a statement from his.Anok, Educ Ilan of Man,
on the purpose of instruction: -1-i--

For the purpose of teaching and instruction is to
bring ever more out of man rather than to put more
into him; for that w eh can get into man we already
know and possess as the property of mankind. On the

other hand, what ye is to coMO out of mankind, what
limn nature is yet develop, at we do not yet ,

know. ,
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Figure 2

THE EVOLUTION OF THE CURRICULUM AT THE PROSPECT SCHOOL

Groups I and II (Ages 5-8)

Luring One Year

6tSOURCES OF THE
-CURRICULUM

Weavirig ,

Sand
"Little House in
the Big Woods"

Mystery box
Milkweed pod
Water tray,'

Airplanes
Singing the
"Titanic Song"

Guinea pig
Paper and water
Baking

FUngus walk
aiming
Harvest At't

Turtle
Wax
"Old things"
Dump
Bones
Maple sugaring
Plants
Bread

TYPES OF CHILD INVOLVEMENT
AND ACTIVITIES

Collecting 18
Drawing 5
Writing 8
Weighing 2

Guessing/estimating 1

Reading 2
Walks and trips 6
Hunting ' 1

Taking apart 3
Obeerving 8
SHAPfl & CHANGING , 20
'Dramatic play 10
MODELLING AND
SMALL WORLDS 15

Block representations 5

Research 8
Talking
Animal care and feeding 3

Experimenting 11

VARIATIONS OF PROCESS 42
Presenting 8

Planting 8

Sorting, identifying,
classifying 10

Exploring 4
Mapping . 1

Repairing 6
Measuring 2

'CURRICULUM AREAS:

PiaStic & Manual Arts'-Cooking'- Nature Study - Dramatic Play & Movement

I.

TYPES OF DISCUSSION

Identification 4
Functions 3
PROCESS 21
History 2

Changes 1

COMpARISCN' 18

Properties 6
Classification 3
Description 8

Potentialities 3

SKILLS:

Reading - Writing - Nuatert3

1. "
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SCIENCE CURRICULUM IN THE OPEN.CIASSROM
, STRUCTURE OR STRICTURE?

Verne N. Rockcastle

Cornell University,

To begin, suppose we consider what curriculum means. Of all
the meanings ascribed to it, I prefer that of Mauritz Johnson (1967),
who described curriculum as "a structured series of intended learning
outcomes." This definition is short, has several key ideas in it, and
applies, I think, to any good educational` plan or program.

Structure, in my opinion, is key to good educational practice.
To some, "structure" may connote rigid, fixed, firm, inflexible, pre-
conceived, a4mant. If it does,, then to those Persons structure is
obviously stribtl4e. But to me, a teacher, "structure means having
a clear idea of whe the pupil or the class is heading. Not just at
the moment. Not for o a term. But for some distance into the ed-
ucational future. If I am teach effectively, I need to know where
ray pupil has been, what lies ahead for him in the subject and in soci-
ety, and what I hope he will gain as.a result of our interaction. If
I don't know that, then there is a serious limitation to my effettive-
ness as a acher. Learning might still proceed in my classroom, but
in spite of pnot because of me! . .

N.

I have f and it helpful in coming to grips with structure to first
describe scien learnings for a child in terms of minimum experiences
or minimum compete es. I have given considerable thought, for exam-
ple, to experiences I think are minimal for a child completing the
first six years of school. thout these experiences; I'think he has,
in a way, been cheated. He is equip to compete successfully in
later grades, or he has missed c direct sure to objects, inter-
actions, and phenomena that would serve to in rpret or enhance encoun-
ters in later life.

Some of -thesk baqc experiences are:

1. Plant 'a seed and observing its germination, and
(hope ) also its flowering and fruiting.

2. Collecting the egg of a small animal such as a toad,
and observing its development through larya to adult.

3. Connecting a cell, wire, and *bulb to e a complete
circit, and finding out that a bulb is singularly
uhaw of position in a circuit.

ksi



4. Making and using some kind
device, then finding a quan
parily be unobtainable (suc
14ind at some distance above
speed of a.sound).

5. Observing the movement of
north star, both during t

6. Dissolving salt or sugar
disappears, and then gett
!bat the Same form that i

simple measuring
ity that would ordi-

the speed of the
ground or they

stellations around the
fight d during the year.

,,ter, observing that it
k again in some -

ore dissolving.

7. Deciding something on the
because the total was inco
because it was impossible
forced to rely on the s

s of a sample, not
enient to count, but

o count (and thus being
e).

'8. Moving a massive object indirect means, such as
by a lever or a pulley, o by a large surface on
which fluid pressure is exerted.

9. Finding the warm place on a refrigerator or freezer --
the place that is made warm by another place being
made cold.

10. Wearing down an angular piece of rock by repeated
shaking of a jar containing water and severe:V-8*h
pieces of rock, and periodically examining the stuff
in the jar.

11. Making periodic observations of something decaying.

12. Explaining an observed (and understood) interaction
to another child who has not observed, or who has
not understood..

There are other equally important experiences that I think are
"musts" for a child reaching the age of twelve. The experiences need
not be exactly these, nor do, they need to occur in discreet and com-

plete units. Often they accrue in bits and pieces, to be assembled
in the cognitive' structure of the child over a peri of time. But
in a quality program they will occur or accrue; they will not be

skipped.

Now let's return to one of these minimum experien s, and examine

it for structure within it. Suppose that we accept tha in the scion-
tific education of & child he must experience being abl to nave a DIA,&.'

sive object by applying a small force over a large area. What would be
the structure within this concept? What cognitive bridg s, what manip-
ulation of materials and objects, should be assured for t interniii,

zation of the broader concept?
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I suggest that we begin with air as stuff--matter, in scien-
tific parlance, but stuff to kids. I would begin by giving young
children--6-year-older--Baggies. They would catch air in a Baggie
and perhaps pop the Baggie. They would carry air frOm one end of
the room to another in the Baggie, dump it out, refill the Baggie,
and carry the air back again. They would take room air outdoors
empty it, and bring fresh air back inside. They would even graduate

to larger Baggies such as a trash bag.

Given the trash bag, they would sit on a bag fullof air. Lie
on.it. Jump on it. Put a large cardboard on it. Sit on the card-
board. Put a box on it. Sit in the box. Have the teacher s# on
the bag, br on the baeith a cardboard on it. They would sit or
lie on an air mattress. They would even pump up an air mattress
with someone lying on it--pump it up, perhaps, just by blowing on
it. Air would no longer be a vague, tenuous kind of stuff. It would
be real--as real as stones, shoes, chalk, and gum.

Then I would let big things "ride" on air. A piece of plywood
could fall over on a cushion of air. We as a class might move a car-
pet or agym mat on a cushion of air. We might even let a pane of
glass fall over on air. All the children would have dropped card-
boards on air. They would have learned--well--that air cushions ob-
jects, can hold up objects, and is "strong" over awide area.

'As a concomitant learning, we might explore the concept of
''" "empty." We would first empty a container such as a wastebasket or

a box. Completely empty7to the satisfaction of the class. Then we
would proceed to take Baggies'of air out of the "empty" container.
No just one, not just a few, but thousands! One for every person
in-town outof a wastebasket! And we would reinforce the concept of
empty by tryineto empty a can of cranberry sauce or dogfood--first
without a hole in the opposite end, and then by a small hole in the
opposite end. Then, the piece.de resistance! Time for the pieces to
fit into place in a grand concept that corilates all that went before.
Air stuff, air pressing on a large surface, air holdingup a mas-.
sive Meet, air premising in all directions. 'We would have the chil-
dren lift a heavy, table (inverted on another same-sized table) with
an adult sitting on it--simply by many persons. blowing air into Bar)
gies inserted between the two tables.

Finally, a reinforcement of the in 'Gay to meld the
theoreticaland-the practical. Finding out the mass of a truly mas-
sive object that is held aloft by air pressure: a bus! We measure
the area of the tire pressing on the pavement, mark it off in square,
units, and write the pressure on each of the units. From this we

'tirto the force that each tire is holding. The forces on all the

es are added; and presto! the weight of the bus. It's a strategy
of sequence. There's a definite structure to the learning, but lit-
tle stricture!

-Johhson's definition of Curriculum speaks of a structured series

5
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of. intended learning outcomes. This implies an order, a sequenCe,

a hierarchy. Assigning this quality to a curriculum does not bother.
me in the slightest. In fact, if I am to, believe the findings of
Piaget (Flavell, 1963; Ripple & Rockoastle, 1964; Pulaski, 1971)
and Ausubel (1968), than I would be a most inefficient teacher if
I did not recognize that there is a sequence in the learning process
itself. That there are stages in the intellectual development of
the child must be acknowledged if there is to be any real learning
at all.

Sequencing implies some frame of reference and when this frame

of reference elaborates the objective or intention of the teacher in
terns of the learner, then there is a pedagogical logic to the se-
quencing.

Consider the case of the molecule. I think it is pedagogically
unsound to introduce the concept to 7- year -olds. Yet you can find'

a number of programs that purport to do s6 I think it wiser, and
sounder, to introduce chunks, pieces, and bits before trying to deal
with subvisible particles. How can a child formulate a model of the
subvisible except through sequential experiences with the visible?

The following ordered series of concepts will illustrate my
idea of sequencing in the development of a conceptual model of mol-
ecule. Each concept suggests, but'in no way dictates, direct exper-

ience with real objects. Together, these experiences' might form a
solid base, or cognitive structure, upoh which the child could build,
or which he might reassemble, for a higher order structure, "molecule."

1. A container "full Of a substance may still, have
room in it for other substances '(for example, into, ,=

a glass fell of marbles you Can pour Rand, then

14)ter, then sugar)r-T
.

2. A tiny bit of a substance mae-appeak different from
a large quantity of the saMe substance; conversely,
a large quantity of something may appear quitedif-
ferent from a tiny bit of the same substance (ice
cubes vs. ice shavings illustrates this-contrast).

3. Some substances may pass through objects that don't
appear to have holes'(you can pass sugar, for example,
through filterpaper).

4. Some.,substances can .be to water without increas-
ing the volume by the amoun ed.

5.. Objects too small to be seen without a Microscope can
sometimes be seen by reflected light (e.g.,-in a cloud

chamber).



6. Masses and motions too small to be seen individ,-

ually can sometimes be observed if a lot of them
are lumped together.

7. Soluble materials (e4g., vegetable dye) Can sp
through a liquid even though the liquid is neithe
stirred nor hiated.

8. Substances vary in the easevith which they pass
through membranes.

94 A material that will not permit some substances to
-pass through it may permit others to pass.

'O. Substances in solution often pass through membranes,
when they could not do so before dissolving.

11. Some things that cannot4be seen can be sensed-in
other ways, With almost equal certainty.

12, An inference, when arrived atin several different
1, ways, or which is the result of considerable evi-

. dance, may be-as certain as an observation.(

e

Neit in Johnson's deft:JA of curriculum is "intended"--a struc-
tured series of intended l outcomes. In my opinion, there is

some intention' n the mind of any effective teacher. The intent may
be broad and diffuse or it may be narrowlyspecifi.' It may be as
diffuse as developing in the child a respect for all living things,
no matter how lowly, ugly, or insignificant they seem. Or it may be
as specific as having the learner identify an ellipse from among sev-
eral closed lines. Put specific or general", the intent of the teacher
should be clear in the_ sequencing.

Intended mea implies pupil-centered intent. 'It is
not enough that the to r resolve, aim, or propose to develop cer-
tain concepts,skills, o behavior's in a child. The teacher must as-
certain whether those outcomes were indeed learned. It they
were, fine! If not, three it is incumbent upon the teacher either to
redesign the instruct mode or to reevaluate the intent. The
learning outcomes, in case, must be demonstrable. It ii insuf-
ficient-to resolve to op an awareness of the interrelationships
of plants and animals in"-the natural environment.".-The teacher must

know what a particular child -will do when.....asLaqesult of the in-
struction.

Consider the concept of air pressure, for example,and ttie ex-
.

tensive array of experiences supporting it in a chili! of about age
ten. He may have bounced air-filled balls, bloWn up balloons, caught
air in a Baggie, sat on an air- filled cushion, seen tires inflated,

sucked liquids. through drinking straws, observed liquids gurgling out

of containers, felt the pull of a auction cup, tried to shake cranberry
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sauce or dog food from anopen-ended container, and seen the tops of
home-canning jars pop down upon cooling. Perhaps he has even seen a
steam-filled can collapse when the steam inside condensed.

These advance organizers surely increase the probability, but
at the same time are no guarantee, that a child will understand the
collapse of a thin-walled gallon can from which water runs through
a long tube. (This is easy and dramatic to demonstrate--hold the
can high, say, at the top_r,of a ladder.) The child might explain
what he a by saying esure" caused it.. But woulfIbis.con-..
cept tion of air pree: ,, developed from prior experience, be
Bella to explain ihy a thicker-walled container not only would
resist calapee, but would pftbably prevent water from inuring out.
of it in the first place?

It is important, however, that intention not foreclose on flex-
ibility. There can be structure and sequence without stricture, if
strategy is creatively and lightly emplgyeds Think ofintention as
a planned route to a certain spot on a App. The mute is clear in
the mind of the traveller. Bht if there is construction enroute, or
if an interesting diversion occurs and the traveller knows the ter-
ritory; he can quickly take an alfirrnate route to his destination
without difficulty. In fact, alternate routes often add unantici-
pated enrichment. Bat the ultimate goal should not be loat in the
diversion. So it is with a planned curriculum. Structure need
never result in stricture.

An illustration of structure without stricture might come from
the study of electric circuits. Suppose, for example, that Mrs.

'Staluce, a teacher of 25 4th-graders, is faced with the following
oequenced list of concepts about electric circuits:

\i. An electric circuit is a loop: It has no begin,.
ning and no end.

2. When itulb and battery are connected so that the
bulb lights, there is an electric current in in
electric circuit.

4.

5.

6.

7.

A batteryis needed to make an electric current
in a simple ci,ctiit.

When there is a gap in a circuit, there is no
electric current.

Wires are not the tIOthings that will
electric current in a circuit.

%

It makes no difference which way an
rent flows in a simple circuit.

A switch is a gap that can be closed or opened as

needed.
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8. Additional batteriei stacked thosame direction
make a. light brighter. The more batteries, .the 4

brighter thelight.-

9. Reversing onetattery4oes not stop an electric
&trent; it only canoes out another battery like
itself.

10. In time, a battery wears out from producing an
electiirturrent in a circuit.

Mrs. Staluce nioit simply make a battery, a wire,-and a bulb
available to the class and ask, "Who can' make the bulb light?" Elien'

better, she might provide groups of children with these materials.
Still loetter, she might provide- -each child with the materials. It
is important only that she create an opportunity for c ldrea to ma-
nipulate the materials and interact socially as the pulation pro
ceeds. The rest is up to the children.

Suppose that it takes 20 minutes for the first child to make the
bulb light. Aiti. suppose that another child asks, "Hey, how'd you do
that?" Immediately, that child becomes a teacher-aide in the room,
and then another,-and another. It doesn't take much time for social
interaction to spread an idea, especially if manipulation of objects
and an element of surprise are conibined.

When Mrs. Staluce observes that host of the children can make a
bulb light, she might ask, "Most flashlights need two batteries.
Could you make the bulb light if you add a second battery to the
first one?" Again, there would be some trial and error. But in

time there would be an almost guaranteed, "Hey! It's brighter! Can
we try three?" 'Or, more often, a group of children would simply try
a third, then a fourth battery without asking.

If the mires provided were too short to span four batteries, the
children would soon splice several together to make one -long wire.

If the bulb being used would not stand the voltage of four or five
batteries in series, it would "blow," and children would have learned
something ,bout why bulbs can burn out.

By having in mind some structure in introducing the concept of
an electric circuit, Mrs. Staluce actually might accompliSh'a number
of objectives. She night get across concepts 1.4 and 8, merelo.
asking two questions and having some materials on hand for children
to manipulate. She might not do so well if there were absolutely no
structure to berinstidction.

How about competencies? Along with the stated co tine objeo:
times about circuits, there might be the fo competency objec-

'tive's in the curriculum:

1. holding parts of an electric circuit so that posi-
tive contact is maintained at all times
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2. checking to see that insulation is removed from
parts that should touch in an electric circuit

3. selecting and installing something in an electric
circuit to prevent electricity from flowing

4, opening and closing a gap in a circuit to start or
stop the flow of electricity.

In Mrs. Stalucels classroom there would be little need to con-
centrate on competencies. They would be attained automatically just
in the experience that the children would have with their simple cir-
cuits.

What a child can demonstrate, as a result, of instruction, in what
are to him real-life situations, is excellent evidence of learning.
Some examples of the kinds of competencies that I think a child com
plating sixth grade shbuld be able to demonstrate are:

1. measuring quickly and accurately fundamental ob-
servables such is length, mass, and time.

2. determining the likely cause of an effect, when
only two variables are involved.

3. extrapolating from data when the relationship is
rather clear -cut (as, for example, the number_of
tacks an electromagnet will pick up, given an
increased number of turns of vire).

4, changing the motion of an object by the direct
application of force(s).

5. inferring about a large population on the basis
of a sample.

6. determining yhen,an experimental teat is valid (that
is, when all variables except one are controlled).

7. moving a massive object by means of mechanical aids
such as a lever, or a pulley and rope.

8. filling a vessel to a predetermined level with a
liquid or a pourable solid.

9., identifying a common,factor in two or more inter-
actions whote results are similar.

10. zeroing in on a center point, such as when tuning
a radio, or focusing a camera or a microscope. _

11. disposing of waste in an ecologically efficient
manner.
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12. taking proper precautions to prevent heat from
entering or leaving an object or a material.

13. determining direction (N, E, S, W) and giving
directions (from one place to another).quickly
and accurately.

These are neither sequenced nor complete. They are merely ex-
amples of things that I think a child should be able to do. Some of
them probably would be developed at play. Others would be the result
of parental encouragement, or of conscious or unconscious emulation
of adults or other children. But some undoubtedly would not be devel-
oped outside of the more formal teacher/pupil interactions in a class-
room. Haw often can a peisson on the street give clear directions to
a driverdirections to a place that is several blocks and turns away?
How often can a driver follow those directions without asking at least
once more on the mayespecially if some construction'blocks the sug-
gested route?

From the curricular characteristics described so far, -3.t may seem
that "curriculum" and "open classroom" are mutually exclusive. But
are they? The curriculum merely indicates goals, sequential steps
toward those goals, and sometimes suggests means of achieving the
goals, or implementing the steps. That is all. It does not, or
should not, restrict the creative teacher in any way except to main-

tain a focus on the goals: Even the most creative and effective
teacher should have goals, or aims, or objectives stated and in mind
as he teaches.

What other benefits might be derived from this curriculum applied
in an open classroom? Well, there-would be no holds barred if, for

example, the children in Mrs. Stalucets classroom wanted to construct
something with their simple circuits. Suppope that they wanted to
darken the room and illuminate it with their home-made flashlights.
O.K. Suppose that they wanted to know how loner Wire could be used
to make the bulb light. O.K. SuppOse that thdy were having trouble
holding a stack of batteries, and decided to lay them in the 'fold of
a book,'tilted up a little to keep the batteries touching. O.K. Sup-

pose that someone saw a paper towel tube and decided to put the bat-
teries into it to keep them from collapsing. O.K. Anything is O.K.
so long as the safety of the children is not jeopardized, and no dam-
age results to property. The strategy in structure lies in creative
flexibility and in opportunities to stimulate, encourage, challenge,
question, and praise.

Sometimes investigations of a really scientific nature will be
suggested by the children themselves. In'one class studying electric
circuits the question came up, "What's the best battery for a flash-.
light?" The children decided to -lake some simple circuits with var-

ious kinds of flashlight batteries, and test to see which lasted the

longest. This raised al 41-SCrts--of questions. AMong them were:
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1. 'It the battery that lasts longest best? What if
it costs twice as muchbut lasts only half again
as long? Is it still the beet buy? How do you
decide which is the best buy even when you know
the price and how long the battery lasts?.

2. How is a flas t used?' Is it turned on and left
an until ba ry is "dead," or is it used inter.
mittently If intermittently, what would be repre-
sentative time-on and timmroff periods?

3. When is a battery "dead?* When its glow can no
longer be seen? (Even then, might it still be seen
in a dark closet?) When the electric current no
longer the needle on.a meter to a designated
spot? t spot?

4. How can you tell whether one bulb is the same
brightness as another (uses the same amount of
electrical energy)?

In the case of this class, the diversionary route to a particular
spot on the intellectual map (the list of concepts and competencies)
that the teacher had in mind when she _gun the lesson was a far More
rewarding one then the teacher had ant c pated. But she was profes-
sional enough to recognize the valneo!, e alternate route and take,
it.

How far should the exploration go? As far as the children seem
to want it to go. When they indicate lagging interest, or when their
explorations get them into concepts too complex for efficient investi-
gation, the skilled teacher will soft-pedal the activity. Is thie
strictureto soft-pedal honest interest and curiosity? I don't think
so. I think it is simply.efficiency of instruction. If it takes a
child a week to develop a hazy notion of something, when in two or
three years he could develop a clear, useful conceptin a single hour,
is it efficient to use the week that way?

Inveatigations will not always proceed so amtomaticallyas the*
often do with simple circuits. Then the teacher must be Otort of
periodic catalyst. Not a reciter of recipes. But simply abint.
dropper. A question at the right time., An object or a material that
suggests a particular use. Or simply a change of pace that allows,
gestation time for a new idea.

As another example of how instruction might prodeed in a class-
roomthat is not quite so open, and financial support not quite so
forthcoming, suppose that the children (9- or 10- year -olds) were
/Antrim time and:methods bf measuring time., (If the idea of their
having to study some subject such as this -has little appeal, then

suppose that there arose a need to measure something In seconds, and

there was no sweep-second hand on the wall clock. ,Then"the children
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would be at the same place as those who were studying time and methods
of measuring it.) As one means of measuring time, the children are
making a "one-second' pendulum:" Each has a,weight and a length of
string. Each Is swinging his pendulum, and counting to see how many,
round.trips (to and fro) it makes in one minute. Quiet minutes!

At any rate, several questions'are almost bound to arise.
if there was more weight on the string?" And since all that. is needed '
to answer such questions is a manipulation of the materials already in
the children's hands, answers cone quickly. They also come from nature,
not the teacher. Perhaps that, is one of the unique qualities of true
scientific investigatiop. Nature, not the teacher, is the final au-
thority!

I don't want to imply that structure can never be stricture; it
can. For example, a class was carrying out the E.S.S. investigation
on pendulums. At one point, two boy* were asked, "Suppose a can of
water was used instead of the wooden block? -What do you think would
happen?" In the ensuing discussion, the'queqtion of a full can of
water was considered. Could itbe pulled togene side without
ing? Could it be agitated in ever increasing arcs, until it got
really swinging, without the water' spilling?

The.boys decided to get a can and try it. But there were no
cans in the classroom, and none easily available in the school. Be-'

sides, the teacher pointed out, there was a lesson to ,finish with the,
materials in the kit. qhmil went their enthusiasm. Closed went the
door on their intellectual curiosity. Structure in that room became
stricture.

On the other hand, structure can appear:to evaporate under the
guidance of, a creative teacher, and quality learning still results.

A teacher trying consumer education'on young children took the class
to a supermarket. There they selected and purchased a bottle of the
largest-looking oliveb. In the classroom they drew what they thought
the olives would look like when removed from the bottle. Then they
opened the bottle and took out the olives.

Surprise and disappointment! The olives were not what the bot-
tle'purported them to be; they were obviously smaller. The class
filled the bottle with water, and took turns playing "big finger" in

the bottle. Intuition told them that if slender bottles could make
olives appear bigger, then big"; battles should make them appear
still larger. The teacher provided bottles and jars of all sizes,
someiof them with round sides and a few with flat sides. It didn't
take much experimenting for the 'children to learn that it was the

slender bottles that made things look largest,'and that flat-sided
jars-didn't make objects inside them look larger at all.

The teacher had stumbled on an exploration in magnification.

She sensed the unique opportunity her consumer-education lesson pro-

vided. In site of the structure in her original lesson, she stayed
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loose and let the children investigats on their own. In.the end, she

achieved her objectives in consumer education, and realized some-un-

expected ones in science.

Structure is essential to good education. And careful sequen-

cing contributes a great deal to structure. But in the strategy of

sequencing lies flexibility. Structure and flexibility are compati-

ble--in the hands of a good teacher. In the final analysis, it is
the teacher, not thscwricaum, that spells the success of instruc-

tion. And given a curriculum that is a structured series of intended

learning outcomes, and a permissive climate in the classroom, together
'with a creative and responsive teacher: what a combination for any

child!,'

O
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THE ROLE OF THE TEACHER
IN THE INFORMAL CLASSROOM

Dorothy H. Coheh-
. ,

Bank Street College

Air

Good teachers have,at all times and in all settings brought, in -4

telleotual vigor, empathy, fairness, and often hhmor.to their teach',

ing. As we speak of the role of the teacher in:the informal class -
today, let us not disassociate ourselves from What was good in

the past 'aothoagh we are speaking of a completely new phenomenon
born ftli-biown out of a sudden insight in Great Britain. It is not
at all necessarily true that with the "open" classroom we will be''

'creating all good learning environments, whereas we used, to have all

bad ones. Good and bad in'education,do not foIlOw from the name of

the game, but from how it is played.

Nevertheless, tho,role of the teacher in the open school is not

the same as that of theeacher in-the traditional school. In impor-

tant ways thetwo are even antithitical. 'Ea we would be fooling our
believed.that the role of the teacher in the open school

is so unrelated to good teething Practice of all time as to be unreo-

ognizable.

Social necessity dictates the need for e'change in children's
education, and this in turn calls for a dhango in the role of the

teacher. But change must take into consideratioh internal continuity
and development of the, profession on the one hand, and the relation-
shOrphetveen an educational mode and the period in which it is shaped
'on the other. The present concept of informal education must there-
fore be examined with attention. to continuity within our professional
history ao.as not to lose any of its potential depth; and it must also
be perceilied in relation to the socialiprobleas of our time io as not
to miss any of its implications. Fail**, to understand the breadth
and depth of the changes called for is to court superficiality and
verbalism, something which neither Childrenonor teachers must tolerate

any longer.

Two kinds of development relevant to. the changing roie.of the
teacher call for long - overdue attention.: One is the knowledge about
children's growth and learning that has been accruing for the last
hundred years or so at a morerapid rate than in cent es before,

and to which established educational practice is Only barely begin-

ning tope, lip service. The other is the, world proliferation001
knowledge, which makes, it impossible to be dogmatic or righteous

about ant specific currichldm for school Children: The raft Causes

some educators to confuse sentimentality with insight. T e'aecond



causes some educators att cted to open schooling to avoid any kind,
of thinking or planning at all about content, vile both e con-
servative educators to loudly about the security of glorious
past when teachers knew they were doing and children ew what.
was expected of them.

To grow knowledgeable ough about child development d'cur-
riculum content so as to re to them to each other and to 'e con,-
temporary scene wouldbe a c enge to the teaching profes ion as
it now functions even under he most benign of circumstance. To do
so today ". is particular* difficult as well as particularly cessary
because of the contradietory directions proffered by the so al and
political situation in Which education no;finds itself. We live in
a time when large-scale organization of s iety has dope zed
life tcPa Point where the meaningfulness of individuals and 11
groups is hard to maintain, and where the right of indivi and
small groups to influence their lives grows harder to exercis . The
pace-setters of our tiie, whose major objective appears'to be effi-
ciency in the service if profit, have unfortunately turned their at-
tention to the schools as they did in earlier periods too. y are
once again offering us models of precision machinery as substi utes
for the unpredictabil trial-and-error learning, capacity f r re-
flection, and range o feeling of the not-so-precise human beings who
become teachers To e economy-minded, efficiency of operation is a
far more meaningful t rm than fulfillment of human potential, even

1when the reference is to children.

In the face of such trends, a fresh focus on the humanity of,
pupils and teachers, combined with a critical analysis of what is to
.be understood and changed in the interests of humanity in,a changing
world, is of far-reaching importance in educational, national, and
perhaps even world history. Ours is the responsibility of educating
a future citizenry that will understand inlet it means to maintain and
extend the democratic ideas that give value to individuals `and small
groups. This has been said before in education, but it must be said
again, and with fresh impetus, because its meaning, is crucial and piv-
k,otal to the future: the distance between the sources of power and the
people is growing too vast. The bridging of that distance is being
fought by an engineering mentality that places efficiency and economy
of operation above human need and concern, largely because it does
not trust the potential of the h&an mind, especial* its potential
to ask questions. Such an engineering mentality would reduce teachers
to insignificance by "foolproofine the teacher's performance. The
same mentality seems equally pleased for children to become as hollow
as television cartoon characters.

Thus we are discussing the role of the teacher in the open\class-
room, which depends on human intelligence and feeling more than \on
anything else, at a time when powerful attempts are being made to in-
undate children's learninvenvirolutents with such reliable materials
that, so the theory goes, the,most inept teadher will"not upset their
learning.
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So, while it may seem obvious to us all, it must neverthele,
be tated at the'outset that at the heart-bf the concept of the op n
classroom is the living teacher a thinking, feeling, exploring, s Med.-

atime fumbling, always questioning, deeply committed- -to- children h
being.

4 Although the tradition of the live teacher is historically ours,
that tradition is so overlaid within the profession by outmoded atti-
tudes that if these are not uprooted, we will be in no position to
develop more flexibly conceived classrooms and we may yet be at the
mercy of the efficiency experts.

First for us to consider is the heritage of a w oily inadequate
and distorted perception of children, whom even kind and loving teach-
ers still see aescores or grades somewhat more than as whole children
for whom all,kinds of factors affect learning. Second to consider is
the still strong belief in the infallibility and finality of a sequen-
tial group of skills and assumed facts celled "subjects," especially
when these appear in authoritative syllabi. Deeply immersedas teach-
era and administrators now are in the values of the system they want
to change, they are far more Vulnerable than they realize to the false
promises of efficiency via mechanical solutions. Far more than they
realize, they still seek a package deal, a safevand surefire way of
gettiAgLinto open education, a formula that will not be called a for-
mula, at the very least, a set of rules that will surely work. In
their assumption that there must be an easy way, such educators are
denying the complexity of the task and the seriousness of struggle.
Paradoxically, the very effort to systematize fleXibilitylipopenness,
to insure predictable and certain results, to create a simple "do-this-
and-this-will-happen"-educational-mode bypasses the goal of open educa-
tion by a wade margin. The efforts'to systematize are so at odds with
the philosophy.of open education that the concept is destroyed before
it even gets off the ground. 'A return to the earlier emphasis on the
live teacher will clarify the re
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Judgment his alwa teen a post significant item is any good
'teadher's repertoire, butlit is an indispensable itemin the reper,
toire of the teacher in an open classroom.' The reason is that the
role revolves around an axis of teacher with child and child with
teacher,. of Child with child and children with children, of children
and teacher with materials and ideas,, Into this interactive base is
fed the content that gibes the axis meaning. From this base of inter-
action grow the organisation and routine that support a learning en-

.

vironment that is alive and growing. There is nothing mysterious or
unmanageable about this, although the shift from traditional teacher
management and control of preset curriculum to interaction with chil-
dren, in which the teacher does not cease. to be a teacher and in which
learning is a truly intellectual experience, is hard to grasp and work
out at first. It begins with teachers giving up their'stereotypes
and learning to be open to children and open to ideas in order that
children will be encouraged to be open to people and open to ideas.
That is what the open classroom is about, and while openness to peo-
ple and ideas was always apmit of a really good teacher's classroom,
it must now become a more inclusive and sophisticated version if it
is to be suitable to the complex times in which we live.

There is no model. 'The role cannot be methodically reprodied
or imitated.

The vital force is a creative, flexible, and intelligent re-
sponse to developing situations as these invOlve people and ideas.
It is not laissez faire and it is not sumo . There is, and there
must be structure; there are, and there must rtaidly be, boundaries.
But the structure serves the possibilities openness, and the bound-
aries are flexible. Both are subject to analysis and change, as the
requirements of the learning demand change.

The strength of the teacher's role is completely and wholly
,related'to the teacher's perception of hertelf as an adult, s0hat
in a real sense, teachers will have to grow up if they are to function
in open classrooms. They suet reject at long last the insulting an
humiliating nonsense on the part of those adzinistraure pcheationaL
psychologists, and text book and materials manufact rs iho presume
that teachers are too stupid to know chat to do unlets a plan of action
is carefully laid out for them in easy steps. Before they can function
independently, teachers, of whom approximately 70% in the elementary
schools are still women, must debunk the popular assumption on the
part of largely masculine leadership that educational materials need
to be created primarily for the purpose of thwarting the natural in7
eptitude of teachers.

The fact that the teaching proiession'has pUt up with such con-
tempt and snobbery for as long,as it has must be related to the low
esteeml4ehiCh teaching has Ling been held. (Remember the disparage-
ment: m seleho. can, do; those who cannot, teach.") But since women
were allowed to become teachertof young children in large numbers, it

must also be related to the secondary position women have been in for
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centuries. Any doubt about this dual truth is quickly dispelled by
.a\look at a.phenomenon of the lest decade. ,The day early childhood
became financially rewarding and societally prestigious as a result
of the political and social pressures that loosened 'government funds,

imen discovered it. They also ignored pretty completely the serious
careful work of scores of women over decades ankquickly began to gloat
over their discoveries and voice opinions like true authorities to

'aro fibers of early childhood teachers to whom many of these find
ings were often old hat or sadly lacking in supportive ce.

.

. So when I speak of teachers at last growing up, I ve in Find

the fact that the average elementarrechool teacher, ho_is female,
is too often cowed and insecureempects to be tol what to do; and k

looks to be told. But teacher's who cannot trust elvewor their
intelligence cannot develop open classrooms. .... classrooms can

never come aboit by fiat from above, which is way most innovations

and changes in American schools have hitherto en introduced and
which is why there is always room for a new ..:. a. But each open

classroom must be built by the teacher and the children in it. Thie.e
does not mean a reversal of the familiar teacher domination and con-
trol.to domination and control by the child. The teacher does not

abdicate the role of the tdult in the'process of altering her role
as teacher.'

One mist immediately differentiate between teachers using judg-
ment and their passing.judgment, even when the latter preaches human
relations And mentaLhealth. Administration has passed judgment on
teachers, and teachers in turn on children for too long. Far too

often, that judgment has been negative and punitive. As a result,

how many of us who bedlam teachers still know All too well t t feel-

Ilmef)wili

ings of inadequacy, of uncertainty about our capacities talents

that well- intentioned teachers inculcated in us as judged our

childhood struggles by arbitrary, unrealistic standards of achieve-
ment locked into rigid guidelines for the given months of a given

grade? Yet the teacher in the open classroom does not give up the
responsibility for evaluating and assessing Children's learning by

ceasing to pass Judgment. Her thrust is rather toward diagnosis-and

support of growth, not for condemnation and tracking.

How then does it all happen?
.

The Social Ani-imotianal'Climate

Because we value people, big
with the quality of the emotional
teacherin an open clessramt.

.ones. and little ones, let us begin
and social climate created by the.

The teacher, knowing and feeling herself a person, does =Clout
on the teacher's hat of yesteryear'. Neither her posture nor her voice

take on the special look and tone of the person -in- charge, of
knowing, superior authority. Giving up the air of superiority



not, however, mean giving up theleedership implicit-in adt1
relationships. Children feel safer when they know Ad adult is willing'
to assume the-responsibility for their well - being, can be counted on
to take care of what they find too difficult, and is trustworthy in
a psychological as well as physical pense. Children need and appre-
ciate an adult whose judgment is in their interest, who is fair and
who is kind. In such-a climate mistakes are valued as part of learn-
ing, for teacher and children alike.

The teacher in the open classroom is an authority, but in the
most far - reaching sense. She knows more than the children, and she
has access to resources the children cannot dream of. She is impar-
tial in a way that children cannot yet be, and so she is the guaran-
tor of justice for everyone.

The teacher in the open classroom is not authoritakan, however.
Her power is not drawn fro. status, from the ruler in her hand or the
backing of the principal down the hall. Her power is in the Children's
dependency on her, and she does not abuse that power. She respects
children and the asks for respect in turn.

Let me quote what Bertrand Russell had to say about the author-
ity of-a teacher in his Principles of Social Reconstruction:

When authority is unavoidable, what is needed is
reverence. A man who is to educate really well and

is-to-make-the young grow and develop into their full
stature must be filled through and through with rev-
erence...The man who has reverence will not think it
his duty to "mold" the young...The outward helpless-
ness of the child and the appeal of dependence make
him ionsciour-of the responsibility of a trust. His
imagination shows him what the child may become, for
good or evil, how its impulses nay be developed or
thwarted; how its hopes must be dimmed and the life in
it grow less living, how its trust will be bruised and
its quick desires replaced by brooding will. All this
gives him a longing to help the child in ite_own battle;
he would equip and strenghthen it, not for some outside
end proposed by the State or any other impersonal,an-
thorityo'but for the ends for which the 0141dIs own
spirit is Obscurely seeking. The man who feels this
can wield the authority of an educator without infring-
ing the principle of liberty.

By contrast, note the tone of disrespect for the intelligence
and feelings of teachers and pupils in the following unit of compe-
tency training distributed to an elementary school staff.' I quote:

Procedure for movementin hallways, stairwells, and in
:street during trips
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1. Active teacher involvements- position yourself
in middle of clams line.

2. Movement of short .distances --wait for next
teacher's directiod.

3. Close lines - =avoid, gaps between children.

4. Tight -control: minisms-Doise, etc.

Preparation of roll book

1. Cover roll book.
2: Keep at school at all times. Leave in locked

disk drawer.

.3. Insert pupil informationnames, addresses, etc.
List names alphabetically--boys pages 6-7, girls
pages 30-31.

And so on:

Why would anyone think that that level of minutia and that tone
of command are necessary to acquaint educated people with the most
ordinary of social and clerical practices? Do teachers need to be
told, ...Insert the children's names and addresses," or, "Cover your
roll book?*

No, 'the relationship created by the teacher in the open classroom
is one of people -to- people trust and honesty. It is non,manipulative
non.authoritadan; it is respectful and it is by common consent. CUL.
dreiVean uhderstand the reasons for social controls when play are really
for the social good and not for the satisfaction of a petty tyrant or
the arbitrary perpetuation of habit. Children learn to value group con-

trols when their individual needs are considered and the possibilities
for functiOning in a group are thoughtfaly,supported. They do not
hecessari14,,axTive at this state of maturity by wishful thinking, and
the teacher helps then to learn. But she does not condemft.tbma for

their immaturity.

The teacher in. the open Claeproom does not hesitate to show her
feelings, within socially acceptable bounds; but by the sane token,
she accepts the feelings of children and asks that they be within
socially acceptable bounds too. The false sweetness of the well-
modulated voice of the traditional teacher often concealed anger and
resentment in both teacher and child and was neither honest nor open.
Where respect has the chance to flourish, it can even lead to affeo-

tion.' The occasional outburst of distress or anger of teacher or child
is hardly a natter of concern in such a climate. As in a faiily, the
more lasting impressions of sincerity and honest attempts at oommunicar.
tion, if these exist, will absorb the difficulties-of relating that are
bound to occur when human beings are in close contact with each other
over time. But the teacher must be mature enough to withstand the
normal immaturities of children and not be seduced into chilmeh be-

havior herself.
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Organization Is Essential

The teacher in the informal Claserobm is an enabler and expeditor.
She organizes the room for productive interaction of people with each
other and with materials and ideas. The physical structure and layout
of a ." thus support its ideology. Where dbes the teacher stand or
.sit? -re do the children sit? Whom do they face? As transitions,
are to learning centers, teachers must ask whether some children
et need their awn desks or tables, and who are thechildren who can
use arning centers comfortably. Space must be made available for
indi = to work alone and to feed into group projects.

Together, teacher and children decide who will do what and for
how long. Many children will need to be taught to do for themselves,
even as teachers must learn the same thing. Children must be taught
to use judgment, even as teachers must use it. And children must be
held responsible for their decisions once thejare involved in the
decision-making, just as teachers are.

We know that skill learning follows an individual. pace, and the
teacher, as leader of the curriculum development, must provide for
such individual learning as well as for whole - group projects. The
interaction of individual and group on every level of relating, intel-
lectual, social, and physical, must be provided for in the teacher's
structuring of time and space, in the focus for. activity that the
teacher makes possible.

In `providing for meaningful curriculum in terms of indiVidual
children, areas of learning have to be reetimulated so as to be re-
flective and supportive of constant learning, without being over-
stimulating. Materials have to be ordered, created, and stored.
Arrangements for their use have to barnacle and remade, down to the
details of having paint jars filled, pencils sharpened, and other
ppliea available. The open classroom tolerates the ambiguity and

incompleteness of process in the important areas of thought and feel-
ing. But the practical implementations for Work cannot be either
ambiguous or incomplete. If you can't find a pencil, you can't write
a fine story!

The planning, structuring, and focusing must of course relate
to content. The day of the right answer` must go. For example, we

i were all taught that there were nine planets, and we memorized their
names. But we do not really know now how many planets there are, and
that edge of uncertainty of what we know must be incorporated into the
search for knowledge in school. We cannot predict that wars will al-
ways occur, because they, are anachronistic in our one-world stage of
communication and technology, and other ways must be fowl!, or we will
destroy ourselves: We cannot teach that technology will find the an-
swer to everything, because the oast of total reliance on technology
has been a threatening depletion of resources, and we really do not
know what will be the best solutions for common human problems of
survival or existence.

4
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Content And Inquiry

Hach of what Children must learn in order to live in this world

is already known tothe teacher. But in an open-,classroom, a great
deal of. the learning will be new for the teacher, too. In the explor-

ation of spas unkdown to teacher and children, the teacher must take
the lead in tracking down resources am( information by virtue of be-
ing better prepared to take the' initiative. Only then can she involve

children in the search with a truly inquiring mind., But she'must her-
self be a.lmaxner.t6 stimulate learning.

There must be time to think, time to plan for both teacher and

children, sometimes separately, sometimes together. Contrary to the

traditional role of the teacher, for whom the syllahps defined the
limits of planning, the teacher in the open Classroom plans fax' more
independently and inclusively than traditional teachers over did.
Knowing children well in a scholarly way as well as with intuitive
responses, the teacher in the open classroom takes indiviival dif-
ferences and very seriously, plans for them, and acts upon

them. Knowin haw open-epded are the boundaries of knowledge, she
approaches the selection of content very thoughtfully. In bringing
awareness of children's stage of growth and learning style into coun
tact with the possibilities that can be explored in the world of
intellect and esthetics, she makes decisions that will provide the
kind of learning environment we call the open classroom.

But the planning, structuring, and focusing may never-go beyond
the first day unless the teacher knows what is happening to the chil-
dren. In evaluating their growth and progress, all that she has
learned about child development and the changing nature of knowledge
must come into play.

Evaluation Is Part Of The Role

The teacher in the open classroom must be able to assess the
development of the children she teaches along many dimensions--
academic ones, of course, bat also on social, emotional, and physi-

cal aspects of .growth. We know now that feelings, physical oompe-
tency, and social adeptness all facilitate or interfere with academic
learning. The teacher must know the learning styles that are clam-
teristic of the children she teaches.and the quality of their inter-

action with others, herself included. She must also know what they

come to school with in the way Of total life experience and 'bat they

are interested in..

Thus, evaluation in the open classroom begins and contiPuei with

the ±/eLiti2ezaim, not with scores on:standardiied tests.
Records of children's total responses become the basis for assessing

a 'chile, with scores a smell and quite underemphasised part'of that

total. We know that tests lend themselves peculiarly well to super-

ficial and distract a teacher from careful diagnosis because

I.
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they, come so easily away of passing judgment. They are no replace-
merit-for the observations and records of a teacher who values all
aspects of a child's struggle to grow, indeed recognizes that true
learning is struggle, and can. relate one piece of a child's behavior
to'another so that what he_does makes sense, whether she approves-of
it or ,pot.

In this way, the process of a child's learning is evaluated,
and not only the end product. How does a child work? What stymies
him? What interests him? What does he need to accomplish purposes
set by the child, by the teacher, or by the child and teacher to-
gether? These are far more important questions than ''What is his
test score?"

In an open classroom, children are helped to participate in
setting their goals, and they may need help to hold to them. They
must learn to complete what they start, not because they would other-
wise be lazy, unproductive children, but because learning to persist
and to become responsible for one's own learning is a necessary de-
velopmental task of childhood. We must assume that a normal human
being enjoys being competent. It-makes him feel good. But becoming
competent is often a struggle, and if a child is not able to experi-
ence competency, there must be reasons. A teacher's unbiased obser-
vation and records without value judgment lead her to the only step
for which evaluation must be made, that is, to question what might
be the reasons for the. interference with growth and learning and
what might an adult do to support growth and )earning.

Looking for the strengths of a child even as one observes the
weaknesses, the teacher seeks ways of using a child's strengths to
help him tackle his weaknesses. A mind open to learning and a spirit,
open to growth are far more important goals for the elementary school
child than a series of scores that compare a child with all other
children inan artificial distribution of placement around a mean
that distorts the purposes of learning to begin with.

The School Must Be ACommunity

And-firms, -tberole-of the teacher involves interaction with
colleagues in establishing a school climate of which her Class is a
part. With other.teachers, she searches-for better understanding of
children and curriculum to create a total setting of openness in
which all can function. Aa the staff support each other, so each
teacher can better support each child.

A new mode of thinking is called fc4 in the inforMal or open
classroom, a mode that recognizes the comp ty of life and the
complexity of the human struggle to. cope. As a partner with children
in a common striving to learn, the role of the teacher is to-fulfill
the human potenti.l of the children. And she does this best as she
fulfills her own potential for openness to people and openness to
ideas.
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HOSTILITY AND HUMOR IN THE'CLASSROOM
or

"What' The Matter, Can't You Take A Joke?"

Peggy Manring
State Street Elementary School.

Skaneateles, New,7brk

Why do we laugh? Although the question has always interested
me, I wondered if the answers would extinguish the spontaneity of .

any humorous situations to come. Eventually,:i began to cbllect and

read articles specifically about children's humor. I read about how
-the perception of riddles develdps (Brian Sutton-Smith; 1973). I be-

came interested in "incongruity humor' (PaulliciGhee, 1972), and the

reasons for laughter at slapstick (Martin Grotjahn, 1970). But read-

ing about why children laugh jogs the memory. One wonders, *Why does

anyone laugh?" I rubbed out the boundaries between child and adult
humor, and read to become acquainted with all kinds of humor.

From the reading, I began to'formulatequestions about hostil-
ity and humor. That particular focus provided a direct link with

my teaching. Many times I had observed children in my classroom
combine hostility and humor as they communicated, with each other.
Any mixture of aggression and humor presents a problem of interpre-
tation to even the most socially adept people. To, children this ip

a problem of great importance because,they are not socially adept.

Aggression and humor4are aimed daily in most classrooms. It

seems to be 'one of the ways children try to' influence each other.

I observed confusion inth:alptions of the "message-receivers,"
especiallywhen-hostility 11 disguised as humor. Most often

the hostility came poorly disguised as humor. I watched children

confronted with this ambiguity resort to violence, some to with
dram 1, and others-to friends for help in interpretation. All qf
the children I oboe ed seemed to experience some amount of con-

fusion.

I began to ask many questions: 1) Exactly how is the humor in

the double message expressed? And, how is the hostility expressed?
2).Can children learn to see the separate parts of the double mes-

sage? 3) Does the ability to analyze enable those children to deal
more effectively with ambiguous messages? 4) What methods can I use

to help them eliminate their confusion when-they are confronted with

hostility garbed in humor?

I felt the need to develop a curaiculun around those questions..

My primary goal was to help children d velop the ability to ITalyze
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message-giving and message-receiving. I remembered Fritz Bell's work-
shops on body language and communicating with varied inflections. -1
re-read his book, Let's Create (1972) and began jotting down ideas
for curriculum development.

Development and Implementation of the Project

. / I began this study in March With my own .clangs of 25 2nd-graders.
Their ages ranged from seven to nine, and they-Were all from lower
middle-class or middle-class families in a seeptown. During the
year they had been free to move around the room at will and speak with.
their friends. With this free interaction,I'had many opportunities
to observe and record their communication. ,

I spent the first week of my study reco the body language
of humor in the room. Besides the percussive s ds of laughter,
simultaneous talk and knee-dlapping, there Were visual clues to
humor. Ronald Langevin (1972) in his essay on p. iological corre-
lates of humor made the point that these visual s of "expenditure
of-energy" are "correlates and not conditions of r." I observed

' many of what must be universal clues to humor: s, squinting eyes,
Feddened faces, shaking shoulders and bodies doubt over with laugh-
ter. 'I noted ;..hat many other body movements, when led with a
smile or laughter, become a part of the body lan: :e of humor. These
include the body in mimicry, the shrug,the hands hips position,
the waggling finger, and many, many others.

This readily identifiable language of humor can e on many
meanings depending upon/the tie and words that, ac it. Tone,
words, and body language together form the type.

A distinction is commonly made between (a) cl Or laughing
Al yitb, others and (b) sarcastic humor or laughing at othe . (Good--

childs, 1972), Humor of this "laughing with others" t eases an
interaction. ,Participants in the humor feel reinforced not threat-
ened by the affect and words they exchange- and hostilit if any,414
well disguised. By contrast, laughter of

exchange,

a others";type
is based on a release of hostility poorly disguised as r. Theihos-
iiiiiWords accompanied by smiles and slava Oh the back are both confus-
ing.and threatening to the child receiving the message.

During the second week of the stikty I made anecdotal cords of
hostility disguised as humor. I have included some of the, at typi='
cal exchanges in the appendix for further reference. I will analyze
one here.

Robert had stacked the game cards so that Mark would

get "bad" moves and lose the game. As the game pro-
gressed Mark became more wind more upset: He called
,Rob a cheater anckas his voice got louder Rob laughed
and shrygged as he clapped Mark on the-back. "It's

,
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, a joke, you baby," he Oinned, his head close to
k's. '"Can't you take'a joke, YOU BABY!" Mark

looked at Rob, at the other boYs; at.the game
board, got up and wentitO.his seat where he sat
and appeared

This kind of interaction was, typical with this group of boys.
Even more representative would *ire been an overturned game or a
punch to seal the disagreement We ztee the elements of hostility

quite clearly therprezteditate&trick, the feelings Of beipg threat-
ened that -Mark displayed,, when he'accused Rob of cheating, the com-
bination of Rob's humorots body; language (smile, shrug, clap on
with hostile words ("You baby, can't you take a joke?") and a
that was initially soothing but became teasing. It is a* i e mes-
sage: both hostile and humorous. HoW Mark interpreted it we can't
be sure but we can guess from his Where asked about what

happened Mark said, "We wanted to play the game but Rob's cheatin'
and theyire all sayin' I can't take a joke." Mark felt the hostil-
ity. I wondered why a child who usually resoted to hitting would
withdraw' instead. I guessed it was because *was confused by the
double message he received.

6

Each anecdote contained combinations of, humor and hostility.
When I questioned the children after I observed the interchanges I
always asked, "all you tell me what just happened?" In eVery in-
stance-the child who received the message conveyed his confusion and
hurt but was unable to explain why. I sensed quite a'lack of ability
to identify and communicate feelings. In several cases as soon as
the child had revealed his hurt it was dismissed with a smile or a
shrug.

The third week of the study I spent planning group discussiohs.
We had the'first one towards'thesend of the week.. All of the chil-
dren were present: 7'v °

' Group Discussio, #k: What is funny?

We sat in'a circle on the rug. I asked the children to think
for a moment about reasons why they laugh. I told them to think
about the last time they laughed or, a funny person they know The
responses came quickly and I scribbled them down verbatim,. much to
their delight. After I had recorded the responses of ten children,
two of them said the noticed that some people had the same reasons
for laughing. One s "That's sort of the lame as yliatMegan said,
you laugh 'cause s , _ e was surprised." Another said, "I guess ire
all laugh when somebody slips and looks funny." Later, when I looked
over their answers I,could categorize them:

1) Laughter because of a violation of their own

physical expectations.
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2) laughter becauie another person experiences a.
viblation of his expectatiOns.

3) Causing a reaction-and laughing, at it.

I am interested in the answers that fell into the laet,two cate
gories. One involves laughter at another person's surprise ormisl
fortune. The other involves a child provoking another and laughing.

. Both situations can become ones where hostility is linked with humor.

The next two days the children were busy pointing out things
they thought were funny. Sometimes they would disagree.: I did not
direct or record any of their disagreements. I wish now that I had
made time to pursue.them in discussions with the class. That would
have made a natural transition to the analysis of messages which fol-
lowed the next week. It might also have made the following discussibn
more relevant.

Group Discussion #2: 'Words and Tone

I wrote the word "YES" on a -piece of paperoand I asked a child
to say the word. She said it flatly. I asked the child next to her
to guess what the,"YES" meant. He said, "She probably means yes6 I
don't know. I can't, really tell:"° When ,I asked him why he didn't
know he couldn't answer. Other children wanted to try saying "YES"
so we listened to them and after eaeh one I asked what the speaker
meant. Some of their answers:

"That one means not Lee means no but he said yes."
"I think Susan means maybe."

"Tammy looks real happy."
"I think Roger's mad."

I.asked them how they could tell what. each "YES" meant.

"Well, you can tell. It's easy. You can just see."
"Sometimes their facet looks aorta sad or happy."

"It's the way it sounds, too. You know your voice
goes up or down or Zig-zag."

I drew a zig-zag line and asked, "Like that?" Several children tried
varying their tones to fit the line. I drew my impression of each
"YES" and offered the marker to them, one at a time.

Rext,"we'tried sentences. At one point To raised his hand
and said, "You know what we'll) doing? Welie changing our tones."
I wrote "tone" on the chart. After some experimentation_with high-

tones and low tones and wavy tones and angry, sad, and happy tones
I summarized what we had done.- Mie can mean different things even
though we all say the same words. Tommy says the wgy we do this is
by changing the tone we use. If you change thej.one you can change
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what you mean: litis fun to do. I wish you would think about tone
When you talk during the next day or so and tell me what you find
out."

Airing the next day I commented on tones I heard and I notice
a, few children experimenting alone. 'They must have been thinking
about our conversations though, because in the foiloling group dis-
cussion some o the.children related experiences they had had at home.

Grout, Discussion 3/Words and Tone'and,Body Lanaume

I took out the chart we had used when we talked about tone and
I asked if anyone wanted to share an idea about the way we use tone
to let people know things. Andy said, "Sometimes you can be mean by
doing that:I was thinking. Like on the cartoons it's mean but it's
funny. Like when somebody says, 'Sure, I'll fix you up,' they really
mean by their voice that they'll kill the guy." When Andy finished
some of his friends nodded enthusiastically and many of the children
tried saying his sentence. Their tones ranged from high and loud to
lot! growls.

AS some added menacing gestures to their wo
"Now what are we using? Tone, words and someth
"It's like on the cartoons, too, only the guy w
when he said it." I jumped to write "body lan
thought later I might have let them label it them
"One word you can use for what you do with your
Think for a minute about what you can do ritki you

I called out,
ew." Andy said,
bbing his .hands

" on the chart. I
elves. I explained,

is 'body language.'
body when you are

angry."

The response to this was wild. They gesti ated and mimicked,
.adding words and tones. When I asked for quiet, remade the circle
and I said I had one more experiment for them. I wrote the words,
"Don't do that" on the chart. They experimented th this new sen-
tence and varied the tone as we had been doing. I asked them to try?
saying it in a happy tone. As each child tried t, the group laughed,,
and when I asked what was so funny, Heather repl ed, "Who would listen
to you if you said it like that?" Joanne added, "See, you don't mean
it if you say it nice." Megan said, "If I said, 'I'll play' in a mean
way I wouldn't really mean it." Susan said to Megan, "Yea, I sure
wouldn't play with you."

We ended our discussion thereand went to gym. On the way I
heard people using contradicting tones and words. "I like you, Rog,"
Andy growled at his smiling friends

Group Discussion #4: What. Do You Mean?

We began by making a circle on the rug. As we did Tim s d
cheerily, "I know why we're doing this. It's so we can see wt we

r
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means" I asked how and he replied, "You-see what the body does when
people talk and youlcnow what they mean better than if you didn't see4".
We reviewed different kinds of body language briefly displayink
JO; loneliness, and sorrow.

r.

Robert offered, "There's words and tone, too." fasked himlo
read the "I'M SORRY" on the chart. He read it and then stopped to
ask, "Do you want me to mean it?" I told him to go ahead an read it
any way he liked. He used a sincere tone scowled and ....d Tomm y.
Everybody laughed and when I asked them why, they laughed some more.
I told them I'd like to show them what Rob Net did. I made the'fal-
lowing diagram: 4

words

Rob:

hodilanguaRe

-t

Kara said, "Oh, I know what that means, it means his body, language was
bad." Lee interrupted Kara to say, hI can do something else. Now
wait."' He paused to straighten his thoughts. "Maybe I can't do it.
I don't know. Here goes."'

After two muddled attempts Lee said, "I'm sorry" with a growl,
hands in pockets and head bowed. I was so surprised that these Chil-
dren were not only following this and considering three variables si-
multaneously, but also leaping ahead of nie and each other. I recorded
Lee's example on the chart.

words tone body language

Rob: + +, -

Lee: + ' - + /

Many children wanted to tell me about what Lee had done. Some wanted'
to give'more eiamPles of mixed meaning. Susan, who had been sitting.
outsideof the group, moved into the circle and announced she had a
"good idea." She looked down at her lap. held very still and said
'with a curled lip, "I'm sorry." Her,eyes flashed as she looked up.
It was a captivating performance and no.one spoke.. If:complimented
her and Meg said, "She looked at first like she was going to mean it
but, then I saw her eyes and she didn't." I diagrammed that ince
everyone agreed that Sdsan had meant she was not the least bitsorry.

words

Rob:
Lee:
Susan:'

tone body language

IMO

+.

_Tom nudged me and said, "I know one more thing is three pluses." Un-
der his direction I diagrammed thilf, and then asked the rearranged
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circle of children to comment. They all clamored to perform, using

_phrases like "I'm sorry," with words, tone and body language all match-

ing the meaning. It was difficult to repeatedly clear center stage,

but I tried. I was surprised with the many uninhibited portrayals of

remorse.

Group Discussion j5: The Meaning of the Chart

I took out the "4- and - chart" to review it. As we settled into

the circle, Tom raised his hand: "Me and Robert figured out yesterday

that the only one that means it is the three pluses.' I said, "You

know Tommy, I think you're ahead of me. I'm not suraI had thought
about that so carefully'" Meg said, "Yeah, I knew that; whenever

there's a dash on 'the line the whole thing means you don't mean it."
I commented.to Tom and Meg that most of the children looked coafued.
Tom carefully gave an example of each diagram. He was interrupted a
few times by children who weren't listening but he continued and as

he did there were a few nods. Some registered no response. We left

it at that.

There was a grip of about nine children who seemed to follow
these discussions with great concentration. About four othei'slfol-

lowed, From the examples they gave and

from their enthu c participation I could tell that about eigh-

teen of the twenty-f e children grasped the idea that you can chanze
what you mean by using tone and body language indifferent ways. The

.freven remaining children listened at times, talked about unrelated

,
jsubjects, asked to take drinks at inappropriate,times,-and lagged be-

hind the rest in interest and comprehension in general. I tried to

engage them in the canoe s at times but mostly Without success.

a did not know how to reach them.

Group Discussion #6: Role Playing

Anxious to model a dOmtle-message situation involving hostility
garbed in humor, I asked two fourth-grade boys to work with me on a
role-playing situation that would be close to the childrenls experip.

once. I gave each boy a name to wear. The production was to go as

follows:

/ Two boys are building block buildings side by side.

4 'Bill" is making an intricate model of Expo '76.
"Sam is building and knocking down his own building..
Slowly Sam's hand creeps over to Expo '76 and 'with a

chick push knocks over the'buildidgo He laughed Uproar-
ioubly as it falls. Bill sits and looks on in dis-

belief. He says, "What d'ya do that for3 That was

best buildingand you wrecked it." Sam, still

laughing, claps Bill jovially on the shoulder and
"Sor-ryl- Can't you take algoke?" Bill jerks
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away and says levelly, "You sure don't sound sorry
td me. You make me mad. I'm not stickinl'around
you." He moves his blocks. Sam sits and looks with-
out saying anything.

The actual role playing did not go smoothly. I narrated and on
occasion had to'prompt a line which took away from the meaning. Com-
ments from a rapt audience distracted the actors. When it was over
the children revealed quite an understanding of the message Sam gave.

Tammy was the first to comment: "He vas wiggling like laughing
and he wasn't going to tell the truth. He looked like he was enjoying
himself." Rob added, "He was moving around like he didn't mean he was
sorry.' Martha said,. "His tone didn't mean the same as the sorry that
he said." I commented that I'd seen this happen in the room before
and I asked their to think about what usually happened when someone
knocked a building down. They cams up with a list of reactions: knock
down the other guy's, hit him, punch him,' hit him, leave. When I asked
what Bill did they said: he left, he moved away, he wasn't going to
stay, he said he was mad, he said how sorry 'he sounded.

Conclusion

I know I learned as much as these children appeared to learn.

Their comments and behaviors reveale0. much more understanding than I
expected'to find. Not'only could they explain and use the concepts
and vocabulary of commmnication, but at times they were steps abe
of my thinking. Consider, for instance, Megan's and To&
about the + and - variables and the whole meaningv3r- ssage:
"The Only time you mean it is when there-are-three pluses.

child uronting each other about message meaning. "You don't.
sound mean it, Kara, d, "You don't really want to play,
do your I heard the word, "tone " mentioned Just once and I did
not hear the term, "body language" used in the room.

Introducing the general concepts of double message making and
recei4Ing to the class as a group WS valuable. But, I believe my
approach should have included working with individuals as well. For
the remaining month of the year I brought double messages involving
humor and hostility to the attention of the senders and receivers as
they occurred. I began to use questions and comments such as: "Think,
about the message you gave to her. What kind of message was that?
What Will she think you mean?" And for the receivers, "What can you
tell him about the message he gave to you? Whatpan you do if you
are unhappy with what you heard and saw? Try tel him "1

This class was the least cohesive Clasp I had. I know
this is Partly because much of my attention directed toward two
of the 25 children. I was unable to wor sistently with the class
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on developing a sense of "group" until midway through the second term.
Next year,I will precede the communication exercises with many group
meetings. I hope that by developing a gre r feeling of community
in my Class, comminication among the children will improve. I have
found that a sound sense of community is necessary for good communica-

Postscript

The following rare anecdotal notes on incidents involving ambigu-
ous messages combining hostility and humor.

3/18
Mona had just joined Bratinies. She expressed

concern to Kara that she wouldn't get to the right
place after school. Kara offered to go with her.
At the end of the day Kara said,. "Maybe I won't go
to Brownies today after all, Mona." Kara smiled,
"Can you get there OK?" Mona looked frightened
and sat. Kara put her arm around Mona and laughed,
"Oh, Mona, you baby, I'll god. Ha -ha!"

3/19
Ken had invited Steve over to his haute after

school. It was all set-for the next day if it was
OK with Steve's mother.i Steve was very excited.
He followed Ken around talking fast and-loudly,
Ken beft# to ask Steve to do things for him. Steven
complie9) Ken said, "I might have to play with Jamie
after school tomorrow." Steve looked very concerned,
"But you said I was coming over." Ken laughed and
put his arm around Sttve and said 'm only jokin',
Kid. Ha!"

3/19
Heather and Joanne were planning to do a puppet

show. Julie wanted to be in it. The two girls stood
not far from Julie and whispered about how they could
do it4oetteraaone. Julie looked uncomfortable. Nerv-
ously, they approached Julie and said giggling, "You
can't be in the show, Julie." Julie made a small smile
as the girls hid each other's face in a strange dance.
The tVosome raced off laughing and looking back. Julie
came to me in tears saying, "We were going to do it to-
gether. Noy they think it's funny.'

3/20
'--7-10e-rwarr-working on coming a story onto white paper.

She noticed a misspelled word and she asked Ethan to
help "spell a word.* He leaned over his friend very

carefully and spelled, "a, w-o-r-d." She printed slimily
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pressing hard. Lisa leaned over and read what Meg
had written. Meg realized what had happened and
looked at than who was grinning. "I just thought
I'd help, that's alit" he drawled as Meg began to
cry.
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ANGRY ACTS AND ALTERNATIVES

Susan Dalziel

Project Change
State University of New York at Cortland

The majority of discipline problems arise from a tiro- dimensional
: angry feelings and angry acts. Angty feelings are as human

and as natural as any emotion. Angry acts may have to be refocused.

Practitioners in the Haim Ginott art of "childrenese1 know well
the benefits of helping children to identify and express their feel-
ings. When a child is experiencing anger, it is very often' sufficient
for the adilt to say, That must make you very angry;* or, "You prob-
ably feel very angry inside when he does that." In an,at;osphere o1
such understanding, a child may not need to act out his angry feelings.,

However, the feeling of anger is sometimes so intense that it
cannot be assuaged. Understanding words are too little, or come too
late. In such cases--yhen an angry act has already taken place, or
is about to--our guidance must be of a different nature.

An active tewhing approach to this domain of emotional life
of children is to 'help them think about and utilize acceptable means
of expressing anger. The following conversation between a teacher
and a chilA is a good example of how to begin.

T. What do you do when yol?.lre angry, Jim?

C. I don't know.

4

1

T. Can you rememberthe last. time you were angry and
what had happened?

G. I think it was when I lost a little Easter bunny.
I thought Robert hid it.

T. Were you angryloecause you lost it,- or because you
thought you were being tricked and didn't like that?

C. Because I thogaleI was being tricked.

T. How did you show that you were mad?

C. (Clenches fists and raises arms in tge air; also
conveys anger through facial expression.)
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T. What does your sister do when she's mad?

C. Cries mostly. Or talks- -she's always talking!

T. Can you think of other things that people do
when they're angry?

C. Sammie says things like "grumble, grumble I'HATE
IT!, grumble, grumble, STUPID!" Jackielights--she
Punches people. Once I punched her in the nose.

So often, the only focus a child knows or ieaware of in anger
is to hurt something or somebody, including himself. When an act of
anger occurred in my classroom, I always asked the child, "Do you
know some other things you can do when you are angry? '(pesides hit
someone, break something, yell, etc.)" Without exceptioa, the answer
was no. That does not speak well for adults--responsible for serving
as models to children. We need-to demonstrate some alternatives in
our own behavior, suggest and emphasise alternatives to children, and
allow each one the freedom to choose and practice what is most helpful
to him. This involves decision-making and responsibility for inner
controls, as opposed to external ones.

Here suggestions for alternatives, from the realm of
classroom

1. Let the child k a ball of clay in his pocket or
cubbyhole. Suggest that when he feels angry, he
may want to take it out to knead and pound.

2. If the children are given practice establishing arm
awareness of time (e.g., experiencing how long 5 0,

minutes or 10 minutes is, in a variety of contexts),
they can handle the following suggestions:

a. go for a 5 minute run--around the building,'
field, block, etc. _

b. swing for 5 minutes (out on the pAmyground).,

c. take a 10 minute tour of thesdho61,..

d. help; the principal (pass out notices, etc.), or
nurse, jaqitor; cook for 10 minutes (doing things
Which require expending energy) ,

3. A woodyorkirig bench, inhere one can hammer and pourid,
is an excellent outlet for anger.,

4 4. Let the child-leave the room to walk tip one set of
staiii'ln the building And down another.
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5. "Scribble (with large 84=4 crayons and plent,y of
paper) as hard as.you like for awhile."

6. Momorldnds of gymnastic equipment provide tremendout,
alternatives in anger: tuibling mats, jump ropes,
hula hoops, basketb411s, volleyballs. All are fairly
common, and great for this. purpose. A punching bag
is the greatest of all and-can be easily improvised.

7. Some children prefer to let their anger away
quietly and soothi,ne y by:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

listening to soft music

Aading or being read to

playing in water or sand

sitting alone away from the class

writing about their anger

drawing an angry picture

watching an aquarium while being talked'to

being able to choose their favorite "quiet thing"
in the classroom'

8. For the small (11114 or the one who seeks out positive
physical contact, hold him and say, "Hug as as hard as
you can. Harder. HARDER!"

9. "Use the musical instruments--drums, sticks, shakers,
etc.--to make up an angry song.'

10. (With adult guidance) "Act out your anger in slow
motion." This one usually results in fits of giggles.

11. Cleaning--with meaning. Some children are partim.
larly fond of cleaning chores. As an angry act al-
ternative, a list of things that need scrubbing can
be posted and kept up to date. This avoids thinking
up a perhaps meaningless task on the spur of the mo-
ment when the need arises.

12. Utilize the housekeeping area. In that area, have a
particular set of clothes available for angry moods,
a particular set of objects, and suggested activities- -
all for the purpose of role-pliying the anger-arousing
circumstance. Making up and establishing a character
for. this purpose is ideal. (Some storybook characters



-lend themielves well to this: "Grumpy" from Snow
White, "Eyore" iniiinnie-the-P h.)

13. Post a sign and iCcompinying ace" .in the room
that says "I feel angry." (Th should be aim-
ilar places in the room for oth r emotions.) Have

a chair or pillow or rug stationed under the s.gn
so a child can sit there wheh he's angry. This

him respond before the anger causes negative
causes teacher and othei. children to notice /

disruption.
I.

Have a huge stuffed animal or charactero;Seated in
a corner or chair, large enough so a child can, sit
on it and talk into its ear (gimmick: make one ear
extremely large).

15. Use the puppets to act out the incident and the
anger that resulted.

16. Say it all into a tape recorder.

17. Go outside (and away from classes it might bother)
and yell it to the wind.

18. Let the child talk to you for 5 or 10 uninterrupted
minutes of listeningpreferably in a special plader
away from distractions.

19. Try humorit may backfire but with certain children
it's surefire.

.

There are basically three 1:lari to'Cope with anger - -you will note

.them being used,by.childrem and adults alike.. Some need a physical ;

outlet for anger. Others are extremely verbal when angry and need
, alternatives which will allatethem the freedom of verbal expression.

And some of us are neither verbal not physical yet recognize certain
Quiet responses as a means to'pope with anger. I'll leave it to the
psychologists to. argue pros and cons of one approach versus another.
The purpose heresis to state (1) that those.three kinds of responses
exist, (2) that a child may consistently use one, or may vary in his
response depending on the situation, and (3) that acceptable altdg-,
natives should be avai101e for all three kinds of reeponsed.

Althouii these particular ideas evolved from classroom teaching,
I have presented the thought of alternatives to groups of parents and
administrators. with some exciting results. -The first step was to ask
each one in the group what he or she didwhen angry. The next ques-
tionwas "What do your children do-when they are angry?" Noting par-
ent-child similarities became obvious. The follow-up discussions of
alternatives within the home were alive with the give and take re-
quired in family living. One mother said that a warm bath dissolved
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herAon's anger every time. An administrator recalled an incident
with a high school youth in which the two of them nearly came to
blows. With much insight, he and the youth walked out the front
door of the school, agreed to walk in opposite directions around
the building,and decide when they met out back whether or not a
physical rASolution was still necessary. When they did meet, it
was longer in anger, but with a mutual handshake.

By way of summary, the following techniques are really basic
to the whole approach. They are threaded through it and make it
work.

1. Primarily, the alternatives devised and decided
upon have to be acceptable to the adult. The
adult has to'cope with them and believe in them.

2. Secondly, the alternatives 'must take into consid-
eration (a) the nature of children, (b) any limi-
tations of that particular school--such as rules
that cannot be by- passed, space that is not avail-

able, the amount of cooperation that is avAilzhle,
and safety considerations.

3. In all cases.it is most important for the adult to
make every effort to help the child realize that
(a) his emotion is acceptable, (b) his emotion is
understood' the suggested and/or chosen alter-
native action is an acceptable way to act out his ,

anger when necessary.

After a time, the rbildren can indiviamany or oollectiv sug-
gest other alternatives. It should be remembered that 0. is
not a time of adult reasoning. Initially the children likely to
be more oriented toward moral values in their thinking and suggest
rather severta"punishment" and/or judgment. Thereto some time is
needed to es blish the climate and consistent p ice first.

Finally, it'is alMOst always true that t.- child who is learning
to cope with his anger needs and wants to alone, when acting it out.
Doing a job, sittingoquietly, going for _rief walk or swing--if done
with a group watching or tagging alon: almost defeats the purpose.
An attitude of compassion is alre strong in children and can be
fostered, so that when one is expe encing great anger, the rest under-
stand. As Montessori so beautifully put it, they Will wait, then as-
sist him towards recovery--as if from a temporary illness.

11.
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TCWARD AESTHETIC EDUCATIONr
A FERSONALEXPERIENCE

Judy Claws

,Dryden Elementary School
Dryden, New York

I have recently developed a personal interest ineaesthetic ex-

pression and appreciation which greatly enriched ',It' work as a

teacher. As part of this int. I have come to -Jove to paint and :4
draw. This activity has deepened valuing of children's aesthetic
expretsion and ny -ty to suppo its development in my classroom.

I -: exploration of aestietice by reading Sir Herbert
k Education Through Art. I hadn't gone far before I came

to the question, What is art? I felt a great need lo wrestle with
this question in my own mind and to find out how others had answered
it. After Read's book I- eagerly'dove'into GombrifIlle Art ankillusice.

I find that I cannot detineiat except in very persoaaileras.'
It consists of tbeoaspecits of form, color, balance, rhythe, symmetry,
and composition,, but it is also much more. It is an experience which
can totally consume a person's energies. It is away of looking at
and evaluating the world. It is an aesthetic experience.

ti

By "aesthetics" I mean appreciation for quality; it's like
<,tbe feeling aspect of perce ion. That's a crude definition, but

A :1117 exposed to aest is experiences in all aspecti of their'te
a is important to me As a teacher I feel-that children

`learning. This exposure take many forms and should indeed be
provided for in a variety of ways.

chose to begin with materials. If you take a moment to look
around in your classrook, it aeon becomes obvious that most materials
we expose children to are made,ofplastic or paper. We sect limited

in our use of resources. Inliami(cases paper and plastic.materials
work fine, but what responses-Might we elicit from children if we
used wood or cloth or some combination of recycled natural materials?

Children respond to such Materials in the same way adults do.
It is nice to feel wooden playing pieces and to study the grain of
the wood and the'textures of different pieces. It adds a whole new

aesthetic dimension to a simple-game experience. Using a carpet

square as a game board makes for a quieter game as well as giving
the game an added textural dimension. Band-drawn and painted pic-

tures on game cards give a child a sense of human participation in

the creation of his game. Ae knows that a person made it, and that

- 87 -
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ar1.;1 an idet hs can identify with, and respect. game which uses.. common
materials such as linoleum pieces or drapery f ries or wallpaper sam-
ples extends the child's experience even further as the child tries to
discover where it was that° hp has seen or felt that material before.
These are all prooesses which I have watched children go through as
they use the materials 'I have provided for them. They are exciting
processes to witness. ,,._

Besides creating &sadistically pleasing materials for my chil-
dren, I became personally involved with drawing and painting. I had
had the interest and materials for a long time. What I needed to add
was the prise ingredienttime. Forcing myself at first, teeing a
lack of ,confidence and lack of ideas, I gradually found myself be-
coming extremely protective of my tine for painting. Painting be-
came for as a source of true inner satisfaction, sametthing which I
looked forward to doing and which I needed to do.

. .

--, This personal learning experience began to affect many aspects
of my teaching. In ay personal life I was frustrated when my other
"responsibilities" interfered with my desire to paint. This made as
realise the need to give children adequate time for spontaneous ar-
tistic expressice whether it be in the form of painting, music; or
movement. This needs to be non-directed time in which this inner ,

feeling or image can come out in some form. Otherwise, children
will remain totally unaware of their capabilities in this vital as-
pect of their development.

I have found through woilcing with young childrei that you can-
not assume that they will be totally uninhibited in 'this expression.
They, too, may feel a lack of maidence and lack of ideas. They
need to be encouraged to cove freely or to paint freely and to be
themselves in all forms of expression. Unfortunately, many chil-
dren of school age have already mastered the art of conforming, to
the sad extent of not being able to express themselves when given
a chance. We must increase the opportunities to help this to devel-
op free expression. We can "teach" children how by 'being open in
our own expression and by providing as :rimy different kinds of ex -'
periences as possible which deal with ftthm, symmetry, sensory
awareness, and patterns of movement and behavior.

-
Music can be a great stimulator for a wide variety of aesthe

activities: listening for different wands br for different,inst
cents; moving to a rhythm, with all or part of the body; express

, a mood or feeling; portraying a story; crest
ual dance; painting to___ahow mood or tones,
sounds to colors ; ,developing and express
various mimics forms. At tine/ I have
ground while' the bhildren were
Sects, or while the clam was involved, some
awing how eagerly and quickly kids help clean up or do exer-
cises with the proper,imusibal stimulus! MOJA con also serve as a
soothing factor which can calm childi n down ,after- a highractivity

a group or individ-
tterns, two; relating

critical opinions about
"music on simply as a back-
indiiridual or group pro-

ty-.7-It
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time such as recess or gym class.

I have also used music as the major part of an activity. Just
before Christians, my class listened to parts of the "Nutcracker Suite"

after viewing a filmstrip. The filmstrip was old and brittle and kept
breaking, something I hadn't planned onbut which worked out well aft-
er all. I finally had to just give up on the;filmstrtp--which disap-
pointed the children. I asked them to just listen to the rest of the
record and try to imagine what might have happened. Thel`all got pa-
per- -their idea.-Tand we started the record up again. The paintings
that resulted were wonderful. We put than into a book, and the chil-
dren individually dictated what they wanted written about their pic-
ture. Because we hadn't seen the "real way it's s'posed to look,"
as one child put it, the children were quite eager to defend their
owit interpretations and to make up their, own stories for thellipc.

I have found the music of the Beatles to be especiallyintriguing
to children. A good relaxer and mood-setter for loosening up is the
Beatle,eong "Hello - Goodbye". It has simple lyrics made up of op- .

positei--"hello - goodbye", "stay - go", "yes - no"--which kids sing
along to and can sing back and forth to each other. "I Am The Walrus ",

a song from the Beatles' Magical Mtriterr Tour album, is another my
class has enjoyed. It's great for movement activities since it con-
tains a variety of tempos and rhythms, and it evokes imaginative re-
sponses when children are asked to act it out. I had one group of
,six 2nd-grade boys all Crowd into the hole tindery desk al they
portrayed a scene where, according to their leader, "a giant whale

0 swallowed us up!" Another group using the same music had portrayed
a trip into space and the meeting of apace monsters.

Sometimes I like to use instrumental music so that the words
don't distract from the actual music. For movement activities I
like music by Mason Williams, ("Classical Das"), Paul Mauriat, ("Love
is Blue"), and Tijuana Brass, ("Tijuana Taxi"). Soundtrack record-
ings from movies are also very stimulating and usually Offer a wide
variety of music. Symphony music is also good for a change of style;
I have found that very few of my students have had magi exposure to
orchestra music. Instrumental music is especially us Tul for devel-
oping good auditory discrimination skills as well as awareness of

the different moods which music alone can spark, and e Various feel-

ings and,peises which it can stimulate.

Sensor awareness is extremely important and i;# usually neglected
in the grades above kindergarten. Children'must int through ell .

their senses, not Nat through seeing and l
most,attention during the school experience. need feel dif-

ferent textures, to work with different kinds of betances and Mar.

teriels, especially with basic natural materials in the real context
of nature.

An activity which I have done with ay class recently is what we

called a "materials scavenger hunt ". It began .by having groups of
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'3-4 children make a list of.all the different materials they were
able to find in the room. After about 1510inutes, the groups came
together and we made a master list. -

'The next der I had listed each material separately on aeard,
and each group was given a set of the cards. I asked each group to
sort out the materials and try to put together those which they felt
were alike in any-way. This was interesting to watch and proved to
be just the beginning of an involved discussion.

After this classification, the groups. were asked to come to-
gether again. They were all excited, since no group had agreed
upon away to classify their materials which all members felt satis-
fied with. Some insisted that the materials must be grouped accord-
ing to how they looked, while others argued for the way the material
felt or the way it was used.

Needles, to sey, this activity is still being worked. on and
could easily.. lead us into many new areas of study and learning. Sev-
eral of the children have taken similar surreys of their homes and
others are trying to collect samples of all the materials they found
in the classroom. It is my hope that through such activities these
children will gain an appreciation for the differences in materials
and that they will be able to apply this knowledge to their own lives.

Through the integration of sensory, motor, and logical expeid.
ewes, a Child, as a person, can begin to appreciate life in an aes-
thetic sense._ Through balance and symmetry, proportion and rhythm,
our experience is organise:tint° patterns Which work right for us,
/Which feel right. Our senses are heightened and experiehce aes-
thetic enjoyment. This applies to all aspects of educatida: to the
development of social skills and a sense of morality, as well as to
the gaining of knowledge.

To help children develop a sensitivity to order and beauty
quality, we must, as teachers, be ourselves involved in aesthet
experience. If you are peisonally involved in some form of art
expression, you ere bound table more sensitive to the processes
development as they occur in children. Thraughigy'own drawing'

painting, for example, I
dren's efforts and greats

As teachers we must also evaluate the aesthetic quality of our.
classroom environment, -ginning with materials perhaps, tut consid-
ering all aspects of "mini - world" we require children to live
in each day. That wor q must be extended beyond its walls and be
made rich with expo ces and activities which broaden the children's
lives.

e developed greater respect for my (Ill-
empathy with their feelings.

',-

Following this, would recommend a good hard look at the art

activities, you are for raurstudents. Ask yourself these

questions about your art program:

a
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1.

2.

3.
4,

What do I vAlmit art 'to be like for my students?
children a creative part?

sion in each activity?
other areas of the emit-

Do the activities I provide give
Is there room for individual
Do my art lessons extend(
ulua or are they isolated

5: If they are isolatid, do-they have real meaning in them-

selves?
6. Do I provide opportunity for further exploration of the

activity on the child's own chosen time?

AB you begin to seriouay consider such questions, the process
of establishing a better aesthetic experience for children should fol-
low more easily. The whole idea of wart class' may gradually become
broadened to more of an 'art influence' in all areas'of learning. AB

the students begin to.explore the aesthetic elements around then, they
will bring art into more and more aspects of their lives and their
lives will become of a higher quality. N\

We are at a point in human history where, an appreciation of the
quality of life must be born and nurtured in ail of us if any of us
are to have a life with any quality in it at all. Zachary Clements

made a statement which sums up my own feelings about the need for an
aesthetic emphasis in all areas of ducatioa. He said,

The first.tbing we should teach children about
trees in science class is that a tree is a living
miracle, and the second thing is that people need
trees if people are to survive. If a child can
name every single oell and function and part of
a tree from memory, but he doesn't respect that

tree--we are in trouble, my friends--and we have
failed totally as teachers.

I believe with Plato that education should
awareness of the harmony and'rhythm of all
hip own life he shall 'partake of the
To develop this awareness in children is
persons and to give them something tha
the days of their life.

g-'
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)STER DICE AND MATHEMATICS:
A,..ifAY, TO APPLY PUGET

Susan Dais lel

Project Change
Sta University of liew_York at Cortland

-7/

The Monster Dice 'are a thinking material. I invented than to
match one piece of information about the development of young Children's
thinking: children move from a stage where they ,focue on only one vari-

able at a time (Piaget's preoperational period), to a stage where they

can coordinate two and erentmally several different variables (Piagit's

concrete operational pe ). This developmental change became salient
to a during a study of arly childhood mathematics that posed the ques-
tion: 'Whit thinking s s are needed to peep mathematical notions?*
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The Development of Decentering and Coordinatik

This discussion is guided by Piagetle assertion (1965) that "con -

serration" is a necessary condition for Any mathematical understanding.
I want to explore what's underneath: What underlies conservation? Does

the child who can say, for example, that a quantity of water poured in-
to another containbr is stiil,the same quantity, use certain thinking'

processes that lead inevitably to that conclusion?

Two interdependent thinking skills seem to be at the core of co-

serration. The first is "decentering,* which involves the ability to

shift from one aspect of a situation to another. The ability to decen-

ter, in turn. prepares the child for another key thinking skill, the .

"coordination of variables.* Put another way, first the variables of

a task are noted, then they are coordinated.

Decentering sounds like a simple task: shift your attention from
one thing to another so that sore than one thing can be held in mind

at once. Remember the old riddle, t ,iough, "Which weighs more, a ton
of bricks or a ton of feathers ?" Magy.adults get caught in that ridr.

dle by centering on feathers vs. bricki. A shift to the other crite-

rion--ton vs. ton - -leads to quite e different conclusion.

It is much the same situation when children are asked to decide'

if two containers of water have the same amount. At the beginning of

the task, two tall, cY4ndrical containers are filled with equal amounts
of water. Then, dae water in one container is poured into a wide, shal-

low dish. How do children go about whether or, not the amount

of water in each container is still the ame?

` The preoperational child will center on perceptual cues--high vs.

low level of water.' One looks like more. Centered on the perceptual

information, the pre-operational child is unaware that other criteria
foi judgment might exist. He cannot decanter.

The concrete operational child can decanter. He attends to pen-

ceptual cues, but he does not get caught there. First of all he is
Rieke that other criteria for making a judgment may exist. Secondly,

he can, shift his attention to the other criteria. And thirdly, he can

ignore-irrelevant criteria. In this case, he is aware that the amounts

of water started out the same; and/or he is aware that nothing was add-

ed or taken swa from either amount. He can shift his attention to

either the beginning of the task, or to what happened in the process

of transforming the appearance of one amount. And he can decide that

the perceptual information, the difference in appearance, is irrelevant,

because logic tells him that the amounts must still be the same.

There is a transitional stage between preoperational and concrete

operational reasoning where successive centering occurs. First one

criterion is cansidered, then another. Whit is missing is the ability

to.ignore irrelevantfcriteria and to hold several centerings in mind.'

at once. Sometimes perception deminetee; emetimes logic dominates.
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The child can change his mind without experiencing a sense of contra-
diction. When perceptual evidence is powerfulvery tall Container
vs. very shallow container --a child in this transitiontl'stage is
likely Ulm swayed toward an illogical judgment of ineouality..:,,

Coordinating variables ii_an'extension of decentering. ,Decen-
tering achieves a certain mobility of thought. Coordinatine
Ups adds the dimension of complexity of thought. Variables have to ,

be considered simultaneously w put into some kind of relationship.

What variables enter into%the oonservation of water task? Height
and width are the prominent characteristics. The height of containers
can vary; the width of containers can vary. Conservation of the liquid
from a tall, thin container to a shallow,' wide container means coordi-
nating the differences in height with the differences in width. Both
height and width have to be considered simultaneously, and put into a
relationship.

During the preoperational period, i child would focus on the most
perceptually prominent variable- -the height of the water in the tall,
thin container. He might say, "This has more because it's higher."
He cannot consider more than one variable. During the concrete opera,-
tional period, a child would (1) recognize that both height and width
are variable and (2) focus on the relationship between,height and width.
He might say, "Although this one is much higher, it is alsoskinnier;
the other one is very low but much wider."

Here, too, there is a transitional stage between preoperational
and Concrete operational reasoning. This, transition period is char-

acterized by contradictions. A child in this stage eight say, "You
have more, because the water goes higher." Or he might say, !ine has
more because the dish is wider." In fact, the child may make both

judgments on the, same occasion. He can recognize that height and
width are variable but he cannot yet put them into a relationship.
He cannot'coordinate.the variables. Piaget (1965) has described this
transitional process and'its importance as follows:

If the child makes his judgments on the basis of one
criterion or another, bath of which are variable, then
he wili vary his judgments. It is because he is plus*

sled at finding that he arrives'at different-iv:alum,-
tions depending on which of the two criteria he stresses,
that he eventually tomes to coordinate them.

It is the. latter .half of Piaget's statement that piqued my educational
interest. The sense pf puzzlement during the transitional stake is a
catalyst for coordination. So the optimum time foi assisting the de-
velopment of young children's thinking is during the transitional
stage.' As an educator, I became excited about creating asense of
puzzlement in children thrOugh a material designed to.develop decen-
tering and coordination of variables.
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The Monster Dice

The original purpose of the Mounter Dice was to highlight the
thinking process of coordinating variables. , But, as my earlier dis-
,cussion indicated, the process of decentering-is a necessary pieret-

thinking skill% Are they different *Ogee in..the development
of the same process?. Or are theyseparite but related processes?
Are the stages of decenteiing interchangeable with the stages of co-
ordinating variables?. Or is coordinating variables the final stage
of decentering? These, are questions I have not yet resolved.

Monster Dice give Children a chance to practice loth th4n Ong
processes. ,Both are important; both deserve attention. While it
is true that the ability to identify and organize several factors
in solving a problem will eveutueily emerge in the natural course
of intellectual detelopment, adults can help by structuring and Blab-

. orating the reasoning process 1973). The NOnater Dice are

an attempt to structure and elabo to decenteririk and coordination a;

in young children's thinking.

rt

o.
What are the monster dice? Very simply, they are cubes Of wood

painted a different color on each'side: red, blue, orange, green, yel-
low, black. I might interject here that the cubes are woodsert and
painted because I believe in aesthetically pleasing materials; Time
and effort went into making the monster dice chart attractive too.
It is made up of 4 uniformly sized panels of very heavy poster board.
They are attached to one another by strips of cloth mystic taper, Tap-
ing the panels together this 'my allows the chart to fold' easily.

When displayed .the chart takes up the entire length of a large table.

Monster Dice Chart: First Three Panels .

MONST R --> 2 --->
---> 3 . 6

4>. 0:7".910
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The first panel (going from left to right), lists the colors on

the dice (red, blue, orange, green, yellow, black). The second panel.

lists parts of the body thWoorrespond to each color (eye, arm,-leg,
head, body, teeth). The bird panel lists musters that correspond to.
each color (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, i). The fourth and last panel will be die-.
cussed later. The only Other equiPment needed to play the monster dice
game is paper to draw on and crayons to draw with:

. ,

We 3start with just two dice and panels. (The fourth panel on
the chart is folded back out of sight.) The purpose of thegame is
to draw a. monster by using the colors showing at each roll,of the dice.

Here's how it works.

A player takes two dice. Thedice are rolled, and the plarar'
must decide how to use the colors that are showing. For'example,-if
a,player rolls red on one die and orange on the other, he may, riefer,-
ring to the chart, choose to let orange have its number meaning (3)

and red hais its body -part meaning (eye); so choosing, he would drali
the first parts of 'his monster: 3 eyes. Or he could Choose to let
red have its number, meaning (1) and orange have its body'part
(leg), apd drock-.1 leg.

I

In other words, the'player.must choose ont meaning for Bach color
roliet. If by chance the same color oames up on both dice ;.theplayer

'must 'drawbOth things that color stands for. If two rolled,

for example, his only choice is to draw 4 heads.

Usually each player usestbdrown pair of dice, and has 10-rolls-

to draw his monster. There is no competition involved. any varia-,

tions are possible, however. One pair of dice could be used by a
small group of children: each one could draw his own monster, they
could draw a group monster. The number of rollsused to complete a
monster could be varied to be more or less than 10.
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a Monster

The 4th panel on the chart was add ed to increase the caiplexity
of the task. It adds the category of shape to the possible meanings
of each colors, The shapes are: sausage, line, rectangle; triangle,
square, and circle. Each player needs three dice in this instance,
because there are' now three characteristics coordinated. Con-
sider these interpretations of three dice: a, player who rolls a red,
a black, and a .gkeen could draw halt of a triangular eye, or four

round eyes, or I of- a sausage-shaped head, or one triangular tooth,

or one round head, etc. Ye% can see how *uch sore complex it beComes

with three dice
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Monster Dice Chart: Four Panels

110------> 0->>,
-------> 411

11

1 ------> V ...2 -3 1.^41'

3
'--->

0

Iive noticed, however, that adding the category of shape makes the
drawings less creative. .It "tends to limit the usually rich, diver-

sity in site and foraof the rs. I'd like to substitute some-
'thing else for that last catet;l!perhaps "patterns" like checked,
polka -dots, plaids,, and the like. Or perhaps just "size" words--
tiny, big, enormous, etc.

What do the Monster Dice do? They give children, an enjayable

task in which decentering and coordinating variables play an impor-
tant role.

The child who plays Monsteis Dice cameo to learn that something
maytave two or more aspects to pay attention to. In this case, the

calor of a die has 2 or 3 different meanings to choose from. Shift.

ing from one meaning to another is a_form of decentering.

, In the begitning a pager may focus on only one meaning at a

time. But with play- -with practice at shifting from one meaning to
another- -he becomes better able to hold more than one meaning in mind
at once. And this process, paying attention to two or more factors
simultaneously, makes it possible for the child to coordinate varies

blest to relate them in a way that produces anew meaning.
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In my view, learning to coordinate varia10ei is a major task in
the development of young children's thinking, Mathematics, is full of

instances where coordination is required. Each type of conservation

has its own set of variables. Conservation of length, for example,.

requires foordinating beginning and and points. Time, another form
of measurement, requires coordination of speed add:distance. MUM-
ple classification requires recognising.that something can belong to
more than one'class at once (e.gr, "two" can be two but also a sub-

class of "five"). Seriation requires the coordination of the com-
PAtiiona of "greater than" and "less than": 2 is greater than 1 but

less than 3. The concept of "nuaberness" reqUires a simultaneous
and interdependent evolution of the notions of caidination and ordi-
nation. And so on.

preparing the young thinker for integrating two Or more fac-

torr anew entity, Monster Dice helps develop the kind of think,
infrprocesses that children need to grasp basic mathematical opera,.

tions.
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TEACHING SCIENCE.IN THE INFORMAL CLASSROCk

_lecHasch

Project Change
State University of New York at Cortland
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I believe that dren are natural scientists. They are,nat
rally curious about and interested-in the world around them. eir
actions on that world,indicate their desire to know it and make it
meaningful. Even very young children reveal a whole repertoire of
behaviors for making sense out of an unknown object: pounding, pull-
ing, chewing, sucking, throwing, weighing, watching, feeling, shaking,
squeezing. When he has exhausted his, own means of exploration, the
child may turn to his mother or teacher with the query,' "What's this?
What's it for?" in an effort to, extend his present knowledge. This
is science for the young child: a personal investigation, an organ-
ized exploration of that which is yet to be known. Science "teach-

, ing," then, involves creating the conditions that stimulate this
systematic search for knowledge.

'I. Identifying Good'Sa.enoe: Alook.at Some Classrooms and Teachrs

A science advisor in England tells a story Of his attempts.to
get a teacher there. to allow science to happen in'his room.

This chap told me, "You know, I'd like to ddsome
science, but my head, he won't allow it." 'So I
took up the matter with the headmaster, who stated
that he couldn't Aftt this teacher tojojscience.'

I then returned to the teacher andisaid I had
talked the head into le ting him try a little '

science. "Well," said the teacher, "iworder to
do science I believe need quite a bit f
equipment, and MA a bit short of Oat." So I
volunteered-to meet this need and ret ed, with

all requested equipment, whereupon the teacher said,
"I don't believe can do a proper job of teaching
science With so many children." I offered to work
with 25 of the'dhildren, leaving the.teacber with
a small grou5 offive. ,Re then proceeded to do a
demonstration lesson, teaching. facto and drawing
conclusions for the children as he would have done,

. 0
iMy thanks to Mr. William-Betts, Kesteven College of

Education, Stoke Rochford, GivntOam, England, for this and other
anecdotes in the chapter.
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had be worked
JAto Baines. short-lived.

4 "

A
0

the whole Class. His venture V

.- .
.-..

-,,-)filIgn experience in- this' confirm the _moral of this --
tale: people don't do science becrse they don't want to do It, and
-thifyz, 't want to do it at least. partly became they misunderstand

,, ., , but 'once is all about.
r. .t A t t

4

AbeCaManrelementary
teachers lay there is no time to "teach" science

nie of stringeit math and reeding programs. How do some teachers
Aulage't6 find the time?

.armawai.

During a visit to la class of 7 and 8-year-olds in
Ithaca, New lark,' I. was taken on a tour of the
sugar maples the class had recently tapped. Four
boys gave a complete account of the "process, frog
the identification otthetreee to the emptying of
the pails. Wheal. we returned, I found the teacher
and several other children"stoking the fire, and
they explained to as ,how the Sugaring -off process
Forked. ileaiibyi-two girls were Sitting on the
pavement .sketching and coloring the scene.around

the fire. Inside, apirent volunteer andseveral
more-children were hanging up graphs and charts,
they bad made comparing the amount of sap collected
with the amount of syrup obtained: 4 few other2-7---
children: were in the ream writing storiesboth*
fapt and fiction-related to their maple-etwaring::
project.

The point here is obvious: this teacher made tie, set the con-'
ditions, and encouraged science to The chLbirlmleboth'in

groups and indivitimalV, went about their own'inveatigation,of a new

area of knowledge that thereby became personally meaningful to them.

. I once visited another classroom, a .3rd grade, where the teacher also
node tine for seiencethrm, thole a week for 45'sinutes each day.

The children were being aught* about the solar,.
system. The teacher-had figured out en accureto
-scale of planet raze amp: distances between the ,

planets. 'The children,- iterelgirn dif-

fe sine bullsrepresenting.the sadplskett
told -gale distanceiland.asked toplaCe*the
"planets* :2-.rdinkly. When I questio6ed one.ehild

about his s e model, he appeared puzzled. 'I tine
realised his acquaintance with the moral oscale".was,

limited to his father's produce,scales!
.

L

- 2I would like to empress TVI thanks to Ann Caren, one of the

. .

most oUtstsnding early childhood teachers I have met, forthe many
experiences and ideas she hq shared -with me and which found their

way* into .this chapter. , - .?
, ,...4 '
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This kind of *science" etudes real investigation, expects right
and wrong ansierlodie pendent upon prior information the'child
may orwraetcraiive acquired.
4_,..,-,-

I don't want to give the impression that I believe facts are un-
important.. I like to distinguish, however between asking a student
to try to memorize a lot at facts and helping his acquire a healthy

N respect for fact, a proper valuing of accurate statement. This kind
*.of respect for accuracy mop' lead to questioning some statements that
'doe passed off as *facts.' In most science bOoks, fdr instance, the

rtion is 'ads that sun rises in the east, which actually hap-

eh
odly twice a par. Z Likewise, children are taught the "fact* that

water-boils at 212 E. is true only at sea level.

In addition to learning to qualify generalizations, children also
need to learn to value accuracy in recording observe . This les-
son is best taught by allowing children to *make acts based on
their own observations and to test one another for their accuracy.
This encourages respeet for the nature of an object or event without
bogging down the Child's 'curiosity in a mire of meaningless details
that Were discovered by somebody else.

Teachers reluctant to do science sometimes express a lack of
confidenoe in dealing with *scientific stuff*: magnets, animals,
pulleys, whatever. Here are three thoughts about concern for
teachers to consider:

1. Would you ever think of saying to your principal
*I'm just no good at teaching reading. I nearly
failed it in school myself and I've never really
understood blonde and digraphs and phonemes?*

2. You don't have to 'now it sal' when transmission
of knowledge is no longer the goal of science.
is Verne Rockoastle (1972) has said, "Nature, not
the teadher, is the final authority.' Children
will discover answers through their own investigar.
tion and their own observation of the world. If .

Allowed to 'mess sibouW to borrow David HeEkinsl
( 1970) term, the Child will *cross the line between
ignorance and insight Rimy times before (he) truly
understands."

3. Finally, the oontent of science is not terribly
important.with young Children. They will choose'
areas they are interested in if enoomraged to do
so. Early experiences like collecting bags of air
from different places or planting cinnamon drops
Wien as seeds will build a base on which later,
ABS abstract thought about theAorld of physics
or chemistry or biology will rein. What is impor-
tant during the early years is that the r "set
the stage* for organized exploration to paace.
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II.. Developing Good Science: ,Creating the Conditions

AB in all aspects of good education, there are at leist three
major questions ..40 are helpful to ask When setting out to imple-

ment Something nigor different: (I) What is the role of the teacher?
. (2) Haw should the classroom (time, space, materials) be organised?

,(3) How can the innovation be evaluated?

What is the Teadher's polo?

The most important question in undertaking science in the infor-

mal diassrooa is'simply, what does the teacher do? The teacher's
first responsibility in attempting to develop a child - centered pr2
gram is to know the needs and interests of the children.

+.

A colleague of mine (Tholes, 1974) used an Worial
inventory with several classes of 4th grader, in an

most interested in, h in and out of school. She
attempt to 10, and 11-year-olds are

identified five majo 'categories int45which virtually
all the responses fell:

(1) animals;
(2) subjects that are Presently popular in soviet

such as ESP or astrology;
(3) topics which involve mastering i skill like

sewing, weaving, acrobatics, or pentowine;
(4) aspects of what life was like before they were

bona or very long ago (hence a fascination with
old fire engines, or baseball history, or the
pioneer days); and

(5) the unknoln (things about which children have no
previous background knowledge and which bold an
element of danger and exeitement), for example,
dinosaurs and cave men, floods volcanoes, or

hoe all kinds of things are made

a With regardard
44 are often asked to become interested
.- last category, the teacher com-

mented
in things -.. topics that they already have a great
knowledge of and than to become wild excited about

them. Childrah are really interested in the unknown,

; ..

the'new,-the unfamiliar. 6
o .

:

-- WOrking with teachers of different,grade levels, preschool through

upper elementaisy, has given me the opportanity.to discuss what they

7,-;have observed about the needs and interests of the children they teach.

.

A 2nd..grade Classroom I observed provides a'good example of what

it meanato plan a program arotuadhe interests of children.
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The 'windowsill of the classrbou boasted a colorful
array of peat pots and terrariums, all identified
and labeled in the Children's own handwriting. The
two hamsters, rabbit, guinea pig, turtle, and fish
(and there was still:room for the children!) also
bespoke the teacher's understanding of Children's
natural curiosity about living'things. The various
types of clay in the art arpa and the generous sup-
ply of food packages and cooling utensils were a
recbgnition of.the 7-8 year-olds' desire tb change
the form and substance of things in their environ-
ment. Two children spent the whole morning rear-
ranging a shell collection ono of them had brought

.in. Theteacher reaffirmed my belief that this
was the 'age of oolleetionsi as we watched a group
animatedly trade baseball cards.*

Knowing that most 2nd graders like living things, are transformers
at this stage of development, and collectors At heart, enabled this
teacher to provide materials and time for these interests to expand
and develop.

A second aspect Of the teacher's role is to observe, listen; and
question. These are skills thatimprove with practice, ind one of the
beat ways ,to become better is simply to start. Particharly ipod ques-
tions are those'whiCh rummage Children to value their own oBberva.
tione (Shat did observe?),:which develop an inquisitive attitude
(What do you think might happen if...?), which help clarify or extend
an idea or thought (Could you give me an example?), and which lead to
further investigation on the Child's part (What else could you do?).,

The teacher's role ultimately involves developing attitudes.
This happens in all classrooms, traditional or informal, but in a
good classroom the teacher is conscious of the attitudes she is try-
ing to develop among the Children. Eleanor Duckworth (1973), a.pria
neer in good science education, has written an article in which she
says that one of the goals of education should be to help children
thaws wonderful ideas." A story I heard reoentlymada Clear to me
just what she'meant.

David confronted his teacher one day and asked if
:midi had starch, in them. The teacher said she
didn't know and asked him how he might find out.
After a few days, David toot some seeds home and/
boiled than in water. After removing the seeds,
he strained the water, and let the residue dry...
When he ironed the residue,it.turned as stiff as
a starched collar, and he proudly concluded that
seeds do indeed mnt* starch!

A teacher reaction to Davie* initial inquiry might have been, 'Oh,
what a foolish idea" or.a. direct 'yes" or *no" answer. In t case

.
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any further investigation would have been squelched. Instead, a sup-

. portive response, "How can we find oat ? ", led to a truly wonderful

idea and an ingenious piece of problem- solving.

In helping children to have " wonderful ideas,' Deokworthmug-

gaits that teachers do three things:,

(1) help the child to formulate hie idea * discussing
it with him, gently md*pg,the child to refine too-
general statements;,

(2) provide time, space,' and appropriate materials so

that the child can investigate his idea as oh on

his own,ai possible;
(3) encourage reflection on the ;Diocess:rid the results

so that the child comes to value his own work and
to see other possibilities or extensions of his in-

vestigation.

How Should the Classroom be Orpnised?

Setting the conditions which encourage the having of wonderful
ideas means taking a look at the basic organisation of the Laical
nage in the classrood, the daily time schedule, and the materials

available for the children to use.

Physical space is relatively easy to dell with when'icience no

longer is relegated to the "science corner.'

In my own teaching experience.a very old building
forced US to be creative. Sinks were unheard of in

aDibut!one kindergmrten Classroom.; the windows were
much too high for the`=children to see out; two out-
lets and an illegal extension cord that we hid dun-

ing fire inspections provided electric cement;
tables were a luxury item, one per teacher being
the limit; very high ceilings and only one bulletin .

board to absorb sounds meant resounding echoes even

when we whispered. The tale goes on and on, but

the picture should be clear; the children and I did

our learning wherever and whenever we could find .

appropriate space.

Mash of our time was spent outdoors. In the begin-

niing of the year each child chose a plot of land for

his own study. At first, most oX the children worked

in pairs at their plot, but after a while eadhChild
moved on to his own area to explore it. Depending

on the site; different interests developed. Several

children chose a ewamy area which provided mach mar.
terial for study all year round., Others chose dead,
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but definitely not deserted, tress and stumps. Still
others picked land in or near a wooded spot. More
time was spent observing, recording, and graphing,
or in some logy showing the similarities and differ-
ences among the plots, than on any other single topic
all year long!

The only time we ran into a problem with space was in
trying to'displgy all our findings. A little cajoling
of both principal and custodian and that problem was
solved bytemporarily using the hallways for our ex-
hibits. "

If much of the good wea4er is spent outside--where the real world
provides both space and materialsthen classroom spatial problems
are minimized.

What about the winter months and rainy days? Don't ignore the
out-of-doors entirely, on those days. Properly clothed, children can
find much to learn on an eroding hillside or under a blanket of snow.
Generally though, the winter season and rainy days are spent indoors,
and I found a few &ea hints that prevented many a headache.

If you can tolerate mess in a confined apace but not all over
the room, then define a "wet area"3 for the children. This is where
they-may pour liquids, or make sand maps, or combine paints, or do
any other activity that requires water, broom, mop, paper towels,
etc. in order to clean up. And have those tools right there, handy.

Teachers who are fortunate enough to have sink in the room,
already have,a "wet area' established. My Water supply had to be
fetched from &pin the hall, so my'Lwet area' was near the door.
There's no sense-hauling a, dripping bucket of water across a rug,
or residing corner, or game area when a little forethought concerning
spatial arrangement would prevent that problem.

When special materials are to be provided fer the children,
whether for clean -up or experiments, it is important that they be

readily available so that the children can get to them without the
teacher's assistance. Equipment that is neatly stbred and well.
labeled has a far better chance of finding its way back again than
materials which are stuffed on a shelf helter-skelter. Storage and
retrieval systems need careful attention in the design of space:

Time

Haw important is time? I believe David Hawkins (1970) says it

Nancy Rambusch, former President of the American Montessori
Society, shared this idea during a-visit to Project Change in September,
1972. 1/4 _;
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best when he talks about three
They are, in sequence: (1') the
progreased phase, and (3) the

stages in learning about something.
ssing about.phase, (2) the multiply
ry/discueedon phase.

The first and critical "me
longest and yet, sad to say, is
in much classroom learning. It
tween the child and materiels,
miliarityis build. In a
test and observe his own actions
probess which helps to develop
attitude, which is the basis of

sing .bolt" stage often takes the
oreshortened or eliminated entirely

during this initial contact be-
t an essential foundation of fa-
atmosphere, the child is able to

and the reactions he causes, a
experimental, "what - happens -when"

good problem solving.

A student teacher I obse ed went to great lengths to
provide for this "messing about" time as he intro-
duced a unit on sinking floating to 1st-graders.
The children had not had water table in the room

,yet, so George planned to et them just pley.for a
Amy. I wandered into the an on the second day as

was vainly trying to fa four little minds on
ings that could sink and float. When George even-

tually realised he was get : nowhere with his
"lesson," he began'simpty chat with the children
about what they .were doing. He later told me that
a few days after my visit, ahildiken, had on

their own, grouped together all the things that "go
down" and all the things that 'stay on the topt"
Another wonderful idea.

There does come a time in whi teacher guidance and discipline
are more directed in order to permit variance without chaos. Hawkins
calls this stage the "multiply programmed stage," which simply means
that the teacher mist beiready to meet ifidividual needs by providing
materials which allow children to pursue their own course of learn-
ing rather than somethin the teacher had in mind. In the case of our

plot of-land study, be e plots varied so greatly in plant, animal,
and soil content and bee e Certain children were more interested in
some aspects than others,I the extensions of their learning also dif-

fered. The children who had chosen the swampy area set up a miniature
"swamp" in the classroom.; They studied the life cycle of pond animals,
and the whole microscopiciworld fascinated thei. On the other hand,
some of the children who :hose the wooded plots became intrigued with
the variety of birds' nests they diScovered and extended this interest
into a study of migrating, habits of ;birds and incubation of duck eggs.
The teacher's role is to be prepared for this diversity and encourage
it.

Pinally, a third stage, what
essential for critical thbuiht.

we reflect on them. Providing oppo

to justify' their ideas is one way o

children "bounce" their ideas off o
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ties in which children have

fostering critical thought. As
rs, they come to critically.
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evaluate What they have done and revise or Maintain their position
after looking at all theedita. I remember being told that instead
of giving tests, a far better wiky to assess ifhat has been learned
is to have a group discussion with each person having to explain or
defend his experiment, or problem, or area of learning to the rest
of the group. Claes meetings would be one way of providing oppor-
tunities for this kind of critical thinking.

Time to explore, investigate, and evaluate is of crucial impor-
tame emegiallt in the informal classroom. Forty-five minute units-
say-to-the children, "I know what you're doing is important to you,
but now let's get on with more important things." Upon visiting an
American 'elementary classroom and reading over some of the children's
writing, a British headeaster commented, "This says to as '20 minute/3';
this one looks like 35.* All that we know about the child's mind tells
us that children think in wholes and see their world that way, not as
a series. of sUbjects'or blocks of time. A commitment to allowing chil-
dren time to learn is addittedly a large commitment to make, given, the
pressures of math and reading programs. But unless some provisionie
made to allow opportunities for unhurried messing about, intensive'
'investigation, endcritical evaluation, then we can't really expect
rush meaningful, learning to take place.

Materials

`Classroom organisation for in informal sc:ieniae pro also re-
quires some decisions about materials. The teacher has job of '

seeing that the classroom is well equipped to provide many practical
experiences.

Although science should not be', "contained" in one corner of the
room, having a science display in a particular place invites the chil-
dren to handle it and 4 questions and ideas that may be further
investigated later on For example, a simple pendulum in a frame
that is set upon a table just calls out to be swung. After a while,
interest may spread to comparing two pendula having different weights
or different-length strings. Or perhaps some child-my use it to try
to hit a target;'egy, a plastic squeeze bottle. '

The display will suffice, howevei, all by itself. It is im-
portant that at some :,» the teachelrmoveamong the children, listen.
to their talk, anIN., 2 cuss with them the materials they are examining.
When children try. - date their observations and ideas to some-
one else who values them, sir thoughts begin to crystallise. New
meanings are gained from the reactions of the listener. Questions
arise that lead to further inquiry.

I would like to recommend an excellent publication entitled
Science in-the Open Caveman, part of a series sponsored by Lillian

.

Weber's Workshop Center for Open Education in New York.
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Task cards with simple ideas or directions oh them may be left
near the display, not to take the place of traditional worksheets, ,

but to serve as idea-starters, should the teacher be preoccupied or
a child unsure of just how to begin:his investigation. Once children

become adept at using displgya (which may take a long time), 'task
cards need not be need.' When that level of competenoe and imaginer:
tion is achieved, students can set up displays of their own'tro chal-

lenge classmates and possibly the teacher!

It is also important to provide many and varied raw materials.
The more materials on hand that the children can find at home, the
greater the possibility of reinforcement in after - school activit .

Having such a stock available also encourages the children to e

their:own apparatus. Much that is learned in an experienc dis-

covered in the process of making the equipment.

Several classrooms I visited had a weather corner of sorts,
complete with commercial thermometer, anemometer, weather vane, or

barometer. In one such room, the children took turns, alphabetically,,
'reading the instruments and reoording the data each day. This does

serve a purpose--it provides opportunity for children to read weather
instruments. But I would venture,a guiles that much more would have
been discovered if a few of those children had made the instruments
and those interested in observing the changes in the weather kept

the records. Not'aIl children should have to do everything; in
dealing with adults we respect that right of individuality, yet we
violate it frequently with youth.

Raw materials also link themselves toiccen-ended learning sitna-

tions. Egg.cartons,can become mind-gauge' cups or paint pallets;

striae make wonderful structures as well as."air pipes" %ban cut at

different lengths. It is good, however, to have some well-Construc-
ted commercial equipment in the classroom such as a good microscope,
afinely calibrated scale, and an inexpensive but accurate compass.
These materials, if properly cared for, provide Nagy refined experi-
ences that home-made apparatus just can't match. In many cases a
balance made by a teacher, parent, or child is just mhatis needed
to do a job such as c weights, but when more detailed knowl-

edge is eventually desired, en a good commercial scale tecomae

necessary.

An odd thing often occurs with children In the process of learn-.

ing, something that is not usuailytruewith adults. Once they non-'

ter a skill, practicIligtitAreer add over again, or make a' piece of

equipment, they oftin do not use it to the end for which it was ini-

tially intended.

One teacher told 6 a rug therchildren were braiding
in her class for a pioneer project. Once they, learned

the skill of braiding the rug yarn (a good raw mate-

rial), they wanted nothing but to be left alone to do

this. When the last piece of yarn was used and they

01
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had measured the braid (finding it to be about
g00 yardscor 600 feet, or 7200 inches!) interest
.dioppol completely and the rug was never put to-
gether! The teacher wisely accepted this, secure
in her knowledge of the learning that had taken

o

Theft is no set list of indispensable materials to have on hand
in a classroom. Many of the things will be there either because thi
teacher or, one of the chi.ldronrapi intersited in theist some tiros.
This is why it is important for a teacher to develop many of her own
interests and to share thee with the children., When children- see the
teacher involved in her own pergola investigation, they too may be-
come interested.

ihave provided a list of materials in Appendix I which I have
found helpful for children as they investigate their ideas boWfor-
many and inforeally. Some of the materials will need to be purchased;
borrowed, or used on a shared basis with anothei teacher, but manor. of

the items are "trash treasures" that are usually thrown away. A letter
to parents is often all it takes to obtain many of the materials on
this list.

/7.
,.

Record - Keening. Evaluation. and PlanninA

Given an abundance of materials, a program based on knowledge of
children's needs'ind intermits, and a classroom organisation which in-
vites choic ,and investigation how does eteacherrin a typical Amer- ,

ican school'keep trackof it ail? How does she -'plan for this diver-
sity? ,How can she be sure that "learning" is going on?

Record-keeping and evaluation are indispensible. Records (see
Dalsiel, 1972) show what has been accomplished; evaluation indicates
how well it was dons.

A teacher who encourages varied paths of learning, Est not only
assess whakthe childrensl needs-and interests are, bat also plan how
to incorporate them into a program given certain restrictions such as
basal readers. The curriculum tree ie'designed to do just that. By
exploring' the many possibilities of a topic even before it is Inv-
sented to the children, the teacher can stimulate, not merely: wit,
diversity. In addition to serving as a planningtool formate
and for-possible extensions of activities, the curriculum tree can
also be used as a record of what actually heppened when the planned
experience was carried out. Parents and administrators have little
difficulty knowiiigidad is happening in a classroom' where "trees,
represent both plans'and accomplishments. A curriculum tree !Or na-
turf, study might look like Figure 1.

How does the teacher assess the quality of the learning or de-
velopment that is taking place? Traditional tests indicate a nastily

of factual content, but most educators accept that air indicative of
only one aspect of learning.
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. Because learning is personal, different for each child, the
appropa,lAteness of a particular type of evaluation depends on the
student and,the activity involved. Often a simple one-to-one oan-
versation will indicate what a child is thinking. How involved the
child becomes in a project or activity, the time he spends on it,
the interest and enthusimmtwithilhichhe returns after a break,
tell an important tale about how the child is learning. These be-
haviors should be documented, in writing, as soon as possible after
they are observed.

Childrens' work is an pent wily to represent their science 1
projects tangibly and obje ively. A book written about the ter-
rarium lathy is making sere to, record not only what she does but
how the feels about her work. A drawing or painting of the fish7
Liss aquarium tht Jeff so carefully set up captures in detail his
conception of the inhabitants of the pond-water world. Displaying
childrenerwork-in-anamsthetically pleasing manner also gives then
a feeling of importance in addition to proviiiing.the kind of evalu-
ation that speaks eloquently for itaelf.

Whatever technique is used in evaluation, whatever method is
employed ink setting up a good science program, it is fruitless with-

out serious, sustained, and systematic thought" on the part of the
teacher. As Charles Silberman (197) wrote in the Open Classroom
Reader, "No technique should be used unless a teacher has thought
about whrit is being used, what he or she hopes to accomplish with
it, and how it will affect the children in question."

Science, perhaps more than any other aspect of the curriculum,
is for developing thinking. It naturally furnihhes children with
"what-happens-when" situations. As a, child explores, for example,

the objecte set out for sinking mud floating,he makes predictions,
-either verbally or amitally, and then observes whit happens when he
puts something in the water. .

/

This prediction-tisting results in/what Constance Kiiii (1972)
calls "physical knowledge"--that which a person gasps by observing
how physical objects react to his actions on them. It is4,datair
gathering process. This step, like Hawkins' smessittg &boat," 1.11,
essential for children to discover regularities Or patterns of b4=-
havior, such as '"corks always (1) float in water."

Science also provides 'OppOrtui2ities for children-to expliin
something happens, to form theories to interpret the. data they have
gathered. At this point children are required to do a crest deal of /
"advanced" thinking which involves whit Kamii calls "logioal-mathe-
Retinal knowledge." This requires problem-solving behavior: an or- /
ganisation and application of the available information. As a child/
tests the variable of weight (e.g., a paper clip) against size (e.
AL large wooden block), for example, he UV be forced, to reorganis

his thinking about 'what sinks and what floats. As b+,3 exchanges
. and amperes results with his ends or teacher, he can refine'
broaden his thinking still
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Teachers can turn ccdfident3i to the auch-neglected area of cur-
.

riculnm called science for a way to achieve what John Mackie (1971)
wisely defined as the goal of good ,education: to use the natural
curiositr of to 'help them clisoover how full of interest the

i to
abiZ:

world is and to to learn how to look at it, what questioti
Oak about it, how and where to find the answers. 'That is what being
educated is."

r
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Appendix I

The following is a list of materials
program:

animals (I have found that guinea
pigs are greatclean
to be held, and reproduce just
often enough; hamsters and gar-
bile are night animals and not
much "fun" in a classroom.)

.

baby Ned jars
balances and scales.
Galloons
batteries, bulbs and sockets
bones
broom handles (1"Tdowels are too'

expensive)

candles,
cardboard
charcoal
chemical* (oil, yinegar, sugar,

salt, baking '.soda)
clockframdtimars .

ooffeepans and measures
colored filters (theater galls or

colored transparencies)
compass
corks

egg cartons

'flashlight

food coloring ,

( funnels (top of well-cleaned
olorc bottle is good) :

globe
gravel
gyroscope or top

hauler,
hot plate

Jars (gallon, quart, pint with
lids -- plastic and glass)

stagnate

magnifying glais ,

maps (local, state, country)
matches

122 116

I have. found helpful in a science'

measuring cups and spoons

Pleasuring tape (metric also!)
mirrors

nails,*pins and tacks
Ads and ,bolts

objects to sort and balance

pails and sponges

pans--alaminua pie, dishpans,
large trays

paper towels

pegboard and masonite
pendulums
plaster of Paris
plastic bags and sheets
pliers
potting soil
prism,

Pue?,

rocks
rubber bands
ruler

sand
sand paper
sawdust
seeds
si- es

soil
Strums
string

thermometer
thread
toothpicks,

toys (meal, mechanical)
,tuning fork

washers (rubber, metal)
water (tap, ocean, pond)
wire (copper, plastio-coated)
wood scraps

yardstick
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SHALL-TEACHERS,HAVE A ROLE IN
-DETERMINING EDUCATIONAL POLICY?

Albert Shenker

New York State United Teachers

tiro

The questions of teachers!. role in educational policy-making

mould not have been raised in 1960 or in 1950 or 1940 or 1930. It-

is being raised now because for the first time in the history of our
public schools, collective bargaining is array of operating, strength-

ened,* teacher organisations and by the ability and willingness ot
teachers to enter into written contracts and,If necessary, to strike.

Tie fact that teachers are workers has been recognized within

our democracy. They are workers in the sense that they have an em-
ployer, the the right to sit down and negotiate their salaries

and their working conditions. Teachers have this right, as do other

y" employees, as a:matter of-democratic public policy.

In a democracy we also believe that policy stions, questions'
of how our public institutions should be run, defined' essentially

by officials elected through democratic proce .s. It is the mayor
and the city council, the board of aldermen, the d trustees
of a college'or a university or an elected or appointed board of ed-
ucation that are empowered by the people to make decisions as to what

the shape of public institutions is. to be.

Here is where the conflict comes in. On the one hand, we say

\
that it's the board of education,-the elected or appointed board that
has the right to make decisions. In a democracy, through some process,

they are selected to do that. At the very same time ve say that in a

democratic society the people who work in a school or college have the
right to sit dawn and on th* basis of equality work out an agreement
with those elected officials as to what things should be like in that

institution. The question therefore arises: who is it that determines
the policies.of a school. system? Is it the -government or is it the
union or association of employees in negotiation with their employers?

We have here a conflict betvten two elements in democratic theory..

One of-them says that elected officials run the institution, and the

other says the employees have's.,right to sit down to make certain de-

terminations on an equaI-to-equal basis.

When have sat dawn with their employers, what in fact
have they bargained for? To what extent have negotiated items been
merely matters of Salary and working conditions and to what extent
have-they affected the direction which the schools should take? The

distinction here is between educational policy on the one hand and
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salaries and working conditions on the other. Salaries and working
conditions include hours, teaching loads, vacations, things of that
sort, Whereas educational policy includes all those things which es-
sentially dictate either partionlar methods of educating or the aims
of ,education. Policy determines, for example, whether a child is
going to leave school knowing tirolinguiges or knowing how to drive
a car; whether the school willos.treas values and thought processes
or mastery of certain subjects. These are policy areas.

When we look at what teachers have actually negotiated, we find
areas that clearly are not matters of policy. They have to do with
the salaries the teachers get, their welfare benefits, their health
plans, their pension funds, and the number of days and hours they
roli4 These constitute the hard core of what throughout our entire
society are considered salaries and working conditions. .But there
are other issues-Which can be viewed .as both a matter of working con -
ditions and a natter of educational policy. These constitute an area
of great conflict between teachers and school boards.

The issue of class size is one such area of conflict. Teachers
want a limit on class size. The teacher argues that reducing class
size is an improvement of working conditions. When you have 40 stu-
dents in a class, the noise level is greater, the number'of attendafice

xtetotark in the book is greater, the number of postcards to send
home to absentees is greater, the number of papers tomark is greater.
In terns of energy expended, in terms of nervousness, in terms of all
sorts of-physical measures, there is no question that a perscalhas to
work harder if he has 40 students than if he has 30. Therefore, the
teacher demands smaller class size. This can be viewed as similar' to
what factory workers demand when they.ask that the assembly line be
'slowed down or when they ask that their production quota for a given
period of time be reduced.

But the board of education or Cae superintendent in turn says
that the question of the optimum class size is not a matter for teach-
ersAto negotiate because the administration is trying to have a school
system where each class is the optimum size. 'We've fat to be able to
make these.decisions," they say. "In order to be able to create a
class of eight children who are very disturbed, we have to have a class
of 42 children who can work well with each other. You moat consider the
economic realities of the situation. In putting an upper limit on class

,aize, you are tellimg us that we cannot have special facilities for
141those students who need them. The only way we can create such facili-
ties is to have flexibility in the way we organize our Aliases."

A real conflict exists. There's no question that class size is
a moricing condition. When you must teach 40 or even 31 children, it
is more difficult than 30. There is also no question that there are
policy oonsidsrations involved in class size, and the board believes
that it has been elected by the people to determine educational policy.

You have precisely the same kind of conflict when teachers demand
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preparation periods or free periods. For a teacher to be locked in

a room with a group of etudents from 8:40 in the morning ",3:00,in

the afternoon except for the lunch period is almost humanly impossi-
ble. Teachers very much want to get out for periods of time. They

need some kind of relaxation, some opportunity to unwind. !et thee

typical factory model of a school, requiring the teacher to control
large numbers of students, mandates a form of organization that does
not allow teachers the breaks they need.

Superintendents' and' boards of education reply that teacheide-
mends for free time would determine educational policy.. The only

wire can have you leave a group of children for that period of\time

is to, send in another teacher,* they say. *Those children caanotbe
unsupervised. When we send in another teacher, we are introducing a
type of departmentalization at the earlier grades in the elementary
school. The research that we believe in shows that this creates COM-
fusion in the ends of children. It is easier for them to relate tp
one person.*

04,7

The board has other objections as well. It feels that the pub-
lic really doesn't want teachers to have free periods; they feel
teachers don't work anyway. They have a short day and a short year.

They really just stand in front of children and talk. why, should

they get more free tine? The only way to justify this preparation
'-time would be to tell the public that children will have a special
reading improvement teacher, a special music teacher, and a special
math teacher. Each day when the regular teacher gets relieved, a
specialist comes in to work with the children. Now that specialist
goes to a different room each period to relieve another teacher.

; That specialist sees 30 different children each period and probably
sees anywhere from 200 to 400 childrma week. Thet.problem is that

this person cannot possibly learn the napes of those 'children, and
get-to know them 'veldtf that teacher is more competent in a partic-
ular subject than the regular teacher. The fact that the specialist

teacher can't have a relationship in that sort ofill traveling program
may very well offset the advantagis of his'or heilbxpertisee -

So, again, there is a real conflict. A person needs to get out
of the classroom foi 30 or 40 or 45 minutes just to unwind. Teachers

cannot teach as well if tligr must teach non -stop. On the other hand,-

the board of education iii6ertainly correct in saying that these are

policy matters. The relief period is not just a relief period but .

dictates a form of organization 'to the school.
/ 7

We have the same problem -with respect to relieVing teachers of

non-teaching chores. Winning teachers this kind of relief is one of
the substantive gains that has been achieved through collective bar-
gaining. Teachlts_want to eat their lunch during the lunch perio
and not supervise students. During the first strike in New York City,
one of the signs in the picket line baid, *Teachers demand the right

to eat.* That meant they wanted the same right that any worker in a

factory had. They wanted to be able to sit down by themselves or with
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their colleagues and enjoy'their lunch.. They didn't want to-have to
stand in a lunchroom or in a schoolyard,While the-kids are throwing
snowballs at each-other and at the same time try to munch on a sand-
wich. The Board of Education said giving teachers lunch time with-
out responsibilities determines educational mimetic*, because when
you take:teachers out of lunchroom supervision you have to*put some-
body else in, namely, school aides. School aides may not have the
professional training to be able to deal with children.c The New York
City Board of Education has stated that it's only since teachers were
relieved of lunchroom duty that we've had riots in student cafeterias,
because the aides do not have the same relationship to children that
their teachers do.

Teachers have also asked to be relieved of the duty of policing
the halls whilest*Ants'are changing clasies.' The school board re-
torted with the statement -that you are inviting violence if the teach-
ers are not there. When there are no teachers policing in the
anyone can come into the schools. Pupils can be molested and mugged.
Teachers who decide not to engage in any of these non-teaching chores -r-
are actually removing theiSelves from a rolAtionship with students

while the students are walidng through the hills or eating in the oaf-
eteria. Their actions in making their job easier are actually creating
an atmosphere of lawlessness and violence.

Another point of-conflict is whether teachers shall be required
to mark standardised tests. In our union contracts with New York City,
teachers have been relieved of this responsibility.' The Board is not
happy with this situation, claiming teachers should mark these tests
since by so doing they will be able to discover certain things about
their own teachingibiy comparing the performance of their class With
that of other classes.

Still another difficult question is the disruptive child. Teach-
ers sometimes have one, two or three students in their class who jump
and yell and throw things and beatup the students next to them. We
know that this behavior. is prompted by many different reasons. It
might bea function of the teacher's personality, or,the way the class
is organized. Or a child might be so far behind in a given subject
that he feels hopeless in being compelled to do the impossible. All
sorts of reasons can cause children to be disturbed. But whatever the.
source of the disturbance, the fact remains that teachers need certaiii
conditions to'be able to do their job, whithis to teach. One of those
conditions is the removal of those students who oonsistently are unable
to abide.by the kinds of es and regulations that are ilecessary when
',bur classes are large .and can't have individualised instruction.

Whether-a student' remains in a school, however, often becomes a
natter of racial confrontation. Especially in large, cities, the re-
novel of disturbed sixWWmts tends to be seen as the, removal of minority
group children from the classroom by middle-class whiteteachers. It
then becomes a question on the teacher's side of survival in the class-
room, and on the minority group's side of, discrimination and unfair
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treatment of their children. The issue can become not just one of

educational policy, but one of violent confrontation within the com-
munity.

,

Let= turn for al:anent to another issue that is an area of
even greater conflict between teachers and school boards: the mean-
ing of professionalism. How is the word "professionalism" used in

0 teaching and in the field of education? George Orwell's book .12L4

describes a world divided into a number of totalitarian so4eties.
In each of thesejogieties, political control is maintaine the

development of a special language and thought process. This language'

and thought process, inculcated'at every early age, takes each con-
cept and identifies it with its very opposite. When you think:of one
thing, you immediately associate it with its opposite. War is peace;

freedom is: slavery. This way effective political thought is frus-
trated. Similarly, if you are a teacher in a school and you get up
at a faculty conference and criticize the principal or the sChobl
board or someone else who is in authority, then you are said to be

unprofessional. The word "professional" is used as a punishment by
people within the authority structure against the teachers in the'
school system. It means "don't rock the boat," "don't criticise,"
"keep your mouth shut." Don't be naughty; don't do anything iirong.

Obey.

C

A professional, as the tern is ordinarily used, is an expert
who by virtue of his expertise has a very high degree of decision-
making power regarding his work. A professional is a person who is

regarded as so competent that he doesn't need'supervision. For in-

stance, a surgeon doing surgery would nevar have the hospital board
chairman or chief administrator instructiAg him about how to operate.
The chief administrator knows how to'conduct the other operations of
the hospital such as deployment of rooms, equipment, and non-medical
personnel, and the surgeon could not work without the professional
skill of the chief Administrator. Bat the chief administrator has
no authority over the surgeon except in non-professional matters.

This condition, hoWever, does not hold true in school systems.
Principals, supefintendents, and school boards do have authority over
teachers--even those teachers who are most expert in their particular

field. A classic example is the case of Mr. James Worley:, Over a
decade ago, James Worley *was a teacher at the Fox Lane School in
Mount Kisco, New York. Be had been, there for many years. His file

was filled with all sorts of commendations. Then one year'ithey got

a new principal. Before school opened he had a conference during
which he told his teachers that his door was always open. Then he

ended his talk by saying that one of the great hallmarks of profes-

sionalism was the willingness of the profeetionel to sacrifice for
his clients and to show dedication.. "Since I watt to show this com-
munity and the world that we have the most professional and the most
dedicated teachers in the whole country," he_gaid, "I am telling all

of you to go home over this weekend and to.prepare a detailedjessons

fby-lesson plan for the entire year. That will show dedication and

'sacrifice."
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Over the weekend, all the teachers, because they were profession,
Ads, went in to see the principal with their plans. Mr. Worley also
went into the principal's office and said, "Look, I'm not a hypocrite.
I'm willing to work hard. give you daily plans, and weekly plane.
I'll do some plans in detail for the next two or tires or four weeks.
I'm wining to write an essay on where I intend to go in terms of my
work during the course of the year- -the problems that I think I'll
encounter, the professional periodicals I'mCgoing to read, d the
people I'm going to talk to to try to overcome obstacle arise.
I'm willing to do anything to teach well, and1to su these mate-
rials to you. Bit I am not going to do some g which everyone
knows would be phony and would be wrong. If I really told you this
Monday morning what I'm going to'be doing nine months from now at a
particular hour in the morning,It would show that I'm incompetent.
Because all of the knowledge that we have Within our occupation dhows
that this would be the wrong ey to do things."

What happened? Mr. Worley was fired.

Why is a professional fired? A professional is an expert, and
an expert is a person who has competence in a particular field.. No
one said that Mr. Worley was incompetent. He was tired for insubor-
dination, not for incompetence. Now, insUbordination is not a pro,
fessional concept; it is a military concept. When you are in the
army and you are a privattand the sergeant says "Run that way and
shoot," it is none of your business to question the sergeant's abil-
ity. It is strictly an authority relationship. If the sergeant
doesn't know his stuff, somebody elde,chas to take care of it. But
you are not to question it, it is not professional relationship;
it is one of military authority.

What we-have within school systems is an authority relationship
which is essentially military: Any principal can order any teacher
to do something professionally even if the principal lacks knowledge
in that field, and even if the teacher in the classroom is the world's
leading expert. tinder the laws of the State of New York and thebthcr,
49 states, a teacher Who refises to carry out the order of the princi-
pal can be fired, even when, the order is against the teacher's highest
professional judgment. In other fields professional expertise has.been
so established that thi,p conflict doeSiot seem to exist. In a city,
operated hospital, for example, t is unlikely that -some political fig-
ure would order a, doctor to practice medicine in away which was con-
trary to the jedgment of 'that doctor. In the field of education, this
respect for the expertise of the professional does; not exist.

One reason is that no one really considers teachings profession
at this timei-no one really believes that wd'aoswteaChers operate from
a fairly solid body of knowledge in the same ghee that other profes-
sionals do. The feeling is that we operate mainly on the basis of
opinion, and our own teaching styles. The educational research of
the last decadWshows that we don't know what we're doing. Every
Method that hat been tried doesn't seem to work. any better than any
other method.
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The teachers in i Particulardistrict read all this research
that said that we really don't know anything about `chat makes some
children learn and other children not learn. They ran into the prin-

cipal's office. They said "Hurrah! Research has shown that all of

us are ignorant. Since All of us' are ignorant, what gives you the
right as the principal to come in to tell us what to do when you're

just as ignorant as we are?" The teachers thought that was a great

day. But the next day the parents walked into the teachers' room
and said, "Why shouldn't we tell you what to do? Since we are all
ignorant, we, as_parents, night as well tell you what to do and have
our own wishes satisfied." What was elation'on one.day became a rath-
er frightening thing on the following day when the teachers realized
that the lack of substantial knowledge about teaching methodology un-
dermined the teacher-parent relationship as well. A profession can-
not abandon its responsibility to have real expertise.

The authority relationship in American public schools is even
sore irrational wben,you consider how people get to be administrap:

tors within our school systems. 1CrOss the United States of America ,

a disproportionate number-of superintendents and principals are for--
leer football and baseball coaches whose teams did not sake it for a'

few fears. Everyone thought that it would be terrible if the.athlet-
ics program suffered for another few years. So the unsuccessful' coach
was promoted to superintendent of schools or principal in order to make

room for a successful coach. That unsuccessful coach is then able to

walk into the early childhood 4asts or the French class or the math
class arid observe teachers and tell them what their methods should be

and whether they're gOod teachers or not.

Nov that teachers are gaining power they are not willing to ac-
cept this irrational: purely autharitarian_relationship. More and

sore teachers are saying that they-insist on the right to sit at the
negotiating table. Even if it cappela you to make certain changes
in the structure of the school, they are saying, we have a right to
negotiate our working co tions. More. soy there are very lengthy

strikes. In New York City 1968 the k strike lasted from

r 9 to November 1 37 school days.

The easiest issue to settle in most of theta cases is how-much

money the tiacherv/should get, but the other issues-I've mentioned are
what teachers and school boards really fight about. School boards and
public officials say that teachers, through their organisations and
the colleotive bargaining process,.ailiusurp almost totally the gov-
ernment functions of setting educational policy. This claim is dead
wrong and it.= be proven wrong. There are,' certainly, gray areas,

such as class Size and preparation periods and non-teaching chores,

which do impinge on educational policy. But on isoetimatters of edw-
cationalpaicy teachers will have no impact through their organise-.

tion as teachers.

What are the ina.jon areas of educational policy? They concern
issues like which textbooks are used, what teaching methods are es-

ployed, how children are to be grouped how they are to be evaluated,

to 4 4.
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what they are to be taught, Teachers do not determine these types
of educational policy as a group simply because teachers are divided
on these issues. They can be successful in accomplishing their ob.,

jectives only in thoseareas Ware there is near unanimity of opinion.
Only in the areas of salary.atogildng conditions, does this unanimity
exist. Statements by school ards, legislators, politicians, and II*.
perintendents that teachers as a group are determining broad educe-
tional policy simply because they are now organised and have power are
simply not true.

If, however, the general public continuee to blame teachers for
nrpoor results in education of their Children, then teachers will

demand conthal over educationil processes. The people who on the one
hand say that teachers should not be involved in making educational
decisions, and say in the very next breath that teachers are responsi-
ble for the failures of sch6o/S, are running in opposite directions'
at the same time. You cannot hold anyone responsible for conditions
over which they have no power and no control. The politicians fad
the school board are going to have to go one wait or the other. They're
either going to have to say "You're nothing i4 a bunch off ry
workers. Do what you're told and we toe the responsibility f r'snyu.
thing that goes wrong." Or they're jofig to have to say "It' your
responsibility. You do what you want an thenthen we will hold you re-
sponsible for what doesn't work." This is a major question which
needs resolving if...we are to clarify the issue of who shall determine
the policies of the school.

Now I think that there's another underlying issue that needs at-
tention:Why are teachers and our educational institutions'in general
held in such low esteem? In part; I think, it is because.of the very.
success of the schools. The fact that so many people have become-ed-
ucated, the fact that so may people have been able to go to college,
means that there are many more educated people who can now look down
upon teachers. It Is the very success of educational institutions
which has brought them relatively lower status within our society.

Some of the public disdain for schools is a response to the way
the schools are controlled politically. School boards and school su,-
perintendents engage in a constant series of phony changes and phony
innovations,iawder to prove to the public that they are trying harder
and doing new things. Ever). three or four years the school superin-
tendent is fired. The district then hires a fired superintendent from
another district. 'We have a game of educational musical chairs, where
educational programs are moved arOtad from district to, district with
only slight Changes.

Most educational experiments are doomed to succeed. School ad-
ministrators never acknowledge failure. Every experiment Aped in
is a proven success. School boards.proclaim it's a success because
they've got to get re-elected. The teachers proclaim it is a success

because they don't want to be blamed for failure. We have to fight
all of these phony gimmicks: innovation for the sake of public,rela-

litions, performance contracts vhIch'guarantee the magic cure 'Ugh no
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one has, vouchers which sepr that the public soh file should become a

kind of a supermarket system where if yon don't like one cereal, you .

go to the next brand. We teachers havivto beats a very` strong force

for honest and real educational research. .Theri mast bea compendium

of what works 421fivhat does notwort. There,mnst be an opportunity

for pibple to be recognized and praised for ad' itting failure.

Teachers will have the opportunity to hel determine edniatioMal:

policy but not 'at the bargaining table. ;They rill! have a voice through-

the development of a national teacher movement , a lovement of three and
one-half million teachers across the conntry, who will have the ability

to influence national policy, The greatest 1 Lelneiteileal come by find-

ing better ways of doing things, of putting i oath on the table., This.*

requires honest research, and the way to mak sure that honest research

is carried out, that it is disseminated and that decisions are made on

the beep of it, is to develop political mole. That is what we're

doing through the development of our Unions and that is what will gain
for teachers a fair voice in the deterainat on of edncational policy.
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INTRODUCTPN

THE ROLE OF THE STUDENT IN A
PERSON- CENTERED PROGRAM

Susan Dalziel

Project Change
State University of New York at Cortland

The purpose of this paper is to explore virtually uncharted ter-
ritory in education: the role of the student. The role of the in-
structor is discussed here only insofar as it relates to the student's
role.

If you think that's A one-sided emphasis, you're right. But I
have what t regard as a good reason for highlighting the student's
role. Fashioning a person- centered approach to teacher education has
for me, until recently, meant spending most of my professional time
attending to pm: role as instructor. I have-worked out the diversity
of this role in practice, talked out its ramifications in philosophy,
-reed about its possibilities in current Pkoteesional literature. In
so doing I have been guilty, in Piaget's terms, of "failure to decanter."
In focusing so intently on my responsibilities as a teacher, I have neg-
lected something which, is absolutely fundamental in any learning situa-
tion: the role and responsibilities of .student. I am now learning
that the quality of a course expert e for individuals and the group,
is greatly affected by how well have eommunicatedr-and how well the
students hive internalizedwhiat their role is.

No one would dispute that students have an active and important
role to play in any progifim that is centered on supporting the devel-
opment 9f the individual person. But compare the paucity of what has
been written about the student's role in a person-centered program with
the weal h of written wisdom about the role of the teacher.

Whi , accounts for this curious discrepancy? Why does the litera-
ture of pen education, ostensibly student- centered, have next to noth-
ing to say about the role of the student? Granted, much has been writ-
ten about children's activities in an informal classroom. It cannot be
assumed, however, that learning automatically accompanies overt activity.
Other writings '(e.g., Blitz 1973, Broady, 1970Y describe how to develop
a truly child-centered curriculum, one that is organized around children's
needs and interests. But my experience with courses for teachers has
taught ne that while it's important to provide opportunities for active
experiences centered on learner interests and needs, it is not enough.
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It ii simply not sufficient to conceive, the student's role as
only a response to tions sett y therole the instructor assumes.
TO say to a student,."Nere are the options; you decide among them or
devise a meaningful alternative" is not enough. To present students
with a set of flexible course requirements that they can tailor to
individual situations and needs is not enough. Having regular course
evaluations to get feedback on student needs and course quality is not
enough. No matter how much or which kinds of assistance to learning
the instructor gives, it is not enough in itself.

Wb7. not? Whit would 'wenough? To those ficult questions
the next five sections of he paper are address . Each raises a .

distinct issue and offers 4 different perspect e on understanding
and developing thesrole of the student.

Scope of the Paper: Five Issues

The first part of this essay will come directly from ray- experi-
ence es a college instructor with Pict Change, an evolving person-
centered graduate program for teachers of preschool and elementary-
school children. It question here is, What are the points of contact,
the interrelationships, between the instructor's role and the student's
role in a college program?

The second section asks, What is the role of the child in an open1
classroom?' Answering this question leads directly to another: What are

k the implications of the child's role in a clashroom for the role of the
adult learner in a college program? Where are there parallels between

-the learning. and development of children and the learning and develop-
ment of teachers? Where does the translation from "child" to "teacher"
become less direct, requiring adaptation and imagination? The third
section begins with an exploration of possible answers to those ques-
tions.

It is at that point in_the paper where the role of the instructor
'needs to be brcight into e discussion. The latter half of section
three isks,.What are els tetwehn the role of a classroom
teacher and the role of a. college instructor? What are the teaching
responsibilities that encourage learners to assume the responsibili-
ties of,their role?

.1"Open" is the term um .3,y applied to education at the' ele-
mentary level thatle supportive ,f all aspects of individual learn-
ing.aml development. "Person -cep .ered" is the term used' in this
paper to describe education at ti college level that'is.supportive
of all aspects of individualear bag and development. Philosophi-
cally, the two terms are interchahTebae.
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The last two sections are practical. The fourth suggests diret
actions an instructor can 'and should take to help students become more
aware of the nature and importance of their role. The concluding Imo-
tion suggests direct actions students can take to bring their. role as
learners into its fullest being.

p

I. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE INSTRUCTOR'S ROLE AND THE STUDENT'S ROLE
IN A COLLEGE PROGRAM

There is a basic dichotomy inherent in the teaching/learning re-
lationship. The purpose of teaching is to help people learn. In my
role as instructor I:could do everything I know how to teach,amd the
learnil;that actually occurred would still be the exclusive province
of the cadent. Cr can teach you; I cannot "learn" you.) It is very
imOortant to make this distinction. Changing' teaching behavior will
not automatically change the kind and quality:-ef-the-learning. It
will change only the teaching--the extent-to -Watch people are hel
to learn. Changes in the kind and quality of learning are de
upon changes in the learning behavior.

Last semester I tried changing my approach to reading assignments
in one graduate course on early childhood curriculum. Rather. than
Using tdbliographtes or a text, I decided to use three outstanding ar-
ticles (by David Hawkins, 1970) highlighting the interactive relation-
ship among the teacher, ihe child, and the materials, to be read and
re-read at different points during the course. It was a direct attempt
to help people read with more maturity --to get more depthomore personal
meaning, and to become more open to the learning that can come from
re g. Most teachers in the course found the approach, in ayord,
re ve. Why? There had been no change'in the learning apProach
to correspond with the change in thertdhing approach. They had used
the same approach to "learning from " that they would have used
with a teFt or bibliography; they read the articles for immediate mean-
ing the first time, and did not upon re-reading try to: find new in-
sights; new connections, and changes in their reactions. Knowing now
that the dichotomy of the teaching/learningeituation can influence
expected outcomes, I'll be paying more attention to the learner... perk-
speoAtive each time I try out a change in teaching.

Teaching and learning also involve a basic reciprocity. Every:
actioncI take to teach implies some action I am expecting from the
students to learn. If I,provide math materials, I am expecting stu-
dents to act upon mathematics and/or engage in a mathematical process"
through use. If I have discussions, I am expecting students too
be activ ly engaged with their thoughts and the thoughts of others:

Like*ile the paths of learning that students choose help define
my role as instructor. For example the-majority ot teachers in my
.graduate -level math course this spring chase to attend all of the
'workshops I had scheduled as an option to personal exploration of
/ materials. When I attempted to discourage wortshop attendanoe in
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favor of more independent learning, people let me know that the morlk-
Shops were much more helpful to their learning than the. times they ,

had spent cn their own with materials. I could have responded in two
Ws: (1) provide more workshops, (2Yprovide more help for independ-
ent 1. . Either way, their learning helped to define my teach-

ing. ( this ease, I chose to provide more help for independent

dow- )

le

Do these reflections shed soy light on the role of the student?

They might, if we take them a step farther. Let's assume that a perk-

son-centered approach recognises, for example, that 'mathematics 2,21.

As cannot be directly taught. Rather, people'can only be helped to

learn about math. Help from an instructor takes the:form of provid-
ing Certain kinds of methods and materials: group play with geoboards,
time to Jess about with wood serape for smell construction, discus -

sions-'on curriculniplamming, etc. A ftwiwilantil conclusion follows:

the role of the student is to learn from that which is offered.

A simple illustration of the relationship between the instructor's

providing and the studentiS learning is the lecture. A lecture can be
given directly to the students bathe instructor. -That might be seen
as providing one form of help. To offer even more help, the instruc-
tor might also provide time for (motions-and-answers during the lec-
ture provide some follow -up materials or demonstrations to illustrate
points made in the lecture, and provide some guidelines for small gryup--
discussions on the lecture. But what is learned from the lecture, the

questions and discussion, and the materials and demonstrations cannot
be sproVided.* Anearning that results from those for of help has

to be constructed loot the student. Learning depends on the.student's
' Persona, self- determined interaction with the ideas and the experi-

ences.

The diagram which follows-is a symbolic representation of the
relationship-between the instructor's role and the student's role in
a college program. As a prefatory note, let me emphasise that the
teaching/learning,proceps is a highly interactive one. The separa-

tion of roles is not as distinct in real situations as this discussion

and the diagram would. to indicate. But the distinction is help-

ful when making'a cons ti`effort to better understandthe relation

ship.

the outer circle Lgests some things that an instructor can
provide to help students learn. The inner circle suggests what might
be done by a student to learn, baying been offered those forms of

help. The lists are' not exhaustive--I have selected from my own ex.,

periences as an instructor.

Pause a moment to consider some implications of the wheel. The
outer circle really describes the outer experiences. They are some

of the obvious elements of a teaching/learning situation, and could

be provided by the instructor for either individuals or the group.

I characterise these elements as the "common experience." When some-
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one asks as or a student to describe a course, the parts of the Juter

circle-are what we are likely to name.

The inner circle; on the other hand, describes the inner exper-

ience. The student has to use these processes in order to construct
his /her own learning; and give it coherence-and personal -meaning.
They cannot be provided by the instructor; they have to be provided

by the student. I would, characterise these as the "unique experience."

W,yould be likely to refer to the parts of the inner circle when des-
cribing the individual/student's participation in a course.

Would the roles of teacher and learner be any different if iPro-
,gram were not person-centered? Ch, yes! First of all, the person -

centered , requires an instructor to ...", r- -to p0 less and
less attest to what she thinks s/he is _ " and more and more

attenti what students are actually learning. No matter how well

the ro of the instructor is rstood and implemented, it will get

nowhere without a comparable of real and active involvement

on the part of students. The outer circle needs the inner circle.

What is taught cannot be learned otherwise.

In turn, the nature of the program dictates the nature of the

which is valued is lasting rather than short-range, process more than

inner.circle needs the provisions of the outer circle.

learning to be prized. In a:person-centered program, the learning

content, and contains more personal elaborations than pieces of infor-

mation.

II. THE ROLE OF THE CHILD IN THE OPEN CLASSROOM

Little has been written of the child's role in the open Clase-
n:OIL I could locate only twb sources that provided specific ideas.
Vincent Rogers' (1970) Teaching in the British Primary School, has a

chapter by Marie Muir entitled, "How Children Take Responsibility for
Their Own Learning." And Bassett -sid.Wisbergls.(1972) Ooen'Education:
Alternatives Within Our Tradition, includes a chapter on "The Role of'
the Child." 'Ion may wish to read these yourself for greater detail.

The major points will be summarised here to provide a source of pos-,
Bible parallels between the role of the child as a learner and,the

role of the college student in a person-centered program.

At the center of the role of any student is the art of learning.
Bassett and Weisberg state firmly, "The child's fundamental role is

to learn and to learn how to learn." Muir describes the art of learn-

ing as taking-responsibility for (1) what to learn, (2) how to learn,
and (3),mben to learn.

Being responsible for wh)Lt to learn requires having opportunities
to choose. Thecpen classroom has a diversity of materials and activ-

ities to encourage\choice in what to learn. Simply making choices,

however, will not insure learning. "Beforeyou tan be responsible

for something; yo have to became aicare of its nature and understand

;
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it. Children take time to become aware of 'learning' as a conscious
pursuit* (Hair, 1970).

When I was teaching a multi-aged open classroom (ages 6-9), I
always had a "together time" after a block of free choice tine. The
purpose of the discussion at these sessions was to help children be-
come conscious of their learning. It was easy for a child to tell
what he had chosen, or what the nature of his activity had been,. It
was more difficult for a child to respond to: "Tell us about an idea
you had as you were working on that.* "Can you tell us something you
learned?" "Was there a question you thought of and then tried to an-
swer?" I recall that it was well into November before the children
had a keen awareness of their learning.2

In exercising responsibility for what to learn, children aliso
need frequent consultation with the teacher. This is an example of
the highly interactive relationship between the role of the learner
and the role of the teacher. Consultation with young children can
take place informally as a teacher moves about the classroom, observ-
ing and listening to difficulties and offering possible solutions.
Common difficulties are often spotted in this way, leading to some
small group instruction to meet those needs.

. With older children, the consultation and decision-making can
be more formal. If a group of children propose to study "famous ex-
plorers,* for example, the teacher may ask them to decide first if
the topic is too wide or wide enough to be worth pursuing in the
time available. (Let's look through some books and make a list of
explorer's names. Would you like to choose 5, or work on Just Amer ?
icon explorers, or work on those who discovered new land?) Secondly,
each member of the group might be asked to prepare suggestions for
what the investigation could include (map-making, museum visit, mealo.
ons construction, creative drama, scale model building, etc.). Third,
from the compiled list of suggestions, useful and interesting aspects
to study need to be selected and agreed upon. Which ones are feasi-.
ble? How long will they take? Where in the studybeginning, mid-
dle, or end-- should related experiences occur? What sources of in-
formation could be utilised? How will the work be organised? All
.these are topics for joint consultation.

Taking responsibility for her to learn also has a prerequisite.
It requires that the child understand that all things to be learned
cannot be acquired through trial and error. *It takes quite a long
time for most primary school children to understand...that some kinds
of learning do not suddenly reveal themselves..: that effort and prac-
tice are required from them mud sometimes help from teachers. Only
as they begin to realize his does bow to learn become a meaningful
problem" (Muir, 1970). Learning to read could be a prime occasion

2For another discussion of this issue, write for: The
Celebration of Learning," by Susan Dalsiel. Project Change Mini.;-
Book; Feb., 1975; vot 3, No. 1.
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for most children to come to this
most teachers do not focus chit s

ments.of effort and practice required

variety of "lam to's" employed in the
how to learn.

Deciding mto to
.only._ an environment

, Or "not 1
situati. at a given
men composing a
Other be wondering
is private s
stit ns of the re

ation. It's unfortunate thaA4e
attention on the underlying eleZ

in learning to read, or on the
process: in Short, on learning

is a responsibility that can beAixercised
Choosing not to learn is an option.
depends oft bow gitildefines each

. One Child gazing out the mindcyrmay be.
ry about the squirrel he observes there; an-

when it mill be time for lunch. The quiet Cor-
a usually present in open classrooms axe mani-

tion'that Children cannot maintain F
rile: in learning {day every day. Children have a right

the tempo of their own activity--mhiCh includestaking re
for when to learn.

Throughout this discussion of the child's role in the open class-
room, I'intend "learning" to encompass a phases of growth and devel-
opment--cognitive, psychomotor, emotional, and social. Within-each of
these areas, there are many aspects-that need attention. Social learn-
ing, for example, includes developing self-discipline, cooperative
skills, and respect for persons. Learning, indeed, has many facets.

in-
set

bility

III. PARALLELS RENEE ROLES IN AN OPEN CLASSROOM AHD,ROLES IN A
PERSON-CENTERED COLIEGE PROGRAM

Duplications of the Child's Role for the Role of the Adult Learner

I have come to three conclusions about adtlt_learning in_aperson...
.centered program as a result of studying the role'of the child in the
open classroom: (1) the role of the adult learner is to take responsin
bility for your own learning, (2) being responsible for your own learn-
ing as an adult means taking responsibility for what to learn (which
includes opportunities for choice, awareness of the nature of learning,
and frequent. consultation >, how to learn, and, to a lesser extent, when
to learn, and (3) the learner can perform-his/hdr role best when the
teacher's role is performed most effectively (Hamlett and Weisberg,
1972). Let me speak first about conclusions (Wand (2).

A person-centered approach to education consistently
offers opportunities for choice in what learn. To quote from a
description of my course on curriculum development for teachers:

The focus of this course is the development of some
aspect of your curriculum. In most cases that takes
the form of selecting and designing learning experi..
ences and materials that match some aspect of your

curriculum that you'wouId like to enrich or make more

child- centered. In some cases it could mean actually

designing a space, an environment within. which those
activities take place....
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This choice in course project may be coupled With choice of materials
and adtivities to pursue during class time. But, as is the case with
childreri simply choosing will not assure learning for adults. A
sixth -grade teacher in my course on early childhood mathematics last
semester confessed that he'd had a good time choosing from and play-
ing with different math materials, but said-he hadn't learned anything
from that activity.

.1

If the opportunity to choose does not help the adulttake respon-
sibility for what to learn, it maybe that other-..4 'recess
for nsponsibility are missing.. The learner's... ..fh . of e
a fatiliarity With-the nature of learning. Adultsiiile children, may
neediime and experiences to became aware,of what Winvolved in learn-
ing--to understand'' that acme kiide of learning. do nik:Lemd4nly reveal
themselves. During an initial session on Piaget in Cur Ifinstitute in
-Personal Learning and Classroom Development" this pasts taszer, one of
i colleagues created a good' deal of studeht disequilibrium by asking
them to break into smell groupe to discuss what in Piaget's work could
be considered "theory," What."fact;" and how they could distinguish
between the twa. The reactions: How can we do that? You're the one
who knows about Piaget I What- are we supposed to film from each other
when we're all equally ignorant? Reflecting on the incident in a sub-
sequent evaluation session, one student said, "I didn't enjoy it...it
made, me think hard." Another said it was a good idea to ask people
to think critically, but suggested it would be so much more efficient
VI would learn so much more") if the material on Piaget were simply
presentect\in lecture form.

. C
This examp serves-to several erroneous assumptions

about learning. r is that beineUndomftatable in a learning situ*.
tion, means that not learning. Quite the contrary is more ac-
curate.;=the right t of disequigbritua is a catalyst for learning.
The reqiest for Piaget lectures nay have been based on the assumption
that'a lecture would imlice, learning suddenly occur. The occurrence of
learning is due to mithin the learner's mind -not due to
some outside words o ants being pasted onto the mind. And finally,
the above example assumes that immediate learning--that which the
learner 4 state right awayis the best measure of the value of a
learning rience. In fact, immediate learning may be temporary
and.of little value. A person-centered program prizes lasting, proc-
essAo , personally constructed and elaborated learning. That
kind longer, is more difficult, and requires considerable re-
flection frau the student on the very nature of learning.

third conditiod necessary for an adult totake full respon-
sibilit fdr what to learn is the use of frequent consultation. The
fellow stated that he didn't learn anything from playing with
math terials might have benefited from a conference at, the begin-
ning of each class to help bdmrdecide upon the content and purpose
of hiS activity: "Why have you chosen this material? Tell me some
ideas'you have about workinewith,it. Will you use the material to

deseoratrate some mathematical principle, or to discover one?'
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For an adult, as for a child, the easy part is choosing and doing
an activity: it is far more difficult to focus on the learning involved;
It is also known that too many questions can inhibit learning. So can
too few. Consultation is a delicate art-- enhancing learning by asking

just enough questions at just the right time.

'The difference between the child learner and the adult learner'
with regard to consultation, is that the adult learner can more read-
ily assume responsibility for initiating consultation. Adult learners
seem better able than children to identify their needs in a teaching/ .

learning situation. It could be said,that.the-role of thg college stu-
dent is to seek out consultation with the instructor as the geed for
it is felt.

Taking responsibility for how to learn has two aspects in a per-
son- centered college program. The first is how to learn about some-
thing of interest: moral development, the Cuisenaire Rods, record-
keeping in an open classroom, the language experience approach to
reading, and so on. The second is how to learn from a given teaching/
learning situation: lecture, workshop, use of materials, peer inter-
action, independent investigation, and so on.

In the first instance the student would have already gone through
the process of carving out what to learn, and needs to extend that with
further questions and decisions. Where could I find resources? Which
kinds of resources would provide the most help? What can I do on my
own, and what will I need-help with? What's a logical sequence for
the investigation? Is there a practical aspect I could try out? How.
will I organise and present my learning?

The second aspect of how to learn, learning from a given teaching/
learning situation, is one of the more difficult roles for students to
assume. Part of 4le difficulty -stems from unfdlfilled expectations;
part stems from past experience.

This past summer our students came to the Institute expecting to
have plenty of time to make classroom materials. Instead, much of
their time wee devoted to activities in interest centers for learning
on an adult level (e.g., making a wood sculpture); materials-making
had been, scheduled for an extra day in the week. By the end of the
summer, a few people were still equating "opportunities for making
materials" with "worthwhile learning experience." Since they weren't
satisfied with the opportunities for making things, they weren't sat-
isfied with their learning. Others were able to revise their expec-
tations and define a worthwhile learning experience in terms of what

was actually happening. In taking responsibility for how-to learn,

"For an outstanding example of a project that reflects
careful attention to questions such as these, see Margaret Manring's
Chapter on *Hostility and Humor" in this book.
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part of the student's role is to be flexibleable and milling to re-
vise expectations and mine an experience for all the learning it can
yield.

-.Past experience can be an influence, too. If a teacher in a,
coarse has used attribute blocks only to help the children in her
classroom learn, she may find it hard to shed the role of-teacher-and
discover bow tp learn from the attribute blocks as an adult. If all
of student's previous graduate'cotrses have been taught by the talk
'n' chalk method, she men not know how to learn from a workshop. That
wefts the other way, too. When college students *kneed to learning
in a person-centered course, they main have trouble `in learning from a

content-centered or teacher-centered/course (such like the let-grader
who after a year in an informal claisroom-encounters a very traditional
one). If we believe, hoWever, thatiany teaching/learning situation
holds the potential for worthwhile ( learning, the learner has an obligor
tion--a moral obligation, reallyto try to disoover how to learn from
it. "The difficult, after all, isinot the impossible" (Louis J. Rubin,
1973). As one student said, "Even in the very worst courses I've taken,
I've developed new insights, new ways of looking at things, new inte-
grations. You don't have to have a great instructor, or even a good
one, in order to do thit."

The choice of when to learn is not a very real choice for graduate
students. They are socked into a course that meets at a set time, for
a prescribed amount of-timembether or not they are tired, ill, or un-
interested that day in learning. 'fbn general, that time is viewed by
those in our graduate program at Project Change as time set aside from
their busy teaching schedules

Project Change has created some innovations within the standard
'tine framework: (1) a Saturday course that schedules 15 sessions in
the on- campus Teacher Resource Center; teachers in the course attend
any 10 workshops of their choice, (2) a Summer Institute that meets
from 9 a.16-3 p.m., Wade). through -Thursday, for five weeks, (3) a
Fall. Institute that meets for 5 hours, one night a week, for a sem-

ester, and (4) a field-based course that takes place in an area school
and designs class time to includi day-long visits by,the instructor to
the school as a consultant, or +-day workshops by the inetructor.4'
Each of these innovations leaves room for collaborative planning among
students and the instructor regarding the.usesof time. If.these
changes more closely approximate the time framework of an open class-
room- -and I feel they do-.-then the choice-of when to learn has become
more real for our graduate student!. The student's role in assuming
responsibility for when to learn in these situations is to contribute
to discussions end decisions about the use of time.

IfFor more i0Oilation about these innovations and other
aspects of Project Change's approach to teacher education, Tite for
Project Change: Progress Toward ObJectives in Teacher Education,

1974-1975, by Tbromas Lickoni.
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Implications of the Teacher's Role in an Open Classroom for the
Instructor's Role in a-College Program

When the teacher's-role is effectiiely performed, the learner
has the greatest chance of performing his/her role fully. What are

the responsibilities of the teacher's role that contribute to learner
effectiveness? Muir (1970) describes three:

1. "...teachers must retain responsibility for determining
the areas within which children's [}student's] decisions
are desirable and effective." One of the goals of our
Summer Institute, for example, is to have people exper-
ience an in-depth learning situation--to choose an area
of interest and explore it as fully as" time and resources
will fallow. But-we had some students say that they would
prefer a smorgasbord approach: "Couldn't we divide our
time among all of the interest areas? I don't want to
miss out on anything!" The staff felt that a wholesale
accommodation to that request would be neither desirable
nor effective in light'of our goal of in-depth involve-
ment. Instead, an occasional block of time was opened
for students to go to other interest areas, and some com-
mbn experiences among interest areas were planned.

2. "Sometimes, too, teachers need to make it clear that tho
who teach (as well as those who learn) need to establis
certain conditions, if their work is to be productive.".
Some of those conditions are organizational (managers 7);

for example, the need for care to be taken with mate ale
and other resources. Some of those conditions are p -fee-
sional. I do not feel productive, for example, whe I
give one-shot workshops or seminars. I need a ce
amount of continuity with the people, processes, ideas
involved in a course. If someone asks me to do workshop
on record-keeping in my math course, I have to ither find
away to relate it to the continuity of other we've
been working on, or suggest some ways I could et that

need individually.

3. "...a teacher's responsibility'lies girt
that the choice of what to learnis offere
Eetudente in the context of that which
of enduring rather than ephemeral value.
it's hard to get a consensus on what is

is ephemeral. A student in one of my
spend all of her class time making ma
room. That may have been a wise use
I wasn't so sure of the lasting value
her time that way. This past summer
asked me' if we would be learning a
of setting up displays in the class

we would be spending a,couple of

displays. The latter approach se

more potential for personal 1

during value.
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In addition to these thrie responsibilities of the teacher, we
can draw some implications for effective teaching directly from the
role of the student. To help students take responsibility for their
learning, the instructor needs to (1) provide opportunities for
choicein What'it learn, haw to learn, and, where, possible, When,
to learn, (2) provide opportunities for studenti to taikand think
about the nature of learningto become aware of. and familiar with
how it happens, how it feels, What effett it has, (3) provide the
time and the vehicle:fop frequint consultation with students in order
to4engage students in active decisioh=miking about the content, pur-
pose, and process of their learning, and (k) make all of the above.
an integral.part of courses, giving these responsibilities eUbstan-
tial attention.

0

Iv. rvkrhut PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS FOR COLLEGE INSTRUCTORS

If you are a college instructor, you. can take some or ell of
the following steps to pay greater attention to the role of students
in the courses you teach.

You can begin by sharing with students what's been written abOt
their role. Hand out this paper, or one you've written to express
your thoughts on the issue. One of my colleagues, for example, is
preparing a "letter to students" to be handed out in the first session
of his course. In it he will describe some of the ways in which stu-
dents can take responsibility,for their own learning during the course:
e.g. defining what they want to learn from the course experience, de-
ciding what to learn about in relation'tb their own teaching, class-
room and curriculum; arranging for a consditation with the instructor
to discuss their,decisions about what to learn.

'feu can also make available the previously discussed chapters
in Rogers (1970) and Hassett and. Weisberg (1972). Ask students tb
try substituting the words "adult," "instructor," and "college course"
for "child;*.",teacher," and "classroom" as they read.

A pratticarfollowup Would be to provide time for your students
to react to what therread. Have-group discussions on the role of
the student. Find out what their reactions are to the ideas they've
encountered; what are their thoughts on the issue? One of the best
waysto clarify thinking is to try to express your thoughts clearly
to someone else. To quae one of my students who read this paper,
"The role of the instructor is to initiate a dialogue in which each
student can begin to stretch and chinge his/her conception of his/her
role" (Fortess, 1975).

_

The previously discussed role wheel might stimulate some die-
. cussions. 'Starting with a blank wheel, the instructor could describe

.plans and goals for the next few weeks of the course, for example:
"During'the next 4 weeks we will be exploring the topics of number,
measurement,, space, and logical thinking, in order to begin planning
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'a ,balanced matiicurricUlum44. The instructor could then fill in some
of the apices in the outer Wheel with4hats/he will be providing to
help students learn: a display of logical thinking, games, a workshOl)
on measurement, an interest area on number operations, specific books
and papers,. etc: Then' ask students to project what their roleswill
involve- during, Vile coming, four.weeks--what will be needed in the in-
ner 'Circle Of the -wheel? I would. Suggest leaving some blank spaces
in the wheel to allow for reciprocal suggestions.

:And'finally,o'readings,-ditichseions and reactionsneed to te.
acted ,upon. rine way instructors can help otudents act upon ideas
about their ible-is.to design an open-ended learning contract. This

contract would help-each student define 'how to take responsibility'
for whit to learn and how to learn?

, '\

Students often ask fqr examples of otheretudentls work. It . :

helps them understand in concrete -terms what thicoiree requirements
entail. Lately our staff "has discussed the value of sharing a variety .
of previous students' work, making copies of eccompTary pa.persavai.141e.

Rather Um:is-focusing on the content of student papers, we would use
them as a basis fortexamining,therole of the-student. In whit ways
did the author of a project take active responsibility for learning?
What aspecte, of their role do you'think they understood and fulfilled?
These questions cOuldte-another way.-of helpingstudehts,to act upon
ideas about their role. -

Structures for sharing can alsohighlight the role of the stu-
dent..'As Muir 4499' has said,-"...Cne.ofthe greatest inducements
toward tikin&a responsible attitude toward your own learning is to
be in a position of being responsible Orithat sonieoneAlee learns
from you." Like other structures in our person-centered approach at
Cortland, the ones designed'to help-Teople teach-Others have had to
undergo constant refinement. Students hays to feel that sharing is
genuinely,grawth-produeing-hot 'just a repetition of those horrible
fourth-grade experiences with.Ocial studies nits.

"
Oneof.the beet structures for sharing I've found is snail-group

Awning. The small group is ColleCtively responsible for gathering
information on :a topic, for Selecting what to present to the clats-4-
and, for deciding how to present (tr4rteach) that wtich they,*ve4.-
selected. Members of the small group are theh. individually responsi-
ble for such things asvpreparing a-handout, setting,up a,display,,
planning and.carryibg out a class aCtivity, and making or gathering
any materials, that will.te needed.

<

t'
,

.

5For moreinformation on open-ended learning contracts;
see Carl Rogers (1969), Freedom To'Learn, p. 133; or-Barbara Blitz
(1973), The Open Classroom:' Making It Work, p. 91.

, ^
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I have suggested here what seems to me tolae a logical sequence
of steps for instructors who wish to'pay greater attention to the
role of the student: (1) share information and questions about the

student's role, (2) have students react to the information, and (3)
act upon the information and reactions to it. It this some kind of
agreed-upon-formula for success? No. Until we have had experiences
with some of these ideas in courses we teach, three open questions
remain. First of all, When is the optimum time to initiate discus-
sions on the role of the student? Is it during the first cl*ss meet-
ing? Is it after you've had some time to establish the environment
for teaching and learning, the human climate of interaction? Second-
ly, How do you. begin? What kinds of experiences are thought- provok-

ing introductions to the role of the student? And finally, Where and
how fia.db you take it from there? What is "enougfi attention" to the
role of the student on the part of the instructor?

My best suggestion is simply to begin. The answers we 'seek will
from experience.

V. FURTHER PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

If you are a student in a college p#ogram, the following sugges-
tions may help you construct your own role as a learner. -

. In any learning situation, try beginning with sop personal re-
flection. What do I want to get out of this experience? What am I
going to do to insure that that's what I get? As. Dewey said, "A well-
posed question is half the answer" (quoted in Rubin, 1973).

To reduce the natural discomfort one feels in any new learning
situation, you might put your role on paper. List the situations for,
the course (reading, workshops, classroom application, etc.), the in-
structor's responsibilities in each, and your responsibilities in
each. This can be done right at the beginning of 'a course, as soon
as-you get a course description. Last semester, some students in my
mathematics course did this in a small group. Here aretwo samples
from the list they made.
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THE SITUATION; what the

instructor haschosen
to do to "teach" the
subject

1. experiences: ex. --
class activity to
build a tall con-

, struction with
straws and tape

2. discussions: ex.-
using math texts
in an experienc
based program

INSTRUCTOR'S RESPON-
SIBILITIES: what to
do to help people
learn from the sit-
uation

la. pay attention to
the classroom
Climate

lb. make the intent
clear

lc. provide materials

id. provide direction

le. be prepared

2a.

2b.

2c.

2d.

2e.

2f.

2g.

2h.

2i.

moderate

keep on imper-
sonal level

know the topic

think of'ques-

tions

idd/contribute

maintain control

sustain discusL
sion

keep stimulating

support members

STUDENT'S RESPONSI-

BILITIES: what to
do to learn from
the situation

ie./participate

lb. contribute to
the experience:
bring in objects,
experiences,
questions

lc. be willing to
take risks

'1d. be open, flexi

le. react

if.

2a.

2b.

2c.

2d.

2e.

prepare

participate

question

listen

appreciate

speak concisely

2f. apply to own

situation

2g. stick to the
point

2h. .do follow-up
thinking

Each element of the course should be listed separately, including
such "incidentals" as handouts and displays. Simply listing, of course,

will not supplant actual experience. But it will give you a head start
on realizing the significance of your role as a student, as well as un-

covering some of the unknowns of a new experience.
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4
The teacher participants in our

a similar approach to understanding
was, for most, a new situation. The
for children, as learners, within the
of the list of goals, they made.a list
the teacher's role implied by the goals
describing implied Asponsibilities
their discussion, the teachers refe
'61s-4n-the Institute to find dimil
learners and the role of the child
as instructors and their roles as
tute goals and their own classroom

titute this past summer tried
eir roles as learners in what
began by describing their goals

own classrooms. To the right
scribing responsibilities of
to the left they made a list

the child's role. Throughout
to their situation as learn-

tween (1) their roles as
.eir classrooms, (2) ourroles

teachers, (3) the Insti-

These are forms of consciousnes g.' The lists are not in
themselves important; it's the heigh ed awareness that results from
brainstorming a list. Taking direc action on your role as a learner
is hard to do unless you have firs engaged in some form of reflection
on your situation as both learner teacher.

Providing feedback to the ins ructor is a very important way to
act upon your role as a student. Early feedback is especially crucial.
I had a student tell me, three weeks before a course ended, that the
reading had been totally meaningless to her. The feedback was impor-

tantshe might have substituted other reading, for example--but the
timing robbed it of a number of possible solutions.

The most constructive feedback; an instructor can zet pertains to
how much and how well a student is learning. Usually course evaluations
are designed to draw that out. On the other hand, evaluations are like-
ly to be anonymous, so the instructor typically ends up with only a
global picture of course effectiveness and direction. If you have an
individual need, express it. individually. want to know morp about
questioning techniques" and "I'm not learning what I set out to learn"

are personal needs that should be individually expressed.

The more accurately you can define your needs, the-more readily .

the instructor can provide some help. One of my students insisted

he was getting nothing out of the math course because he'd "already
read Piaget," because every other course, he'd had also required shar-
ing (and he'd been totally bored each time), and because the course
wasn't telling him "'Katt° do it" in his classroom. A more accurate
definition of his needs might have been for him to list specific ques-
tionshe was wrestling with, and specific needs he wanted the course
to help meet, as well as to decide where in his classroom situation
he'd like to begin "to UP it." I realizedregrettably, too late- -
that some information from me on the role of the student could have
helped him get a handle on his problem.

In addition to providing feedback, on what is happening, feel
free to suggest alternatives that might be more meaningful - -both to

you and others. The best way to decide if a suggestion is meaning.

ful is to decenter - -to take into account how it may affect the other
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students and the instructor. Will ybar proposal help, hinder, or have
lho.impact on how much and how well others are learning? Will it pre-
serve the continuitrtorideas that have been wren-through thekootusse
_so far, the quality of interaction that has been established, and the
agresNAPon goals for the course,? Will it strengthen the instructor's
role of helping people learn? These questions may not. be 'possible to

Answer prior to actually trying out a change, but having them in mind
can still' be a useful guide for making suggestions.

When students in my math oourse last semester were wooeriencing
some difficulty sustaining real involvement with materials for two
'hours of class time, I asked for their suggestions. One person sug-

gesteacthat I teach pecgfehow each material.--Ctisenaire Rods, geb-
boards, unifix cubes, attribute pieces, and the like--was "supposed
to be used." Another suggested that (1) I handout the David Hawkins
(1970) article "Messing About In Science" for people to read, (2) we
have a class discussion on "messing about", (3) the class then try
to apply some of the ideas fromthe article and group discussicin on
messing about to their own involvement with math materials, and (4)
I should free myself from other teething roles at that time (confer -
antes, mini - workshops, etc.) to concentrate on floating around to-ask
questions and offer suggestions as people were working with materials.
This series of four suggestions, taken together represent a good ex.
ample.of decentering in making a proposal to improve a course.

k .

All'of these points rest /on akey principle: everyone has to
hat an active commitment to making the course succeed. The instruc-
tor cannot be solely responsible for the quality of .1 experience.
Quility comes from individual and collective contri. ans. One.or
the more important questions I've ever put on an evaluation form A
the following: "In what ways have you contributed to the quality f
the courmemperience (a) for yourself, (b) for others?" Most of us,
as students, have never been asked-to come to grips with that ques-
tion, or the premise on Which it rests.'

One way of stating that premise is that non get out of a course
what ±ou.`-put into it," as one student quipped. Ithink that this
axiom is "known," in the same way that the Golden Rule is known. It's
familiar, often said, but hasn't really been internalised. It hasn't
"-been put into action in'day-to-dgy situations.

What you.put into a course indlndes more than what you put to
rod-fawn course project. It inOludet what you put into the qus 7
of the learning; the quality of the classroom climate, the quality
of human relations, the quality of. personal growth. In the center
of the Role Wheel is the responsibility to "participate ftlIy-- give
to others of yourself.."Y

What.can you contribute that affects the quality? There are a
number of things that come tomy mind.--actual materials and resources,
questions, experiences, discoveries, talents and expertise, informa-

tion about yourielf, your interests and work in progress, an interest
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in ind appreciation for others and -their work. But I'm only partially
satisfied by thnsepositibilities. Perhaps because they are the obvious
contribptions and I recognize that subtle ones may be even more._impor-
taut.

A subtle contribution to the quality of your own learning is to
be able to get new tinning from familiar experiences. Suppose you
have attended a workshop on Piaget's stages of cognitive development
and you.find that an instructor is going to talk about those stages
in a class session. Why is,this nevertheless an opportunity for new
legrriing?

First of all, different people present a topic in different ways;
they bring to the subject their in connections and. persohal elabora-
tions. 'Secondly, hearing the same person present the same topic more
than once does not necessarily mean they are presenting the same thing.
Instructors may change their. presentation each time, either because
their understanding takes on new dimensions with time or because the
context changes (e.g., from a workshop-for preschool teachers, to an
introduction to a course, to a presentation f4r a conference on open
education, etc.). And finally, the time between your previous expert
ience and the current situation enables you to bring new thoughts and
experiences to bear on the topic.

The converse is also true - -being able to find something familiar
in new experiences contributes to the qualityof your learning. If
spending two hours constructing something with glue and wood scrape
doesn't seem remotely related to your situation as a music teacher,

for example, try to find some elements that the experience and your
situation do have in. common. 'It may be something as simple as relat-
ing your feelings about the task to feelings your children have had
as learners, or something as complex as findinta way to use small
construction to help children acquire some music-related insights.

Without these two efforts--to find new in the familiar and fa-
miliar in the new--the range of experiences from which yoU could learn
would be tremendously narrowed. Put another way, the quality of your
learning will be enhanced by broadening the range of situations from
which'you.m learn.

Contributing to the 'quality of others' learning has,, two sides:
One is to be a teacher in the best sense of the word - -to. share with

others what you know, think, and'hiVe expelierided, in a way that con-
tributes to their growth and development. As a case inrpoint, I've
noticed that teachers who have been "doing open education" for quite
a while have difficulty sharing their insights with other members of
a course who have just begun to try itout. The difficulty comes, I
think, from wanting to impose on others an approaCh that you find per-
Banally convincing, rather than to teach them--to offer questions and
suggestions that could help others develop that they find convincing.
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The other side of the issue is to help others teach --to make the
effort to,reward someone else for their contributions. I once had a
student who used every class session, no matter what the topic, as an
occasion to relate his past experiences with and knowledge about the
subject at hand. His constant "giving" was making the rest of the
class very uncomfortable. I tried to help him see that this behavior
left others "With the feeling of" not being able to contribute anything
to his learning. Contributing to the quality of others' learning has
to be'belanced by a receptivity to and appreciation for what others
can contribute to you.

And finally, fairness, is a real, though subtle, contribution to
the quality of a course experience. Fairness to the instructor and
to yourself is a matter of keeping things in perspective. That may
sound obvious and easy, but judging by some of the evaluation comments
I've he it's easy to say but difficult to do. One person said
that my math course had "too much lecture," whereas in fact I gave
only on lecture during the 15 week course. A student in one of my
colle i's courses complained that be "read from books" too much.
He had done it twice during the course. "I wish you wouldn't change
the assign= so much," was another commentr The student making
the cowmen been absent from a session of the course in which the
class had asked for clirification of an assignment, and they and the
instructor had devised a mutually agreeable modification.

How long does it take to inte;rklise the role of the student?
I don't know. I do know it takes constant effort. What's the best

way to begin? I'm not sure. Thoughtful student respOnses to this

paper might be one way. I am sure that just.being conscious of the
significance of the role of the student will help 'us both -- instructors
and students. -

Two occasions this -past summer bighlieted.what a difference just
being aware has made for me.' One student had dominated a discussion
of aesthetic education by talking about his personal interests and-

said to me afterward, tend to talk too much, so you'll have to shut
me up." In the pait I would have considered it my uncomfortable job
to tell this person in all future sessions when I thought he was talk-
ing too mach. Instead, I sought him out about an hour after he'd made
the comment, and said, "Remember what you said to me about having to
tell you when to shut up? Well, that's your job. It's part oryour
role as a student -to work on that."

,

On another occasion I was walking dotM the*Orridor and asked a
Student as I passed, "Are you having a good day ?" Hereplied, "Not
so far." I started feeling badly about that, and then the role of

the student flashed through my mind. I turned around to say to him
before hif-dleatopeared down the corridor, "Make it happen, friend.

Make it happen."-
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COMPETENCY-BASED TEACHER EDUCATICN:
AN ECUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVE FOR TEACHERS .

Alan - Wilkey

Campus School

State University of New York at Cortland

In the past few years the idea of competency-based teacher educe-
tion (CBTE) has enjoyed widespread acceptance within the professional
education community. In fact, Amy state departments of education

_across the country (e.g., California, New York) have mandated that

CBTE will be "the approach" for all teacher education and °artificer..

tion within those states.

Rationale

Unfortunately, there is little solid empirical support for the
widespread acceptance of the CBTE idea. One typical review, survey-

ing the research on teacher effectiveness, concluded that "the effect
of techniques of teaching an achievement as defined in the CBTE re-
search) are likely to be inherently trivial" (Heath and Nielson, p.

413). Furthermore the authors suggest that not.only is there no

satisfactory empirical base for CBTE at this time, but that there

probably never will be.

Lacking an empirical base, much of the support for CBTE seems
to result iron the philosophical appeal of two of its major tenets:

establient of teaching competencies and criteria

development of coherent models of internally consistent
;systems which operationally define the focus of a particur.

ler program. .

Underlying the CBTE movement is a:basic discontent with tradi-
tional teacher education programs, practices, and products. Propo-

nents of CBTE believe that fublicly established competencies and

criteria will encourage better teacher education programs in several

(1) Because the' are public and therefore open to

critical scrutiny, they are more likely to reflect the most important
and most desirable eharaeteriitr of good teaching. (2).Secondly,

because the competencies are cifically stated, more precise plan-

ning of teaching and learning experiences conducted within the

pftgram is possible. (3) Finally, because the criteria are publicly

/./ established, a more detailed accounting of a program's specific
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successes and failures is available. In short, CBTE is seen as a
powerful vehicle for impToving the quality of classroom teaching by.
refining the process by which teachers are prepared and by holding
teacher education programs accountable for teaching and evaluating
specific skill competencies.

. .

The necessity in a CBTE program to operationally define a focus
has also been an appealing feature to the professional educational
community. Course-,based teacher education does not neeessarily re-
quire a specific model as the basis for developing the individual
courses that a prospective teacher participates in. The aspiring
teacher takes whatever courses are required, suggested, or directed
by his or her own advisor; whatever is not offered at 8:00 a.m. in
the morning; whatever is scheduled on a night the student has a ride
and doesn't bowl; or whatever the student can most easily get a NB*
in. Furthermore, the usual college catalog does not contain a ra-
tionale that relates individual college courses to a larger model
of those characteristics that an effective teacher should possess.
Thus it often becomes difficult to trace the link between the aver-
age Education 650 course and the characteristics, duties and respon-
sibilities, or teaching style of an effective teacher.

A CBTE program is different. It is a system, ultimately de-
signed to equip an individual with the requisite skills necessary
to become an effective teacher. These requisite skills are logi-
cally derived from and consistent with a particular conception of
effective teaching practice. The direction of a particular CBTE
program becomes firmly established. It teaches Students to display
those skills which it has defined as necessary for effective teach-
ing. In addition a CBTE program provides credit or certifies its
student, not on the basis of courses taken, but rather on the spe-
cific skills and knowledges (consistent with the model) that he or
she is able to display. Therefore the program model not only serves
as an important organizing core around which competencies are defined-
and appropriate learning experiences planned, but also defines, at
least at a minimal level, what teaching skills 4ts gradnates possess.

Despite the widespread popularity of the CBTE idea, a perusal of
the CBTE literature indicates that programs face three :lajor problems:
the lack of an empiiical baps the lack of established techniques for
assessing competencies, and the lackof comprehensive designs for eval-
uation. The purpose of.this paper is to contribute to the solution of
the third problem by outlining a comprehensive model for evaluating a
CBTE program.

The first task of evaluation is to identify the chiracteristics
of a CBTE program and describe bow they may relate to the evaluation
model. Elam's statement in Performance-Based Tearlier Education: What
is the State of the Art? identifies three levels of characteristics
for a CBTE program: essential elementb; implied chirsoteristics, and \\

related desirable characteristics. The essential elements establish
the miniamm,characteristics that a CBTE program most possess and those

, .
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that are most relevant to a model. The remaining two levels of char-

acteristics ley be present in a CBTE program and often are. The

"essential gements" identified by Elan are as follows:

Essential Elements Program

There now appears td be a general agreement that a teacher edv-

cation program is competency-based if:-

1. Competencies (knowledge, skills, behaviors) to be demon-

strated by the students are:

* derived from explicit conceptions of teacher roles

* stated so as to make possible assessment of a student's
behavior in relation to specific competencies

* made public in advance.

2. Criteria to be employed in assessing competencies are:

* based upon, and in harmony with, specified competencies

*explicit in stating expected levels of mastery under
specified conditions

* made public in .advance.

3. Assessment of the student's competency

* uses his performance as the primary source of evidence

* takes into account evidence of the student's knowledge

relevant to planning for, analyzing, interpreting, or
evaluating situations or behavior

* altiives for objectivity.

4. The student's rate of progress through the program is deter-

mined by demonstrated competency rather than by time or

course completion.

5. The instructional program is intended to facilitate the de-

velopment and evaluation of the student's achievement of

competencies specified (Elam, 1971, p. 8).

Viewing the five essential elements of a CBTE program suggests

a number of issues that may influence evaluation. The three most

salient evaluation issues are:

1. The need to match the conceptual leiel of the assessment tech-

onions to the conceptual level of the.competency criteria.
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2. The need for a behavioral conception of the teaching,
learning process.

3. The need for a link between competencies and a clearly
defined rationale or theory of teaching.

Once the competenc have been'identified, they can be divided
into three categories r domains. The first domain is the knowledge
domain, including knowledge of educational processes, theories and
techniques. 'The second domain of pdOpetencies is a performance do-
main that includeerteaching praetiCes and activitied. The third do-
main is an output or product domain that contains competencies con,
cerned with observable change on the part of the ohildrin being
taught (Airasian, 1973, p. 16).

Turner (1972) suggests that these three domains of competencies
can be evaluated at six different le,Kels. Level 1, the lowest level,
is the knowledge level at which a probpeotive teacher shows some un-
derstanding of behaviors, concepts or Principles relevant to teach-

ing. The middle levels, 2, 3, and 4, are three performance levels.
Level 2 calls for performance, but not necessarily in a classroom,
but rather iii a restricted setting such as micro-teaching. Level 4

-calla for performance in an actual classroom setting with evaluation
based upon observable teaching behaviors. The top two levels, levels
5 and 6, are the product levels, and evaluation here is based on the
assessment of the impact of the teacher on the behavior and learning
of children. Level 5 uses pupil outcomes as a criterion over a short
period of time (1-2 weeks), and level 6 uses pupil outcomes as a cri-
terion over a longer period of time (1 -2 years).

Beginning with knowledge competenCies and ending with product
competencies, the assessment techniques for evaluation of CBTE must
respect the integrity of the conceptual level of the competency do-
main. The evaluation problem is to ensure that assessments of cozo,
petencies be made at the same conceptual level asthe competency.
This means that the outcomes of a CBTE program cannot all be°eval-
uated using a paper and pencil instrument. It is essential to rise

performance tests, as well as a product assessment.' It also recog,,
nizes that a complete evaluation of a'CBTE. program does, in fact,
includeknowledge assessments which might legitimately include a
paper and pencil instrument as the most appropriate means of accom-

plishing this task.

The second and third characteristics of CBTE wiewed together
show the great need for a teacher education model specifically de-
fined in behavioral terms. Performance of teachers and change in
students are both behaviors. The following is suggested is a model
that should be applicable to a CBTE program for teacher education.

1

The knowledge, performance, and outcome continuum implies a di-
rect linear relationship in which product is a function of perform4

ance, and performance is a function 'of knowledge. kteachereduca,
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tion program based on this concept would be designed to introduce
prospective teachers to the appropriate knowledges that lead to the
appropriate performances, thit in turn lead to the. appropriate out-

comes (See Figurel). "Appropriate* is determined by the model uti-

lised. Internal consistency of the model is established because
nothing would be taught at the knowledge level that did not relate

to the performance and outcome levels as lien.

Figure A

NO,

Knowledges

'Performances

Outcomes

Although helpful, this representation is oversimplified. It

fails to consider two important' issues. First, performance is not

simply a fOnction of knowledge obtained through a particular teacher
,education process. Rather, performance is a function of the personas
total experience., Knowledge obtained through the teacher education
process, however important, is only a part of that experience. Sec-

ondly, personal characteristics of the individual play an important

role in determining teacher performance. Thus the contribution of

knowledge to performance can better be represented by Figure B.
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Experiendes

Non-Program
Experiences
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Knowledges Personal

Characteristica

Performances

Figure A also fails to do justice to the complexity of the rela-
tionship between teaching performance and learning outcomes. "Out-
come" is defined as the observable change on the part of the subject
in the teaching-learning procese7namoily, the student. Research has
clearly indicated that learning is related to many*factors other than
teaching performance. If a CETE model, or fol. that matter any model,
of the teacher education process fails to acknowledge this reality,
its viability is extremely limited. Figure C better depicts the re-
lationship between teaching performance and learning outcome:

1

. -

Teaching
Performance

Figure C

Other.,

Factors

L

leaning Outcomes
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Coabidihg Figures Band C produces Figure Dp which is offered
fa 'a comprehensivejaodel or the CBTE teacher education' process. It

beginsitah,the fledge Competencies available in a CETE program
and ends..with the,pacomes of educatidn as reflected in impact on

children.

.

Figure D

Comprehensive CBTE Medel,0.1.
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Figure E presents an:example of the model as -it illustrates a
atrjng CBTE program that has little impact. The shadad,areas of the

1 represents the portion that evaluation shows to be a function
of the CBTE program.

Figure E

A CBTE Program With Weak .Outccse Impact

Khowledges
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In this CBE program, a group of knowledge competencies led to
an extensive'set of performances or performance competencies, but
the extensive set of performance competencies did not have a large
impact on children (outcome). It might be that the CBTE program
could baoonsidered good, at leaO at the point that the institu-
tional intervention ceased. TeaOhers who were certified in, terms
of the program competencies had evidenced an extensive set Of teach-
ing performances learned from the CBTE program (the shaded portion
of,the teaching perfOrmances box).

Despite this extensive set of performances, however, these
teachers had diminishing impact on children over times If an eval-
uation showed this finding, it would suggest that the competencies
selected for the program were inappropriate or that the teaching
model defined by those competencies was deficient. This aspect of
the CBTE model illustrates the need for long-range evaluation that
includes a feedback loop to the institutional or consortia arrange-
ment that is responsible for the teacher education program.

This weak-impact situation can be contrasted to the program
illustrated in Figure F. The latter perhaps defines the ideal CB]E

program. The knowledge competencies in this program lead to an ex-
tensive and well-defined set of teaching performances which are
shown through empirical evaluation to have a strong impact on chil-
dren (outcome).
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Figure F

CM Program With Strong Outcome Impact
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,Many other situations possible, and the CBTE model shoed
wprovide some useful male to 16ok at each situation. At present, the
primary use of the model woad seem to be a qualitative one, with
little possibility for an empirical utilization. is many different
CBTE programs develop, the empirical possibilities will become great-
er. The sagging unit to answer the evaluation qmestiori is the indi-
vidual teacher being trained. The sampling unit to answer the larger
empirical question for the model is the CBTE program itself.,

The benefit derived from use of atCevaaluation model will be an
understanding of what assessments have to be made, and where informa-
tion is to be obtained. Use-'f the model suggests that the outcomes
of.s. CBTE program have to be looked at as a total system that includes
knowledges, performances and outcomes. And fine Ay, the learning out-
comes as well as the teaching performances must be seen as a function
of variables other than the CBTE program.

Two empirical questions exist that OBTE advocates must still
contend with. The first empirical question asks: How effective is
a particular CBTE program in training teachers in the c
it develops? The second empirical question is: How do the
cies relate to student learning? The evaluation model outlined
this paper can lead to the answer to the first question. Placing
the evaluation model in,the perspective of the CBTE model-for teach-
er education will begin to shed light on the answer to the second
question. ,
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